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FOREWORD

The Government has been increasingly concerned with thecoverage of all children
by education and has taken up several projects, some even funded by the World
Bank and other international aid agencies, such as the District Primary Education
Programme, Jan Shala, etc. to achieve the objective of maximizing the enrolment
and retention of children between 6to 14 years in the education system.The 86th
amendment to the Constitution of India has made it all the more imperative for us
to work towards a situation where all children, including those with disabilities, are
included in education programmes appropriate for them.

The Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment entered into an agreement with
UNDP to fund a project in 20 blocks (10 each in UP and Karnataka), with an
investment of $1 million, to develop a model for achieving zero rejection of children
with disabilities. In the course of deliberations regarding this project, the attention
of the Project Steering Committee was drawn to the plight of children with learning
problems, especially specific learning disabilities who, it is estimated, constitute
10% of the children in schools.

Learning styles differ from person to person. Some of us process information better
when received through the ears rather than eyes. Some of us effectively process
the information visually. Some have difficulty learning in a noisy environment, while
some prefer an environment that has the least visual distraction (such as too
many windows and posters). All the same, we learn what should be learnt
successfully. However, some children cannot learn efficiently due to specific break

down in the learning process involving listening, thinking, perceiving, memory
and expression. Such difficulties are called specific learning disabilities or specific
learning difficulty. As this condition may not have visible disability, many such
children are considered lazy, unresponsive or uninterested in studies and are
subjected to scolding and punishment by teachers and are the butt of teasing by
schoolmates. This can lead to the dropping out of the child from school or rejection
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by the school itself, that sees such children as disruptive elements. Even the parents
despair of them.

Yet another group of children have difficulty in learning as they have below average
intelligence. These are children having borderline intelligence and are called slow
learners. Many such children can be mildly mentally retarded. Some children due
to emotional disturbance or cultural or social disadvantage may also show poor
scholastic performance, but many a time, counseling at the right time helps them
improve their academic performance. All these conditions lead to learning
problems.

When education has become the right of every child, it is important that every
child of school going age must receive education in a manner that he can be
receptive to. Since it is noticed that teachers in primary schools generally do not
have the techniques of teaching such children, this gap must be bridged. This
demands the development of appropriate techniques for detection and intervention
for such children who face learning problems in regular schools. Imaginative tips
that can help the teacher teach and the student learn can be a vital "TLM".

Under the UNDP supported research project, a research team from the National
Institute of Mentally Handicapped, led by Dr.Jayanthi Narayan and including Ms.
A.T.Thressia Kutty, Ms. Han Priya, Ms. G. Kavita and Ms. Neela Sen have developed
this handbook that provides information on why children fail to learn, how to screen
and detect such children, and how to provide remedial instruction for specific learning
problems. As the Indian education system is largely dependent on evaluation through
written examinations, the book also includes useful inputs for developing examination
skills.

I congratulate the researchers on having prepared an excellent handbook in keeping
with the high standards set by NIMH in the field of research. I expect that the primary
school teachers will find this handbook useful in helping children with learning
problems in the schools.

/L aL&.
(Mrs. RaJwant Sandhu)

Date: 20.08.2003 Joint Secretary & CVO
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PREFACE

Children with learning disabilities are at a disadvantaged position when
compared with children who can cope with the normal learning system.
These children usually tend to drop out from the school system or the system
rejects them, causing concern for the parents. The problem is not a new
phenomenon and it is there since the evolution of the mankind. A systematic
focus was paid on learning disabilities from 60s onwards in the West and
some models were developed to take care of the special needs of these
children. In UK the Education Act of 1981 highlighted the identification of
children with special education needs and to provide them wherever possible
education in ordinary schools. Most of the European countries and Australia
also have followed similar policy.

In India there is neither legislation nor policy of such nature. Ironically, this
subject comes under no man's land resulting in lack of knowledge and
education practices for these children who constitute 10% of the school going
population. "Education for all" is given special focus by Government of India
which is also guaranteed by constitution. In order to make it possible we have
an obligation to systematically work for these groups, which otherwise
naturally get excluded in the school system due to their special needs.

There is, therefore, a need to develop materials to understand learning
difficulties and provide know-how to take care of the special needs of these
children. Having realized the difficulties of these children we have developed
a screening checklist and also organized orientation programmes for the
regular school teachers to identify the children with learning problems and
provide them the needed special services.

Though the problem of learning is attributed to varying capabilities of
individuals, it is the school system, which has the responsibility to identify and
understand specific problems of the students and come out with solutions.
Hence, knowing of the process of learning and identifying various stages and
linking the same with the problem of student are crucial for providing
solutions to the students with learning difficulties. In this direction, we have
brought out a resource package, which is the result of our continued
endeavours over many years in the past. This book has been published by us
under UNDP project on support to children with disabilities, which is based
on the concept of zero rejection.
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Chapter I covers the over view of education as the fundamental right of every
child and various programmes of the Government of India in achieving
education for all including the children with disabilities. It also covers the
meaning, definitions, and clarifications of learning problems along with the
historical perspective. Chapter II covers the learning problems while
assessment and remediation is covered in Chapter III. Learning problems
have beer conceptually presented comparing the computer system which
one can understand. The assessment and remediation is based on the
experience and feedback knowledge developed at NIMH over a period.
Assessment is an essential phase for intervention, as it explains the level and
the kind of learning difficulty of a child and also the process requirement of
teacher and other resources.

Chapter IV deal with organization of resource room covering all aspects
including orientation of the administrators of general schools who are very
crucial for making education of the students with learning problems a
success.

Subject teaching viz. English, Hindi and Maths is treated logically and
graphically in Chapters V, VI and VII which is vital for a teacher to be
adaptive and innovative in furthering the subject content and developing
teaching and learning materials locally to make it learning friendly.
Illustrations given in the book will have refining influence in the learning
process. As usual no learning will be complete without providing the
mechanism and techniques for evaluation and this has been also provided
very systematically for each subject.

The objective of the book is to empower the student with learning difficulties
with the necessary skills to overcome learning problems, which is possible if
method is clear to enhance the study skills. The Chapter VIII has therefore
focused on enhancing study skills, which will be very useful for a teacher in
handling a child with learning difficulties. I am confident that the resource
book will be useful for the regular schools to cover the students with learning
problems.

The research team headed by Dr.Jayanthi Narayan and consisting of
Ms.A.T.Theressia Kutty, Ms.Hari Priya, Ms.G.Kavita and Ms.Neela Sen has
done a wonderful job in bringing out this unique learning package aiming at
"zero rejection" in the regular schools which deserves appreciation and
commendation.

I hope that all concerned will take advantage of this book to the maximum in
taking care of the special needs of children with learning problems.
I welcome suggestions and ideas for further development in this area.

Dr.L.Govinda Rao
Director

Date: 20th August, 2003
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THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA
PREAMBLE

WE, THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, having solemnly resolved to constitute India
into a SOVEREIGN SOCIALIST SECULAR DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC and to
secure to all its citizens:

JUSTICE, social, economic and political;

LIBERTY of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship;

EQUALITY of status and of opportunity; and to promote among them all;

FRATERNITY assuring the dignity of the individual and the unity and
integrity of the Nation;

IN OUR CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY this twenty-sixth day of November,
1949, do HEREBY ADOPT, ENACT AND GIVE TO OURSELVES THIS
CONSTITUTION.
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OVERVIEW

Education is a fundamental right of every child.
Programmes on Universalization of Primary
Education are being carried out worldwide. in
India, with the initial efforts of District Primary

Education Programme (DPEP) followed by
Sarva Siksha Abhiyan (SSA), the elementary
education has become a priority of the
Government.

The number of schools in the c9untry has
increased from 2,31,000 in 1950 to 9,30,000
in 1999. The enrollment in primary schools has
grown from 19.2 million to 110 million. The
gross enrollment ratio has exceeded 100%.
Though the scenario is encouraging, out of
200 million children in the age group of 6-14
years, only 141 million attend school. One
major reason for drop out is low levels of
achievement by the children. Low achievement
in children can be due to learning problems in
them. Contributing factors to learning
problems include, low intelligence, specific
learning disabilities or other socio cultural
disadvantages.

Sarva Siksha Abhiyan, which is a time-bound
integrated programme of Government of India
in partnership with the States aims to provide
quality education to children in the 6-14 age
group by 2010. To achieve this aim, education
of children with disabilities need to be given
importance. Many children with learning

schools must be provided
This will increase their
and reduce the dropout

A large number of children with mild
intellectual disabilities (mental retardation),
borderline intelligence and specific learning
disabilities face difficulties in coping with the
academic demands in schools. Such children
are large in number and their difficulty is
'invisibLe', which further compounds the
problem!. These are children who seem to be
functioning like other peers in all aspects
except academics. Teachers are puzzled, as
these tudents do not have a visible disability.
Such children actually might have a problem

in their learning process. If given appropriate
support and taught in the way they learn, they
can be helped to cope with the academics.

To help such children in learning, it is essential
to understand the learning process, how and
why learning difficulties occur, and what
measures can be taken for correcting such
problems. An effort has been made through
this book to provide corrective measures for
specific learning problems children face in
primary schools, with basic focus on teaching
English, Hindi and Mathematics. Easy steps in
sequence on how to teach concepts in primary
schools is described under 'task level

3

problems in regular
optimal support.
learning efficiency
rate.



instruction'. This would help teachers to teach
the concepts without difficulty. In the section
on deficit level instruction, how to correct
specific problems (such as reversal, omission)
are described.

Primary school teachers will find the tips given
in this book very useful for identifying errors
students make, analyze errors and correct
them. The sample work sheets provided are
illustrative and not exhaustive. Teachers can
make similar worksheets on their own to teach
their students. The intention here is to help
teachers to focus on identifying error pattern
in a student's performance and correct the
error so that he can improve in the specific
area of academics.

CHILDREN WITH
LEARNING PROBLEMS

Learning styles differ from person to person.
Some of us process information better when
received through the ears rather than eyes.
Some of us effectively process the information

visually. Some have difficulty learningin noisy
environment, while some prefer an
environment that has least visual distraction
(such as too many windows and posters).
However, we learn what should be learnt
successfully. Some children cannot learn
efficiently due to specific breakdown in the
learning process, involving listening, thinking,
perceiving, memory and expression. Such
difficulties are called specific learning
disabilities or specific learning difficulty. Yet
another group of children have difficulty in
learning as they have below average
intelligence. Therefore, their capacity to learn
is limited. These are children having borderline
intelligence and are called slow learners.
Many may also be mildly mentally retarded.
Some children due to emotional disturbance
or cultural or social disadvantage may also
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show poor scholastic performance, but many
a time, counseling at the right time helps them
improve their academic performance. All the
above conditions lead to learning problems.

Criteria for classifying children as
having learning problems:
Academic learning problems can arise due to
borderline intelligence or mild mental
retardation, breakdown in psychological
process or due to environmental influences.
A number of criteria are used for calling such
children as having learning problems. This
includes (a) exclusionary clause, (b)
discrepancy clause and (c) ability deficit,

Exclusionary clause
This is applied to distinguish children having
learning disabilities and other disabilities such

as visual impairment, hearing impairment or
mental retardation, As per this classification,
if a child has learning problem in school, and
if it is nOt due to visual impairment, hearing
impairment, mental retardation or cultural,
social or economic disadvantage, then, the
child will be classified as having specific
learning disabilities. However, this is not a
foolproof method for defining specific learning
disabilities. For instance, technically, children
with mental retardation are not learning
disabled, but typical symptoms of letter
reversals and perception problems are many
a time found in them also. In a research study
on assessment of primary schoolchildren, out
bf 10 children diagnosed as having specific
learning disabilities, 8 children were found to
have borderline intelligence on standard
intellectual assessment (Narayan and
Sivakumar, 2002). Another study by Bender
(1995) showed teacher rating of behaviour of
children with specific learning disabilities and
low achievers did not indicate significant
difference.



One way to make decision for education of be provided remedial or resource room
such children is to respect the 'Right to
education? for all children, and, irrespective of
diagnostic label, providing them the education

they deserve, after considering their strengths
and limitations.

Di
T

screpancy clause
o classify a child to be having a need for

supportive education, discrepancy between
the class placement and achievement level is
used. To explain simply, if a child placed at
class V happens to function at class II level in
reading, he has definite need for support in
reading. The studies also indicate that atleast
there should be a consistent discrepancy of 2
class levels or more in one or more academic
subject areas to call the child as having learning
disabilities. Based on the scores received, the
profile is also described as functioning at
'independent level', 'instructional level' or
'frustration level' in any given subject at a class
level, This helps in deciding on remedial
education in resource room.

Ability deficit clause
This is based on the psychological processes
involved in learning. Auditory and visual
perceptual deficits and subsequently motor,
and language disorders lead to ability deficit
in the student to learn. In other words,
breakdown in the psychological processes are
found responsible for poor learning requiring
remedial instruction. Academic difficulties as
demonstrated in the class work and
assessment of psychological process together
perhaps will be a better indicator of the
student's learning problem for decision making
in terms of educational placement.

Whatever is the criteria used, it should be kept
in mind that every child who is a low achiever
should be the concern of the teacher and must

5

support, to provide 'appropriate education' for
all children. Remember, 'Education' is a basic

Right of all children.

Characteristics of children with
learning problems
In a child, the visible and most alarming
indicator of learning problem to parents and
teachers is the failure in class tests and
examinations. When a child consistently shows
poor performance in one or more subjects in
school, he should be tested to confirm or rule
out learning problems. Other characteristics
found in such children include deficits in:

Visual perception

Auditory perception
Visual motor activities

Conceptualization
Memory

- Attention

A disiepency between actual performance
of the student and the expected
yëform.ance in class is an 'indicator of
leatning problems.

Many children with learning problems are
found to be:
- impulsive
- poor in comprehension
- disorganized
- having low self-esteem
- having unpredictable behaviour
- withdrawn
- communicating poorly
- anxious
- moody
- having difficulty in problem solving
- confused
- fidgety



All children with learning problems do not have consideration of effect of cerebral dominance

entration difficulties

a

1980)

all the above listed difficulties. Many have
some of the characteristics and some have
many of the symptoms. However, each child
needs to be screened and if he/she is found
to have problems, then detailed assessment
has to be done so that remedial instruction
can be given. Easy screening checklist for use
by primary school teachers in English, Hindi
and Mathematics are attached in Chapter III
of this manual.

Research studies have shown that children with

learning problems have most of the following
characteristics (Ariel, 1992):
1. Attention and conc
2. Socialization difficulties
3. Low frustration tolerance
4. Poor impulse control
5. Perceptual difficulties
6. Poor speech and language development
7. Hyperactivity/Continuous restlessness
8. Poor self concept
9. Poor in studies - reading, spelling,

counting, math
10. Poor motor coordination

Historic overview and current status of
children with learning problems
Children with learning problems constitute
approximately 10% of the children. They are
in regular schools along with other non-
disabled children. As of now, there is no
legislation for slow learners or children with
specific learning disabilities.

As recorded byJohnson and Morasky (1980),
the major work related to learning disability
was done in twentieth century excepting the
work of Morgan, an ophthalmologist who
referred to this condition as 'word blindness'
in 1896. In 1937, the work of Samuel Orton
later followed by Birch (1957) led to the

on learning. Alfred Strauss and Heinz Werner
in early 1 940s attempted to study the
behaviour of brain injured children. They noted
disorders of perception such as figure-ground
confusion, perseveration, difficulty in
understanding abstract concepts and
hyperactive behaviours. The work of Strauss
and Werner (1942) and that of Strauss and
Lehtinen (1947) formed a firm ground for
further research in brain damage in children.

Development of trends in the area of mental
retardation has contributed significantly to the
field of learning disabilities. In the late 1 950s
and 1 960s, awareness of need for educational
programmes for children with learning
problems emerged among the professionals.
Further, the work of Johnson and Myklebust
(1967) focused on the psychoneurological
perspective which related academic disorders
in terms of problems in processes of learning
including sensation, perception, imagery,
symbolization and conceptualization. The term
minimal brain dysfunction (MBD) was
predominantly used in the 1 960s. As quoted
by Hailahan and Cruickshank (1973), upto
1960 there was paucity of research, limited
personnel and no teacher education for
learning disabilities (Johnson and Morasky,

In 1962, first specific definition of learning
disability was documented in special
education textbook by Kirk. Kirk (1962)
introduced a workable, descriptive phrase for
the condition and called it Learning Disabilities.

This had a quick positive response from the
professionals and the Association of children
with Learning Disabilities was formed. Though,
this term created confusion among laymen and
the professionals between LD and learning
problems of any kind, the term has been widely



accepted. In 1968, the US National Advisory
Committee on handicapped children defined
[ft which is currently in use in most parts of
the world.

In the UK, the Warnock report (1974) of the
education of handicapped children
recommended the term 'learning difficulties'
for children deserving remedial help in
ordinary schools and this term is inclusive of
mentally retarded children also. According to
this report, the children with "special
educational need" included not only children
with disabilities but also those children with
learning or other difficulties whose needs have

hitherto lacked specific recognition (Special
Education needs in Scotland, 1980).

In UK, the Education Act of 1981 highlighted
the identification of children with special
educational needs and to provide them,
wherever possible education in ordinary
schools. Most of the Europian countries and
Australia tend to have similar policy whereby
the child who does not benefit from regular
education due to various reasons may be
provided suitable special education or
remedial education. This includes the children,
who have learning problems also.

CHILDREN WITH LEARNING
PROBLEMS IN INDIA
About 12.59 million children in school going
age in India are disabled (NPE-POA, 1992).
With all the efforts of Government of India to
Universalize Primary Education, the enrollment
of children in school has risen. The enrollment
ratios in schools increased in Post
Independence India, Yet, specific learning
problems do not get detected in many children
and they are invisible in the society. Survey
on such children has not been done, probably
due to the inconspicuous and/or
misunderstood nature of the disability. Such
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children continue to stay and struggle in the
mainstream school without detection, The
general education framework has a system of
automatic promotion to next class irrespective
of the marks obtained by the student. This 'no
retention' policy leads the child to a class,
which may be much above his ability level thus

widening the discrepancy between the actual
performance of the child and the expected
performance of that class. Further, a 35%
marks in each subject is generally adequate
for pass in examination, which the child with
learning problerii manages to get with extra
coaching, parental pressure and may be due
to lenient correction of paper in some cases.
What goes unnoticed is, the trauma the child
undergoes in the process. Another limitation
of Indian educational system is that the
evaluation of a child is based solely on written

examination, howsoever good, the child is,
with verbal answers. Occasionally, such
children do repeat classes due to change of
school or parental option, and teachers do get
puzzled at the child's problem in academics
and try to seek professional assistance.
However, due to the pressure of completion
of syllabus by the stipulated time and the
priority for 100% result in X and XiI class of
the school, many a time, the children with
learning problems lose focus and are removed
from rolls of X class. Added to these is the
various syllabi system of Central Board, State
Boards, ICSE and so on, varied second
languages, media of instruction and also a third
language to be learnt. With the school/college
education having become so competitive in
general, children with hidden handicap get no
where in the educational stream, thus receiving
no attention to their hidden talent also.

More rwçnbec of boys are afftcted by
faming Øt'cbtØms thsn gd



In recent years, a few voluntary organizations
in cities have recognized the problem and
started to pay special attention to these
children. The scheme of Integrated Education
of Disabled Persons (lED) of Ministry of
Human Resource Development, Government
of India, has also included learning disabilities
in the scheme. However, specific detection
and educational provision in the mainstream
education is yet to evolve. The use of a number

of officially recognized languages in respective
states, national language Hindi and English in
school education add to the problem of
evolving a uniform method of detection of
difficulty and service provision, However,
some steps have found ground and informal
intervention procedures are in practice at few
places in various parts of the country. Sonic
State Governments and Central board have
made educational provision for such children.

Prevalence

Approximately 10% of children are estimated
to have learning problems, out of which, 4.6%
of school aged students are identified as
severely Learning Disabled. The fact that boys
far out number girls in incidence of Learning
Disability has been linked to possible medical,
maturational, sociological and brain
organizational factors (Smith, 1991). There is
no statistics available regarding the prevalence
in India.

There is no exact data on the number of
children requiring support in education in India
as most of them are accepted in general
schools, If teachers are contacted, they would
name atleast one or two children in a class of
forty children, whom they find poor in studies
and not suitable for their class.

Even, if the available data is taken into
consideration on the prevalence of disabled
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children in school going age, the ones with
milder disabling conditions form the largest
group. Special needs of a large section of these
children are not met in classrooms as general
teachers do not possess competencies for it.
The time available with them for meeting
individual needs is also very limited. These are
children who do not require exclusive
arrangement of special education. Such
children with low level of academic functioning
require supportive education, which can be
provided through resource room facility in the
existing schools.

Orientation and training of teachers of
regular classes

Those children who for whatever reason,
remain underachievers in their age appropriate
classes, require assistance for their education.
Therefore, it is the teachers in regular classes
who are in a position to identify such children
and help them. To enhance easy identification,
a simple screening checklist with observable
characteristics of such children like the one
given in Chapter Ill of this manual becomes
essential. It is good to have a resource room
in every school where a trained teacher
provides the required extra support to children

with learning problems.

s estimated that abcnjt io° of the
pOp9t3ofl is affected by lnrru rig
dIfficuttIes

The regular education teachers should be
sensitized to the individual differences among
children and their learning style. As the
children attending resource rooms will be in
the classroom of regular educator most of the
time, it is important that she works in close
coordination with the resource teacher. The
programmes in the regular class and in the



resource room should be linked for continuity
and generalization.

Where appropriate and feasible, the regular
educator must be involved in the follow-up of
resource teaching, and should give feedback
to the resource teacher.

Resource teaching

The resource teacher, on getting a referral from
the regular teacher should thoroughly assess
the child for specific problems. This would
include, obtaining information on medical and

psychological assessment, background
information on family history, and other past
interventions. The resource teacher would
then assess in detail for the grade level
functioning in various subject areas such as

reading, reading comprehension, writing,
spelling, arithmetic computation, arithmetic
reasoning, general knowledge and problem
solving ability. While assessing, the resource
teacher would specifically look for the child's
strengths and limitations, style of learning and
the ability to reason and relate. She would
record the current level of functioning
explicitly. The resource teacher would then
carefully develop an individualized remedial
programme for each child and teach him/her
accordingly. Periodic assessment and
necessary modifications in the programme
based on the progress of the child, is carried
out by the resource teacher. The resource
teacher would keep the regular class teacher
informed of the remedial programme and what
needs to be done by him/her as a follow up in
the class. This assists in the overall
development of the child as he will be
eventually in the regular classroom. Thus, the
combined effort of both the teachers is an
absolute necessity for helping children to
overcome learning problems. More details on
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organization of resource room is given in
Chapter IV.

Educational provisions
As mentioned earlier, there is no legislation to

support children with learning problems.
I lowever, the project Integrated Education of
the Disabled children includes children who
are slow learners and learning disabled. Major
provisions include additional time for
exaFilind Lion, use of a scribe where needed,
replacement of third language with courses
such as work experience where appropriate
and a few other provisions. Such provisions
vary from state to state slightly (see appendix
for details).
A few regular schools have established
resource rooms to assist such children. There
are also a few exclusive voluntary
organizations in various parts of the country,
which provide resource education. Diploma
and B.Ed. level courses in special education
of learning disabled children are offered by a
few organizations and universities. However,
considering the magnitude of the problem, the
facilities should increase. Regular schools
should have resource teachers. Organizing
periodic inservice training for the regular
teachers on education of such children will
have a far reaching effect in including children
with learning problems in regular schools. The
interface between regular education and
special education should ideally lead to
acquiring common basic competencies and
skills to work together so that the children
enjoy the best educational environment.

This resource book aims at assisting teachers in

regular primary school to identify learning
problems in their students, use remedial methods

to correct the problems particularly in Hindi,
English and Math. The book also includes details

on how to organize a resource room.
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LEARNING PROBLEMS

Learning is an experience a child goes through
since birth. He explores his environment arid
gradually begins to understand the elements
around him that satisfy his needs - mother/
caregiver, milk, toys Though all children go
through the developmental stages and acquire
tasks appropriate to the given stage, each child
is unique with his own physical appearance
and characteristics, abilities and talents,
personality pattern as well as learning styles.
The learner characteristics contribute to their
scholastic performances positively or
adversely. The teachers must count also the
strengths of a learner while correcting or
remediating his limitations so that educational
planning is done in the right perspective. To
do so, a teacher should know how learning
occurs and why children fail.

Learning is a multidimensional phenomenon.
There tends to be a relationship between the
information processing and functioning of the
system to enable a child to learn. All children
make an effort to learn, but some, due to
specific reasons fail to learn effectively.

Why do children fail? To answer this, let us
first compare the human being to a computer.
A computer has an input (keyboard/mouse),
a central processing unit (CPU) and an output
(monitor) unit. When all these are intact, the
computer works well. In a human being,
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consider the five senses as input channels, the
brain as CPU and the motor systems (speech,

movement, gestures and writing ability) as the
output channels. When we say we have learnt
something, these systems work in synchrony.
A breakdown in any of these will lead to failure

in learning.

Input CPU Oulput

iensaton
A ______

Learning problems at each stage of sensation,
perception, imagery, symbolization and
conceptualization must be checked if one has
to assist a child in learning. Careful diagnosis
is essential for appropriate remediation.
Though all the five sensorial inputs contribute
to conceptualization, the two modalities most
commonly used for acaderTlic learning are
auditory and visual. Therefore, the processing
problems in these two channels must be
carefully tested, as briefly seen below.



Sensation: Signs of problem in auditory acuity
and visual acuity are to be observed by the
class teacher and referred for medical experts'
attention. Listening in the class with the ears
in an angle (head turned to a side), while
teacher dictates, copying from neighbours,
seems to look elsewhere when teacher speaks,
and copies actively when she writes on the
board are some signs that the child needs to
he checked by Audiologist/ENT Specialist for
auditory acuity. Similarly, watering eyes,
copying with a lot of errors from the hoard or

copying from the neighbour, attending only
when the teacher speaks and not when she
writes, shabby handwriting, and ignoring lines
are some of the indications for the teacher to
refer the child to ophthalmologist to check for
visual acuity.

Attention: After receiving information through
the senses, one should attend to the stimuli
to make meaning out of it. To do this, one has
to fiRer the unwanted stimuli and focus only
on what is to be absorbed. This is called
attention. If the child does not attend enough,
the information will not reach the brain and
the information received by the senses cannot
he understood.

Perception: Perception is basically the ability
to discriminate. It makes sensation meaningful.
Problems in perception can be very many. It
integrates the various sensory stimuli.
Perceptual skills is one of the key factors in

identifying problems in early academic
learning.

The sub-categories of perception are:

(a) Discrimination: Seeing or hearing
likenesses and differences in sounds and
s y nib ols.

(h) Figure ground: The ability to separate and
focus on what one wishes to attend
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visually or auditorily from the surrounding
environment.

(c) Closure: The ability to synthesize sounds
and symbols or recognize whole, from
parts.

Imagery: Lrnagery is essentially memory, where
the child is expected to retain that which he
had heard, seen or felt and recall when
needed. It includes long term and short term
memory. Sequential memory is also an
essential component of imagery. The language
associations of memory involve auditory to
auditory, visual to auditory, auditory to visual
and visual to visual aspects.

Symbolization: This is otherwise known as
language, which can be verbal and nonverbal.
This is essential for communication. Problems
in receptive, expressive or inner language can
lead to problems in learning.

Specific nonverbal learning systems include
body image, spatial temporal orientation, and
laterality and directionality.

Gross and fine motor efficiency are very
essential for learning, as poor balance and
coordination, poor body rhythm and eye-hand
coordination obviously interfere with learning.

Conceptualization: This is dependent upon
the integrity of all the above mentioned stages
of learning. It is essential to find out at what
conceptual level a child is functioning. The
three levels are (1) concrete leveL, (2)
functional level, (3) abstract level.

Example

Concrete level : Plate is round

Functional level : Plate is used for dining

Abstract level : Plate is a utensil

As a rule, all the teaching should always begin
at concrete level and move to abstract level.



Learning problems can be due to difficulty in - Mixing of capital and small letters.
anyone or more of the above processes of - Reversal of letters (b/d, m/w, 3/F, 9/6).
learning by which the student is unable to learn Writing problems can be due to visual
to the optimum. Appropriate educational

perceptual difficulty, poor motor coordinationdiagnosis and remedial education will assist
and attention deficits.

in improving his learning process.
Signs of problems in mathematics: Also

Signs of reading disabilities: This is also known
known as dyscalculia, these children show

as dyslexia. The errors in reading at primary
following characteristics.level may include the following:

Difficulty in pointing to small/big, more/Omission of letters, syllables, words or
less, tall/short when asked.

word endings (sed for said).
Difficulty to show that parts put togetherAddition of sounds, or words in sentences
make whole.

(is c ho o I/school).
- Difficulty to demonstrate that adding

Substitution of words/letters (home/ more objects results in increase in
house, ise cream/icecream).

quantity, taking away results in decreasing.
Mispronouncing words/letters (Joo/Zoo). . Difficulty in arranging/grouping objects by
Reversing whole word/syllable/letters (b/ size/shape/colour.
d, u/n, w/m, now/won, cat/tac). . Difficulties in relating number of objects
Transposing order of words in a sentence to its symbol, written or verbal.
(I a bus saw / I saw a bus). . Difficulty in pointing to the numeral when

- Ignoring punctuation. named.

In addition, they can have poorly coordinated - Difficulty in naming numerals.

motor movements, leading to shabby . Reversal of numbers (45/54, 503/305).
handwriting or not maintaining lines in their

Difficulty in copying numerals.
writing. Problems of laterality also can lead to
poor right/left orientation in their writing/ - Inability to apply computational skill to

reading. daily activity (difficulty in doing "story
sums").

Signs of writing disabilities (dysgraphia):
Difficulty in understanding concepts of

Slow in writing,
units/tens/hundreds.

Improper posture. Difficulty in mathematical judgment and
- Illegible, shabby handwriting, reasoning.
- Awkward pencil grip.

CAUSES- Difficulty in formation of letters.
- Variable letter sizes. Various causes for learning disabilities may

Poor right/left orientation, include prenatal, natal, postnatal, genetic,
biochemical, and psychological factors

- Inability to maintain line.
(Wallace and McLoughlin).
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Prenatal, natal factors: Pasamarick and
Knoblock (1960) as quoted by Wallace and
McLoughlin (1975) found that a group of
children with reading difficulties were products
of pregnancies with complications such as
toxemia, bleeding and prematurity and low
birth weight. Rh-incompatibility, anoxia,
maternal endocrine disorders, radiation,
maternal age, consumption of drugs, alcohol
and tobacco and accidents during pregnancy
were also reported to be factors influencing
academic achievement in children.

Postnatal factors: Head injury, lead poisoning

causing neurological damage, nutritional
deficits, deprivation of sensory stimulation and
maturational lag of central nervous system are
some of the postnatal factors.

Genetic factors: There have been studies
indicating occurrence of learning difficulties
more frequently in certain families. Studies on
twins also have demonstrated evidence in
support of this fact. However, Bryant (1972)
cautions after an indepth review of literature
in this aspect that the presence of familial
patterns does not imply that a given case of
learning difficulty is a result of genetic factors,
but only that genetic factors seem to operate
in large number .of cases (Wallace and
McLoughlin, 1975).

Biochemical factors: Certain metabolic
disorders including hypoglycemia, and
hypothyroidism are reported to be found in
some cases with learning disabilities.

Psychological factors: Children having
learning disabilities tend to develop
psychological problems as secondary
symptoms as they are generally aware of their
disabilities.

Certain environmental factors may also
contribute to causative factors in children if
they are at risk for learning disabilities.
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Whatever may be the cause of learning
problems in children, the concern of the
teacher should be to help the child achieve
academically and prevent them from
becoming school dropouts.

IDENTIFICATION OF CHILDREN
WITH LEARNING rROBLEMs

It is observed that many children with learning
problem tend to be hyperactive. Usually
teachers or parents complain that the child
'does not complete any activity', 'shifts from
one activity to another', 'knowing it is wrong,
they still perform certain activities, 'does not
listen to instructions in class' or 'always on the
move'. Naturally such behaviours will interfere

in learning leading to poor academic
performance. If the hyperactive child can be
made to attend to the activity and receive the
information, he can learn successfully.

There are a number of ways to manage
hyperactivity. Behaviour management, medical
management and specific diet are some of the

methods used to reduce hyperactivity.
Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) or Attention
Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD) are
commonly used medical vocabulary to refer
to children who exhibit (a) in attention, (b)
impulsivity, (b) hyperactivity. Those children
who do not have extreme attributes of
unwanted movements of hyperactivity are
classified as ADD. Often times, ADD orADHD
is a clinical judgement by the medical
professional (Gearheart, 1986).



Symptoms of ADHD (DSM IV- 1994)
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual IV of American Pwthiatrk Association lists the tollow ini

symptoms:

I. ADHU/Inattentive type: Atleast six of the following symptoms of inatlenlion should
be presented for atleast six months to a degree that is maladaptive and intonsi. lent
with the developmental leel.

1. Often fails to give dose altention to details or makes aicless mistake sin school
work, work or other activities.

2. Often has difficulty sustaining atlenhion on tasks or play acthities.

3. Often does not seem to listen to hat is being said to him or her.

4. Often does not follow thi ougli On insfl uctions and fails to do school ork, chores,
duties (not due to oppositional behaviour or failure to (lfldeNIflnCl instructions).

5. Often has difficulty organizing tacks and activities.

6. Often avoids or strongly dislikes tacks schooI workhome worki that require sustained
mental effort.

7. Often loses things necessar for tasks and activities (school assignmern, pencil, hookst.

8. Is often easily distratted by extraneous stimuli.

II. ADHD /Hyperactive - impulsive types: Atleast four of the following symptoms of
hyperactivitv/irnpulsivitv must have persisted for atleast six months to a degree that
is maladaptke and inconsistent with developmental level.

Hyperactivits

1. Often fidgets with hands or feet or squirms in seat.

2. Leases seat in classroom or in other situation when remaining seated is expeciecl.

3. Often runs about or climbs excessively in situations where it is inappropriate (in
adolescents or adults, may be limited to subjective feeling of restlessncs).

4. Often has difficulty planning or engaging in leicure acIi lies quietly.

Imoulsivity

1 . Often blurts out answers to questions before the questions ha e been completed.

2. Often has difficult waiting in lines or awaiting turns in games or group situations.

Ill. ADHD/Combined subtype: If criteria for both of the two subtypes are met for atleast
the past six months, the child may be diagnosed as ADHD combined t\ pe.



Hyperkinetic disorders (lCD-b)
A group of disorders characterized by an early onset (usually in the first five years of life),
lack of persistence in aciivilies that require cognitive involvement, and a tendency to
move from one activity to anoil ci without completing anyone, together with disorganized,
ill-regulated, and excessive activity. Several other abnormalities may he associated.
Hyperkinetic children are often reckless and impulsive, prone to accidents, and find
themselves in disciplinary trouble because of unthinking breaches ci rules rather than
deliberate defiance. Their relationships with adults are often socially disinhihited, with a
lack at normal caution and reserve. They are unpopular with other children and may
become isolated. Impairment 01 cognitive functions is c:ommon, and specific delays in
motor and language development are disproportionately trequent. Secondary
complications include dissocial behaviour and low self-esteem.

Excludes anxiety disorders
Mood (affective) disorders
Pervasive developmental disorders

schizophrenia

Identification in Preschool years Identification in Primary school
A child with learning disabilities usually gets This is rather an easy task for the teachers. A
identified only after he is admitted to school, child who has adequate sensory, motor
As his general performance in non-academic abilities and has average intellectual abilities
areas seem normal, he does not easily get and congenial socio-cultural environment, but
identified in preschool years. Nevertheless, is scholastically backward, he can be suspected
alert observation of the child's age as having learning difficulty by the teacher. But
appropriateness for listening, speaking, this alone is not sufficient to call a person
coordination of motor movements, attention, learning disabled, To confirm the child's
and concentration on specific activities help problem, three techniques can be used.
in identifying or suspecting problems in 1. Teacher administered checklists
preschool children. As noted by Smith (1991)

2. Achievement testsintelligence tests do not prove to be useful for
these children as the lQ estimated are highly 3. Parental reports

unreliable estimates of potentials. These scores The teacher ratings of the child's academic
can vary greatly as the child grows, since abilities are better predictors than the standard
preschool development has rapid spurts. tests, as the teacher has an opportunity to
However, existing screening measures help in observe the child over a period of time on his
identifying children who have uneven processing ability of a given problem. The
developmental patterns and are at risk for standard tests many a time, give only the end
learning disabilities, product of performance. Harnand and Packard

(1985) reported after analyzing 58 studies that
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correlated kindergarten reading achievement,
several years later, the teacher ratings of
attention, distractibility and internalizing
behaviours proved to be among the best
predictors.

To identify children with academic difficulties,
there is no substitute to alert observation
resulting in an accurate clinical judgement that
comes with experience.

Typically, diagnostic information includes,
family background, medical history,
assessment of intelligence, details of academic
achievement and specific test details of
academic problems. A variety of diagnostic
instruments are used for this purpose.

The educational assessment includes
information that assists the teacher in
programme planning. This may include norm
referenced measures, criterion referenced
measures, informal evaluation, techniques or
curriculum based assessment strategies.
Comprehensive assessment by a

multidisciplinary team for the medical,
educational, language and emotional aspects
of the child will facilitate the student's
academic programming.

After various tests are conducted, ideally the
multidisciplinary team should meet and
discuss, which would enable decision
regarding educational placement. As seen
earlier, diagnosis varies with the type of
problem, discrepancy component, level of
academic failure and such details. As the
problem is multifaceted, the team becomes

necessary for making a diagnosis. Usually, the
special educator or educational diagnostician
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will he the coordinator of the team. After due
consideration of all aspects the diagnosis will
be made, which leads to educational
placement.

Chdcfren with borderline intelligence (slow
learners) those with specific teaming
disabilities, emotional problems or social
dIsadvantage can have learning problem
requiring transient or long term support in

The purpose of educational assessment is to
collect educationally relevant data on the
child's learning behaviour for educational
programming. As seen earlier, formal
standardized tests as well as informal, criterion
referenced tests are used tor assessment.
Educators prefer the criterion referenced tests
as they provide precise current level of
functioning of the child and throws light on
not only the product but processing of
information by the child.

The steps in educational assessment (Lerner,

1971):

1. Measure the child's current achievements
in basic skills.

2. Analyze how the child learns.

3. Explore why he is not learning.

4. Gather and interpret data into a diagnostic
summary/hypothesis about the child.

3. Develop objectives and plans for teaching.

The educational assessment is not an end in
itself but it is a continuous process and is
discussed in detail in the Chapter on
Assessment and Remediation.
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ASSESSMENT AND REMEDIATION

Assessment of children with learning problems
is a real challenge as they do not have visible
disabilities. In early years, before beginning to
attend school, some of the indicators include:

• inability to attend to one activity at a time.

• easily distractible.

• does not show interest in seeing books.

• does not like paper and pencil work.

• clumsy in movement.

• has difficulty in activities such as threading
beads.

• delayed speech development.

• does not seem to comprehend what is
told.

As the child grows up and starts attending
school, the parents get alerted by the
complaints from the teachers such as 'does
not sit at one place', 'does not complete given
tasks', 'not interested in reading and writing'
and above all progress report showing poor
performance in one or more of the subjects

consistently.

Children with learning problems usually have
a breakdown in the learning process (specific
learning disability) or have borderline level of
intelligence (slow learners), because of which
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they have a discrepancy between their actual

performance and expected performance of
their class level. If this discrepancy is found
consistently in one or more of the subjects and
if the difference exceeds two class levels or
more it is a cause of concern. For instance, an
eight year old child is expected to be in class

Ill. Despite good teaching and congenial home
environment, if his/her performance in one or
more subjects is at class 1 level or lower, he
needs help.

Screening
Screening is done to shortlist persons with
suspected problem, Detailed assessment is
done on those children who have been
screened and identified for further assessment.

Usually, screening checklists list common
symptoms found in children having learning
problems in the areas involving visual
perception, auditory perception, attention,
memory, behaviour, motor aspects, and
reading, writing and arithmetic.

The screening checklist found in this
handbook, in Hindi, English and Maths at
primary level have been validated. A primary
level teacher can observe and record the
difficulty seen in the child for further
assessment and referral.



NIMH Screening checklists for
identifying children with learning
problems in primary schools:
About 10% of children in schools are
estimated to have learning disabilities, out of
whom about 6% are with mild problems which
if identified early can he corrected by the
regular class teachers. To make the task easy
for the regular class teacher in screening such
children, the Department of Special Education
at NIMH has developed screening checklists
for problems in English, Hindi and
Mathematics. lJsing these checklists, a primary
school teacher can suspect and shortlist
children who may have learning problems as
well as note the type of problem the student
has

About the checklists

The checklists are developed after compiling
the difficulties noticed in children referred with
learning problenis. As the breakdown in
processing in such children occur in visual or
auditory channels, the observable difficulties
in these areas are noted separately for English
and Hindi. Motor and behavioural aspects
indicate the difficulties in the output, perhaps
due to problems in input and processing and
therefore, related aspects in these areas are
also noted. In mathematics, the difficulties are
noted in order and sequence from lower to
higher levels.

Validity
The checklists were used in primary schools
having CBSE, ICSE and A.P. State Board
syllabus. In order to make the screening
checklist useful for identifying primary school
children having difficulty in learning,
irrespective of the board of school education
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they belong to, this exercise was carried out.
Content validity was established by comparing
with similar checklists for coverage of all
aspects of learning problems. Face validity was

established by obtaining expert opinion. As the
checklist in Hindi was developed for the first
time, opinion of teachers who teach Hindi, and
that of experts in Hindi was sought and
incorporated. The checklists were then
administered on large number of children
(Hindi - 1832, English - 1951, Maths - 1951).
Through the use of the checklists a total of
101 positives (Hindi -29, English -34, Maths -
38, same students who have more than one
problem is also included) were identified. The
teachers agreed that the checklists identified
the children who were observed to be having
learning problems in schools and that the
checklist is easy to administer. Wherever the
statements were reported to be ambiguous,
were modified and the checklists were
finalized as seen in the following pages.

How to use the checklists

As far as possible, the statements of difficulty
are made in descriptive and behavioural terms
so that a teacher finds it easy to follow and
tick at the space given in the margin for those
items which are found positive for a student.
This also gives her a clue on what exactly is
the difficulty with the child, many-a-time,
leading her to finding a remedial method on
her own. Where she finds it difficult to
remediate she may take professional help for
further assessment, diagnosis and educational
support. It is suggested that the checklist is
used on those students who show consecutive
failures in one or more subjects (Hindi, English
or Maths) for more than 3 exams. Occasional
failure is not an indicator of learning difficulty.



NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED
Secunderabad

DEPARTMENT Of SPECIAL EDUCATION

Project: "Development Of Learning Package for education of children with
learning problems in regular schools"

Screening Checklist for Primary School Students - English

Name of the student : Date

Age/Sex
Class/Grade
Name of the Class teacher

Please tick only those items which are appropriate

Indicators of difficulties in visual processing:
• Visually confuses or is slow to read letters or words, which appear similar as ram-ran, far-

for.

• Reverses or inverts letters such as p-q, m-w, u-n

• Transposes letters in words such as was-saw, stop-spot

• Art and drawings - immature and lack details

• Prefers auditory activities such as class discussion, or more verbal activities

• Does not do well in activities which require reading instructions

• Confuses identification of right/left on pencil /paper assignments, and/or when moving
about the room or a building

• Has difficulty learning order of days of the week, or seasons of the year

• Has inability to read graphs, maps, globes or floor plans

• Has difficulty judging distances

• Has difficulty spacing letters and/or words appropriately

• Omits / substitutes letters in words - dres/dress, foto / photo

Indicators of difficulties in auditory processing:
• Has difficulty understanding spoken directions

• Does not form phrases and/or sentences correctly in spoken language

• Speech not as clear as should be for age level

• Quiet, not talkative
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• Has difficulty "finding" words for speech; substitutes words like "thing" for nouns

• Has difficulty or slowness in organizing thoughts for expression

• Uses phrases or single words rather than sentences.

• Has difficulty discriminating consonant sounds; hears-mat for bat, tab for tap.

• Has difficulty discriminating and learning short vowel sounds

• If given a word, has difficulty sounding it out, as in rat is r-a-t

• Has difficulty relating printed letters to there sounds

• Cannot separate sounds which make up blends, as "fl" has sounds of f and I...

• Spells and reads sight words more correctly than phonetic words

• Has difficulty sequencing syllables or letters in speaking and/or reading and oral spelling -
iskool for school; ctapillar for caterpillar

• Written spelling slightly superior to oral spelling
• Prefers visual activities (art, sports)

• Has difficulty learning syllabication
• Silent reading is better than oral reading

• Comprehension of reading is below reading ability

Indicators of kinesthetic or motor difficulties
• Poor coordination

• Poor balance

• Does poorly on any pencil/paper task or will not attempt these

• Has inarticulate or mumbled speech

• Cannot remember how to write letters although can remember what they look like

• Poor pencil grip

Behaviours that the student exhibits more often than others in the class
• Upset by changes in routine
• Easily excitable, overreacts

• Behaviour unpredictable from one hour to the next

• Seems more immature than majority of classmates

• Considerable evidenLe of non cooperative behaviour

• Relates poorly to other students

• Appears generally unhappy
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• Easily frustrated in social situations

• Impulsive behaviour, poor self-control

• Day dreams, sometimes seems in another world, withdraws

• Does not seem to be able to perceive thoughts and feelings of others

• Aggressive, irritable then remorseful

• Aggressive, not remorseful, remains angry

• Does not seem to profit from previous experience; repeats same inappropriate behaviour

• Is often unaware that his/her behaviour is annoying to others

• Erratic (some days alert, other clays not)

• Seldom completes assignments in the allotted time

• Requires more individual teacher's time than can be offered

• Does not follow directions independently

• Easily upset or frustrated by academic activities

• Unable to sit still, inattentive

• Sluggish, complains of being tired

Name & address of the school with contact phone number:

Problems faced by teachers while teaching English
1.

3.

4.

Remarks of the teacher

2.
3.

4.

Signature of the teacher
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED
Secunderabad

DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION

Project: Development Of Learning Package for education of children with
learning problems in regular schools"

Screening Checklist for Primary School Students - Hindi
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED
Secunderabad

DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION

Project: "Development Of Learning Package for education of children with
learning problems in regular schools"

Screening Checklist for Primary School Students - Maths

Name of the student Date

Age/Sex
Class/Grade
Name of the Class teacher

• Has difficulty in differentiating concepts such as big/small, long/tall short, thick - thin,
far - near, more - less, heavy - light.

• Has difficulty in differentiating shapes such as square, circle, triangle and rectangle.
• Has difficulty n demonstrating when asked to count numbers in a sequence.

• Reads incorrectly when the numbers are written at random.
Eg:- 29 as 92, 32 as 23; 29 as two - nine, etc; any other).

• Writes incorrectly when numbers are dictated at random

• Makes errors in calling out the days of the week and months of the year in a sequence or
when asked at random.
Eg;- what comes after Thursday/what comes before June

• Has difficulty in finding out a particular month, day and date from a calendar.

• Gives incorrectly when asked to give a required number of objects from a group of objects.

• Has difficulty in converting numerals into number words and vice versa.

• While writing reverses/inverts numerals such as 7, 3, 9.

• Writes numerals as they are pronounced.

FE:- 34 (304).

• Confuses between the signs of less than ( c ) and greater than ( >

• Exhibits difficulty in arranging numbers in ascending and descending order.

• Exhibits delay to respond when simple questions are asked ( 4+2= ?; which number comes
after 29 ——

• Always counts fingers/draws lines to add/subtract

• Has difficulty in finding out the place value of a particular digit in a given number.
Eg:- place value of 8 in 4382 or 0 in 3056.
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• Aligns towards left during computation.

Eg;- 322
42

+ 204
• Confuses between the arithmetic signs (-i-, -, x, ÷).
• Confuses with the place value of 0 in computation (4-, -, x,
• In addition, does not carryover/carries over to the wrong place -(any other - specify).
• Has difficulty in subtraction with and without borrowing.

Eg: borrows from the wrong digit, ignores 0/forgets to reduce from the borrowed digit.
• In multiplication, exhibits difficulty in long multiplication (wrong alignment).
• In division, ignores/confuses with quotient and remainder.
• Has difficulty in demonstrating when asked to identify the coins andcurrency notes.
• Has difficulty in reading time by hour, half hour, quarter hour and 5 minutes.
• Has difficulty in calculating the duration of time.

Eg:- 9 a.m to 3 p.m - how many hours/concept of 10 min/20 mm for a given time.
• Has difficulty in finding out a particular month, day and date from a calendar.
• Always complains of having difficulty in maths.
• Distracted/inactive or does not show interest during math class.
• Copies from other students in the math class or finds excuses to avoid math.
• Recites the tables, but does not apply when needed, such as in the statement sums.
• Has difficulty in selecting the correct computations in the statement sums.
• Needs assistance to comprehend the statement sums.
• Has difficulty in mental computation, whispered counting is present.
• Selects the incorrect algorithm. ( subtracts the smaller number from the bigger number).
• Difficulty to do 2 to 3 step computation in statement sums.
• Exhibits difficulty in understanding the concept of profit and loss when solving statement

sums.

• Is careless in computation.

Eg:- While copying from rough to fair.
• Has difficulty in understanding fractions as in, sums involving LCM.

Eg:- full, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 and so on).
• Confuses in identifying the numerator and denominator ina fraction.
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• Exhibits problems while computing fractions.

Eg:- 1/2+3/8, 3/4 - 1/2 so on..
• Exhibits difficulty to comprehend abstract concepts in geometry while using the geometrical

instruments.( degrees ).

Eg:- 60o, 90 o, 180 o.

• Exhibits difficulty in differentiating the radius, diameter and chord of a circle.

• Confuses between the concepts of acute, right and obtuse angles.

Name & address of the school with contact phone number:

Problems faced by teachers while teaching English

2.

3.

4.

Remarks of the teacher:

2.

3.

4.

Signature of the teacher
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Remedial tips Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test.

Frequency count of the difficulties as noted
by the teachers on the checklist were compiled
separately for Hindi, English and Maths and
were rank ordered. Tips and techniques for
correction were compiled and/or developed
for various frequently found learning
difficulties. After having been tried out on
children and proven effective, these techniques
are included in this handbook under the
section on "Deficit level instruction" in the
respective chapters of teaching Hindi, English
and Mathematics

Assessment

Assessment is the process of eliciting
information through various methods to
confirm or negate a condition as well as to
find out the current level of functioning
including strengths and limitations.

To assess a child, two major types of testing
are done - (a) Norm Referenced Testing (NRT)

and (b) Criterion Referenced Testing (CRT).

NRT are usually standardized tests, which help
to compare a child with other children and
establish his/her status in relation to others.
For example, class tests and ranking children,

IQ testing (intellectual assessment) measuring
heights and weights are all NRTS, as they
compare the measurement of each child with
the norms. NRTs also lead to diagnostic labels.
Some of the western achievement tests used
for children with learning problems include:

• Peabody Individual Achievement Test
(P1 AT).

• Wtde Range Achievement Test (WRAT).
• Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children

(K-ABC).
• Brigance Diagnostic Inventories.
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• Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test.
• Developmental Test of Visual Motor

Integration.
• Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.
• Woodcock Johnson Psychoeducational

Battery.

These tests are standardized on western
population and hence more appropriate for
them.

Some of the suitable screening and assessment
tests for use by teachers developed in India
include:

• Diagnostic Test of Learning Disabilities
(S.Swarup & D.Mehta).

• Behavioural checklist for screening the
learning disabled (Swarup & Mehta).

• Grade Level Assessment Device for
children with learning problems in primary
schools (J.Narayan).

• Arithmetic and Diagnostic test for primary
school children (Ramaa, S.).

CRTs are used for finding out current level of
functioning. They are also known as informal
tests, as they are constructed by the teacher.
The teacher sets a criteria and tests the child
to find out if he/she achieves the criteria. For
instance, 'ability to do 2 digit 3 line addition
with carry over' can be a criterion and the
teacher can give a number of sums involving
this operation and find out the ability level,
error pattern if any and so son, Therefore, CRT
helps in finding out strengths and needs of a
students to plan educational programme
suitably. For a student suspected to have
learning problems, both NRT and CR1 are
essential. A well trained teacher will use the
assessment information for effective planning
of instruction.



Tests can be in the form of checklists, rating

scales, objective type or paragraph responses
to questions, observations, interviews and
formal timed tests by qualified practitioners.

An example of CR1

Criteria: When given exercises to fill the blanks
with appropriate pronouns, the student will
write correctly.

Exercise:

Fill in the blank with suitable pronoun:

1. Seeta is a girl.
in ii Class.

is studying

2. My parents are not at home. _________
have gone to Mumbai.

3. Mother gave me a pen. Now, it is _______

pen.

4. There is a coconut tree in the park.
__________ is a tall tree.

5. Ramu did not go to school. ________ is
not well.

Similar tests should be constructed for each
criterion and the result should be used for
appropriate programme planning.

Terminology
Generally, the terms testing, assessment,
evaluation and measurement are found to be

interchangeably used. The terms, however,
have subtle differences and specific purpose.

Assessment is a process of obtaining
information through various modes to assign
value (Grade, Diagnosis) to the performance
and to plan educational programme.

Evaluation is done after implementing the
educational programme (class tests and
exams) to find the efficacy of teaching. It
includes processes involving testing and
measurement.
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Testing is a process of using a set of questions
to be answered written or verbal, through
varied devices (interviews, written tests, rating
scales, projects, checklist, observation) to
obtain in formation with a predetermined goal.

Measurement is the process of assigning
numerical index to the data obtained through
testing/assessment/evaluation, which helps in
quantifying data. This helps in comparing the
performance of one student with another, or
compare one's own performance to his earlier

performance.

In essence, assessment is done in the
beginning to find out the diagnosis, strengths
and needs of a student, while evaluation is
done periodically to find out the efficacy of
teaching. For both, assessment and evaluation,
the process involves testing and measurement.

In early years, education followed a medical
model leading to usage of terms such as
'remedial education', 'clinical teaching',
'diagnostic prescriptive teaching' and so on.
However, with its own identity, educational
terminology has evolved, and currently
resource education or resource room teaching
has become popular. The qualified teachers
teaching such children with learning problem
are known as resource teachers.

The educational assessment process:

1. Check the child's hearing, vision, motor
abilities and refer for assistance if needed.

2. Gather data on emotional, cultural,
environmental aspects.

3. Assess behaviour: Some of the associated
characteristics of such children are one or
more of the following: hyperactivity,
perceptual-motor impairment, attention
disorders, impulsivity, disorders of
memory, problems in orientation to time



and place, disorders of thinking and
disorders in speech in addition to poor
performance in scholastic areas.

4. Assessment of current level of
achievement: As per the age and exposure
to school the child may be attending a
class while his achievement level in one
or more subjects is below the expected
level, Hence, the teacher should assess
his achievement in reading, reading
comprehension, writing, spelling,
arithmetic computation and arithmetic
reasoning. Comparing the results with the
expected level of achievement will provide
the extent of discrepancy in the child's
learning.

This information is important for the teacher
as it provides the platform for further planning
of educational intervention.

As pointed rightly by Wallace and McLoughlin
(1975) the trend in assessment is to be
preventive rather than totally remedial, more
predictive than demonstrative and more
developmental than crisis intervention,
Therefore, early identification, diagnosis and
educational intervention is very crucial for
children with learning problems.

Teacher competency in
resource education

Effective resource teaching depends largely on
teacher competency in areas including:

• carrying out objective assessment.
• ability to interpret assessment information

for instructional planning.
• selection of variety of activities to meet

the instructional objectives.
• development of suitable teaching learning

material (TLM).

• awareness of learner readiness level,
motivation and learning style.

• structuring learning environment.

• continuous monitoring of student's
performance.

• use of effective evaluation methods.
• coordination with parents, regular class

teachers in planning, executing and
evaluating the programme.

• preparation of peer group for activities like

peer-tutoring and cooperative learning.
• using assessment information for resource

teaching.

Assessment information gathered include
general and specific information. General
information consists of details about the
students elicited from school records, parental
observation, psychological assessment and
teacher's report. Specific information refers
to the information on educational assessment
reflecting his strengths and limitation that will
help directly in planning educational
programme.

While general information is necessary to get
an insight into the overall profile of the student,
the resource teacher will largely use the
findings of the specific educational tests for
remedial planning. A justified blending of
general and specific information will help in
individualized programme planning of the
student. This programme is popularly called
IEP - Individualized Educational Programme.

Steps in planning individualized
instructional plan

Carefully go through the general and
specific assessment information.

• use

one
g ro u

of appropriate strategies for one to
instruction, small group and large
p instruction.
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• Select information relevant for teaching
learning situation.

• If the child is suspected to have hearing,
vision motor or intellectual deficits or
emotional problems, refer to appropriate

specialist.
• Observe the student over a period of time

to identify his learning style.
• Based on the gathered information select

priority goals for teaching in the subjects
showing poor performance.

• Convert priority goals into specific
objectives, which will clearly indicate:
a) under what circumstances,
b) what the student will learn,
c) to what level of performance,
d) after teaching for how long

For example
a) when given a paragraph in English of

Class Ill level
b) the student will read and write

answers to questions given below the

passage
c) with 8007o accuracy
d) after teaching for one month

• Identify procedure and activities to teach
the student.

• Teach the student sequentially after
breaking down each task into smaller
steps, using appropriate teaching learning
material.

• Carry out systematic periodic monitoring
- note errors, analyze and find the error
pattern and remediate.

• Evaluate and quantify progress, isolate
areas that have not shown progress,
analyze possible reasons and modify
teaching method.

• This will lead to new teaching plans.

Resource teaching or remedial teaching is a
continuous process with testing and teaching
linked to form a cycle as shown below. This
was also known as clinical teaching cycle
earlier.

Assess current level
of performance

Evaluate

(modify plan
if needed)

Implement the j
planned programme

Management of secondary problems
arising due to poor academic
achievement in students with learning
problems
Teachers often find almost all children with
learning problems exhibiting certain specific
behaviours, which are not desirable (See
screening checklist). These behaviour problems
add to the difficulty in correcting academic
deficits. Teachers are at a loss to help such
children and seek help from specialists. Such
behaviour may include 'inability to sit at one
place/complete tasks', 'act out in class to get
attention', 'tell lies/steal to get peer group
approval', or be withdrawn, lack self confidence
or be a revolt and perform activities which will
embarrass parents or teachers.

There are a variety of techniques which can be
applied in classroom by a competent teacher to
correct the problem behaviour. Most of the
techniques are derived from the principles of

operant conditioning (Skinner, 1953). Simply,
behaviour management refers to any systematic
arrangement of events for the student with the
intention to produce desired behaviour in him.

Plan
Educational
programme
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In recent years, cognitive behaviour Sample contract form
modification has gained importance, which
gives importance to thoughts and feelings of
the students, as well as enhances thinking skills
in him.

While attempting to help the student in
modifying undesirable behaviour, remember:
• not to modify all problem behaviours at

one time. Start with one or two very
critical ones.

• Identify a desirable behaviour to substitute
the undesirable one. By this, you will use
less 'don'ts' and more appreciation for the
'do's' that he has newly learnt.

• Reward the student immediately for the
performance of desired behaviour. To give
a reward, know what pleases each child -
ranging from smile or pat on the back to
his favourite music. Use your wisdom in
selection and delivery of the reward.

• Let the student know what the consequence
will be if he exhibits undesirable behaviour
and with his consent execute the plan. It is
good to have written contract with the
student which will help him to consciously
reduce undesirable behaviour, as well as
increase desirable ones.

• Do not use expression like 'you are a
boy'. Instead, say what was bad.
example say, 'you have littered on
floor', 'your handwriting is shabby' or'
are late'. In other words, let him know
he is not disliked/bad but his act is.

• If a student is evading academic work,
enter into contract with him so that he is
made responsible. Pin it up in class so that
he is aware of consequences of his
behaviour.

Remember to reward successtffl task
completion.
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Guidelines for correcting problems in
academics

As mentioned earlier, at task level and deficit

level, teaching strategies are elaborately given
in the respective chapters of teaching Hindi,
English and Mathematics. A few general
guidelines, which are common for all the
subject areas are described here.

Begin teaching at a level, where the child
is competent and therefore, at the end of
the first teaching learning session, he will
experience a sense of success. This will
motivate him to learn further and will also
establish rapport between the resource
teacher and the student.
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• Simplify the teaching by starting with
concrete activities later move to abstract

concept learning.

• Break the task into smaller steps. Teach

starting from simple steps and slowly move
to complex tasks. This is called task
analysis.

to think and respond. Do
provide solution to the
him work out and find

• Reward him for achieving every new step,
that is, one step towards achieving the
overall goal. This is called 'shaping'
reinforcement of successive
approximations.

• Develop the contract for tasks (see
sample) with the student. Allow him to set
rules where possible, do not impose rules,
which may demotivate him.

• Structure the classes with careful
planning. Have the lessons and teaching
learning material ready before the class
starts. Expose one material at a time to
avoid distractions.

• Give opportunities to other students in
class in rotation to help the child having
learning problems. Studies have shown
that peertutoring is a very effective
method to help children learn. Clearly
delineate the role of the peertutor, train
the tutor and supervise until the tutor-
tutee interaction is satisfactory. Reward
both of them for successful completion
of tasks.

• Another way of involving other children
in the class is through the technique called

cooperative learning. By this arrangement
the class group is divided into small groups
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with each group having a combination of
high achievers, average achievers and low
achievers. Together they have to work to
complete the given task. This helps the
child with learning problem to not only
improve academically but also improve his
social skills. The regular class teachers can

effectively involve all her students by this
method.

Tips for management of attention
deficits and hyperactivity:
• Keep external distractions as minimum as

possible. Let the student sit facing the
inside of the classroom and not the
windows or door.

• Experience shows that darker coloured
background such as gray, dark blue or dark
green on which if the task or information
is presented in contrast colour, the
students with ADHD attend better and
longer.

Maintain eye contact with the student
while giving instruction.

• Give instructions clearly
telegraphically rather than in
sentences.

• While teaching, highlight important points
to be attended to verbally by using cues
such as 'Remember the four points are....',
'Take a note of ', 'the key point here
is ' And so on. Simultaneously, help
the student to highlight in the notebook
by underlining, starring or by use of
highlight markers.

• When there are distractions, ask the student

himself what needs to be attended to.

Allow him time
not hurriedly
problems. Let
solutions.

and
long

• Begin with activities of
attention is sustained
introduce, activities you

his interest, when

longer, gradually
want him to learn.



Approaches for correcting learning
problems in children

As earning problems are also known as
'hidden disability' a number of approaches are
tried out with the view to help the children
learn better. A few popular ones include
perceptual motor training, behavioural
approach, multisensory approach and
cognitive approach.

Perceptual motor training
Historically, the learning problems in children
were attributed predominantly to perceptual
motor deficits. The contribution of Kephart
(1971), Getman, Ayres (1971) and Cratty
(1971) as noted by Gearheart (1986) that
training to improve perceptual motor functions,
will help the child in matching perceptual
information he receives to the earlier motor
information. To improve the perceptual motor
functions the activities suggested include, use
of balance board and walking board, line
motor activities, auditory-motor match,
rhythmetic activities and symbol recognition.
Laterality, directionality and body image are
important areas dealt within this approach.
Also, this approach suggests that modifying
learning environment to reduce distraction
improves learning.

Multisensory approach
This is a widely used approach among children

with learning problems. Historically, this
approach was used by Madam Montessori on.
children with mental retardation. But today,
we find the approach popular for teaching
children in regular schools. As the name
implies this approach involves training through
more than one sense. VAKT approach
introduced by Grace Fernald is a popular
method that uses more than one sense of the
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children to learn.

Visual Auditory Kinesthetic Tactile (VAKT)
approach of Fernald (1921) involves the
following steps.

• Establish rapport with the child through
positive reconditioning - that is, not
embarrass the student by focusing on his

deficiency while talking.

• Allow him to select a word, may it be any
word.

• Let him trace with fingers the whole word,
which is written in cursive writing, saying
the word loudly. 'Feeling' the word with
the finger tip is important.

• Let him then write with pen/pencil.

• Add more words in similar manner.

• When a number of words are thus learnt,
let him write a story using these words.

Motivation level will stay high in the student,
as he has chosen the words. This also increases

the vocabulary.

Behavioural approach has already been
discussed and cognitive approach is discussed
in detail under study skills.

A good teacher will use a combination of
approaches, taking the essence of each
approach. It is also essential that she matches
her selection of approach to the learning style
of the student. Thus, it may vary for different
students. A systematic, well planned class by
a competent, updated teacher will make a
world of difference in the learning of her

student.

• Type the story and allow him to
story. By this, he sees, says, hears
the word. Therefore, it is called

read the
and feels

VAKT.
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ORGANIZATION OF RESOURCE ROOM

Children wfth specific learning problems will
continue to study in regular schools along with
other children. However, the fact remains that
they need supportive educational services.
This can be provided, by organizing resource
rooms in regular school. The resource room
ideally should have a trained teacher for
educating low achievers and should have
suitable materials and competencies to teach
them. She should not only train the children
in need, but also coordinate with the regular
class teacher in educating these children. Such
resource rooms are of importance because:

• They help in meeting the objective of
including children in regular school and
achieving the goal of 'Education for all'.

• Better academic achievement by low
achievers.

• Acceptable social behaviours and
improved self-esteem, among the children,
who have learning problems.

• Individualizing instruction as well as
integration with larger group becomes a
possibility.

• A large number of children who are school
dropouts can be brought back to school
thus taking one step towards achieving the
goal of Sarva Sikha Abhiyan.
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A resource room is a class set up in a general
school that provides a student with special
assistance or coaching in those areas in which
academically he is 'weak' and faces learning

problem

[ducational facilities
Type Facility Suitability
Residential Total Care When special or

Institution (Not 24 Hours integrated
recommended Segregated set-up education facilities
unless are not within roach

absolutely
essential)

Special School Day Care

Segregated set-up

Mild! Moderate and
Severe MR

Special Class in Day Care Partially Mild and

Regular School integrated for non

academic programmes

Moderate MR

General School Integrated in regular Slow learners
with Resource class and partially Specific
Room segre-gated for

specific academic
programmes

learning disabilities

Itinerant teacher Regular school)
Home set-up - the

special teacher goes
to school) home to
train regular teacher!
parent to train the child

In places where there
are no special or

integrated education
facilities available

Home based Parents are trained Early intervention

training through demonstration
to manage their
children at home

Profound retardation

Immobile, non

ambulatory children
Where special
education facilities
are not within reach



A resource room is staffed with a special!
supportive teacher who is professionally
qualified to assess and prepare educational
programmes for children who are referred to
her. After identifying their strengths and
limitations she will have specific educational
methods and materials to educate the children
who come to her.

A child who requires education in a resource
room will typically have problems in specific
subjects. During those classes, he/she would
go to the resource room and benefit from the

supportive education programme given there.
During the rest of the time, he would attend
classes with other children of his class.

Advantages of resource room
• Children with special needs are not totally

segregated from the mainstream of
education.

• The specific educational needs of the
children are met by resource rooms.

• It is easier to set up a resource room in
primary schools.

• Organization and maintenance of a
resource room is less expensive than that
of special schools or special classes.

• Resource rooms can cater to a large
number of children with educational
problems.

• Resource rooms, when appropriately
established and staffed, can suitably meet
the needs of those children who find it
difficult to cope with academic work in
regular classes.

• The load on regular class teacher is

Children requiring resource room facilities
would include, those with borderline and
sometimes mild mental retardation, mild
sensory impairments, specific learning
disabilities, emotional disturbance and
oftentimes those with social and/or cultural
deprivation. Children with sensory
impairments such as visual impairment or
hearing impairment may also benefit from the
resource room for certain classes. For example,
it is the practice in some schools, to use visual
aids such as maps in the geography class. A
child with visual impairment, can attend
geography class in a resource room where the
resource teacher would teach him using
embossed maps. For the other subjects he may
attend regular classes.

Environmental Mild, Sensory /

Deprivation motor impairments

'' ir r
Underachievement or Scholastic backwardness

reduced
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Suitable conditions for education in resource room

B ord e rI in g

intellegence
Mild Mental
Retardation

Learning
Disabilities

Emotional
Disturbance

Supportive Education

Resource Rooms



functions of resource room

The duration of the need for resource room
education is not uniform for all children. This

largely depends on the specific learning
problem the child encounters. Some children

may require it all through their schooling
period for specific subjects, while some may
require it only for a short while. The latter is
true of children with cultural deprivation ie.,
when the child moves from one city to another
and is admitted to a new school, the medium
of instruction or style of teaching and such
other factors might influence the child's
learning ability, showing him to be an
underachiever. Supplementary or supportive
education in the resource room by an efficient
resource teacher will help such a child to
overcome the learning difficulty relatively early
and put him back in the regular class for 1OO%
of the time to learn like other children. On the
other hand, a child who is a slow learner, for
instance, with problems in arithmetic, might
need assistance from resource room for a
prolonged period.

In elementary schools, where the lessons are
simpler and concrete the child with a problem
in learning may seem to cope with the load. If
he fails, the ridiculing comments by the peers
and sometimes the teachers and parents may
lead to the development of an inferiority
complex and poor self-esteem in the child,
leading to secondary psychological problems.
Inspite of these, if he is allowed to continue in
the regular educational stream and promoted
to higher classes, he is bound to face
frustration due to his inability to cope in the
class. He would not benefit from the school
but may turn out to be a school drop out or a
problem to the family.
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If, on the other hand, the learning problem is
identified early in his life and appropriate
supportive education given, he might be able
to receive the right kind of education leading
to a successful future.

Organization of a resource room

In most of the developed countries the school
systems have provision for resource rooms.
The university education has teacher training
programmes for resource teachers. The law
also provides for appropriate education for all
children and therefore, once identified, the
children are thoroughly assessed and
programmed accordingly for their suitable
education.

In India, in recent years, special education,
integrated education and inclusive education
are in focus, arid resource rooms are now
slowly gaining importance. Due to lack of
trained staff and other resources, such a facility
has not been established widely. Efforts are
being made by voluntary organisations and the
government to set up resource room facilities
in the school system to cater to the needs of
the target population.

There are certain steps involved in
organizing resource rooms.

Sensitization of the Principal and others
in charge of administration in general
school, regarding the need and
implications of a resource room.

• Identification a resource teacher.

• Orientation of the teachers of the school
regarding the establishment of resource
rooms.

• Establishment of the resource room.



• Coordination of the functioning of
resource room and regular classes.

• Assessment, recording and programming
for children requiring resource room
education, and periodic monitoring.

Orienting administrators of the
general school
All general schools follow an educational
system required by the Central Board or State
Board of school education.

This, to a great extent has established a
uniformity thus enabling students to opt for
higher education in the university, no matter
in which school they have studied. The school
system also tends to follow a rigid pattern to
meet the requirements of the Board and any
proposal for the introduction of anything new
in the existing system would initially face
resistance from the authorities. The fear that
the new programme might hamper the regular
programme is the major cause for this
reluctance. Therefore, the first step towards
establishing a resource room is to orient the
administrators and convince them regarding
the need for a resource room.

The points to be highlighted while briefing the
administrators should be the physical
arrangements, the equipment needed, the
human resource to run the resource room,
available government aid if any, and the extent
of involvement of regular school teachers and
children if a resource room is established. The
financial implications is an important aspect
of concern for the administrators and that
needs to be clearly explained.

Identifying resource teachers

A resource teacher should be qualified in
special education preferably with emphasis on
dealing with learning problems/difficulties.

Most of the special education courses offered
in India stress teaching children with a single
disability. Training in multicategory special
education is an experiment being tried out. In
such a situation it is appropriate to select a
qualified and competent special educator and
orient him/her for resource room teaching. As
the individual would already have a
background in educating exceptional children,
with initial assistance from master teachers in
special education functioning as a resource
teacher, will be possible. B.Ed. programme in
learning disabilities and mental retardation
cover various learning problems.

Role of Resource Teachers

1. Organisation of resource room.

2. Equipping the resource room with the
necessary material for assessment and
educational programmes. It is appropriate
that she pools items for creating
awareness regarding children requiring
help and the possible services for them.
This would enable her to educate parents,
teachers, school authorities, peers and the

general public regarding resource
teaching. This is essential in a country like
India where the concept of resource room
is still new.

3. Assessment of children reterred by regular
educators.

4. Programming for the identified children in
consultation with regular educator,
parents, administrator and wherever
needed, other professionals.

5. In addition to resource room teaching, it
is her responsibility to team-teach with the

general teacher. By this, the resource
teacher becomes a peer coach to the
general teacher and trains her to help the
child with learning problems in the general
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class room. For successful implementation
of resource room teaching, coordination
between general teacher and resource
teacher is of utmost importance.

6. Maintaining records on supportive
programme and periodic assessment, and
communicating this to the persons
concerned is an important role of resource
teacher.

7. As a child receiving supportive education
will be usually aware of his problem, he
might have developed a poor self esteem.
It is important that the resource teacher
is sensitive to the feelings of these children

and provides them appropriate guidance
which would help them develop a positive
attitude towards themselves.

8. The resource teacher has the
responsibility of preparing peers in the
regular classes in such a way to bring
about desirable interaction among
children.

9. Keeping himself/herself abreast of the
trends and developments in resource
education and apply the knowledge
gained suitably is an essential part of a
resource teacher's responsibility.
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Infrastructure

Every primary school should, ideally, have one
resource room. It is not expensive to establish
a resource room. A room of the size of a
classroom - 15' x 20' will be suitable. If the
school does not have enough space to have a
resource room, space at the end of a corridor
or corners which are not used daily can be
converted into resource rooms with suitable
partitions built as required. A built-in cupboard
or an almirah will be suitable as storage space
for teaching learning materials. The resource
teacher will have to teach 5-6 children at a
time and the furniture arrangement should be
such that the teacher's desk and the black
board are the focal points. There should be
provision for children who disturb others, to
be isolated. Individual study corners are
suitable for this purpose.

The same corners can be used for visually
impaired children to use their tape recorders
without disturbing others. It is preferred to
have individual desks and chairs so that the
arrangement can be altered as and when
needed for individualised instructions and
group activities.

Resource Room

A table in one corner of the room with a few
chairs or a mat which would allow children to
relax and play a game or browse through a
picture book of their choice, as a reward for
having met the criteria is a necessity in the
resource room. Schools which have funds can
even provide music corners with headphones,
to reward children.

Points to remember while organizing a
resource room

Good lighting and ventilation - no glare
from the blackboardRole of resource teacher



flexible furn[ture to arrange the room for Tutorial method: A system popularly used by
various kinds of individual and group
learning activities

• easy access of teacher to all students

• ample teaching learning material to use
multisensory approach in teaching

• use of magnifying facilities where needed

• exhibition of progress record chart in the
room so that the child can see his progress.
Mark progress atleast once a week.

• use of teacher-made, relevant innovative
games to enhance the academic learning.

• provision of reward corners to reinforce
the child. Include games in the reward
corner that can be played by a single child,
two children or a number of them. Story
books and picture books suitable for the
children, puzzles and if possible music
facility with headphone will be highly
beneficial.

• provision of bulletin boards where the
children themselves can exhibit pictures
and writeups of various concepts taught.

The list of materials needed for the resource
room are given at end of this book.

Instructional approaches in
Resource Room

Resource rooms adopt instructional method
using various approaches. Bender (1995) has
listed four approaches namely, 1. Basic skills
remediation, 2. Tutorial subject matter, 3.
Functional skills, 4. Learning strategies.

Basic skills remediation: This approach places

emphasis on basic skills, using material and
methods to teach English and Maths,
irrespective of the content structure as per the
class. The intention is to correct the error the
student tends to commit.
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many teachers, where the remedial instructor
teaches the subject area to the student as per
the syllabus in addition to the teaching of the
regular class teacher.

Functional skills: This is predominantly used
with slow learners or children with mild mental
retardation particularly focusing on essential
survival skills.

Learning strategies: This method focuses on

developing cognitive strategies and helping the
student to recognize his strengths and needs
and to organize self and learn. This is a good
method for students with specific learning
disabilities but requires teachers to have special

training. Some tips are given in Chapter VIII.

Orientation and Training of
Teachers of Regular Classes

As mentioned earlier, those children who for
varied reasons, remain underachievers in their

age appropriate classes, require assistance
from resource rooms for their education.
Therefore, it is the teachers in regular classes
who are in a position to identify such children
and refer them to specialists. To enhance their
easy identification and referral to resource
room teacher, a simple checklist with
observable characteristics of such children
becomes essential. This has been developed
by NIMH, validated and is given in this manual
for Hindi, English and Maths in Chapter III.

The regular education teachers should be
sensitized to the individual differences among
children and their learning style. As the children
attending resource rooms will be in the class
room of regular educator most of the time, it is
important that she works in close coordination
with the resource teacher and the programmes
in the regular class and in the resource room are
linked for continuity and generalization.



Where appropriate and feasible, the regular
educator must be involved in the follow-up of
resource teaching, and give feedback to the
resource teacher.

Programming in the resource room

The resource teacher on getting a referral from
the regular teacher should thoroughly assess
the child for specific problems. This would
include, obtaining information on medical and
psychological evaluations, data on background
information on family history, and other past
interventions. The resource teacher would
then assess in detail for the grade level
functioning in various subject areas such as
reading, reading comprehension, writing,
spelling, arithmetic computation, arithmetic
reasoning, general knowledge and problem
solving ability. For this purpose tests as
mentioned earlier (NRT and CRT) can be used,
depending on the child. While assessing, the
resource teacher would specifically look for
the child's strengths and weaknesses, style of
learning and the ability to reason and relate.
Then she would record the current level of
functioning explicitly.

After finding out the profile of the student, the
resource teacher would carefully develop an
individualized remedial programme and teach
him/her accordingly. Periodic assessment is
necessary for modifications in the programme
based on the progress of the child. The
resource teacher would keep the regular class
teacher informed of the remedial programme
and what needs to be done by him/her as a
follow up in the class. As he is eventually in
the regular classroom combined efforts of both
the teachers are important.
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Equipment
The materials needed in the resource room
largely depend on the children utilizing the
resource room. Whatever is the disabling
condition the one most essential material is
the prescribed books of various class levels, it
is appropriate to have additional worksheets
and exercises developed by the teacher for the
lessons in the books to suit the various learning
problems. She should also develop a number
of aids for playway and project methods to
teach concepts to them, as concrete learning
experiences have proved to be more effective
than abstract learning.

Use of systematic and appropriate reward and
reinforcement is a definite need while
educating these• children with learning
problems, and therefore materials for reward
should also be maintained by the teacher.
Following is a set of minimum materials
needed for a resource room.

• Books of all classes from [KG onwards
pertaining to all subjects namely English,
Language, arithmetic, Science and Social
Studfes.

• A mini library consisting of books with
pictures in various subject areas and
relating to environmental studies and
general knowledge. Constant updating of
the library is a must.

• Models such as sense organs, mountain,
globe, moon, sun and so on to give
demonstration while teaching concepts
through multisensorial input.

• Maps of all relevant items pertaining to
the lessons including contour maps.



• Commercial and teacher made charts, • Simulated shop with items like stationery
and chocolates, sold - money of all• Arithmetic aids - abacus, numerical rods,
denominations.montessori, commercial and teacher

made. Material and stationery for teacher-made
aids.• Materials for drawing, painting, clay

modelling and art and craft. As it can be seen, the setting up of a resource
room in a general school is a relatively simple

• Flannel boards.
exercise when the utility of it is considered

• Story aids. with regard to the number of children who
would benefit from it. Many children who• Slide, overhead projectors and tape
would be otherwise shunned and labelledrecorder.
'dull' and 'fit for nothing' will turn out to be

• A computer is an added advantage, quite efficient. The world famous Albert
• puzzles, individual and group games, story

Einstein and Thomas Alva Edison were once

books suitable for various levels, picture turned down as unfit for learning by the school

books and magazines, comics, system. But the individual efforts of the family
members and the concerned people brought

• Wall clock and time pieces. out their worth and thus we are now enjoying
• Balance board. their contribution to the world. By setting up

resource rooms many such bright children's
• Out door games. worth can be realised. Isn't this a worthwhile

effort?
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TEACHING ENGLISH

CHAPTER-V



TEACHING ENGlISH

The nature and acquisition of language

Language has been as one of the greatest
human achievements. Language is unique to
human beings. It provides a means of
communicating and socializing with other
human beings.

Language exists in several forms — oral
language (listening and speaking), reading and
writing. All are linked and integrated through

an underlying language system. Early
experiences in listening, talking and learning
about the world provide the foundation for
reading. Through experience in oral language,
children learn to expand their vocabulary.

By becoming familiar with the sounds of
language, children develop a language base
for reading. Poor readers who lack the
knowledge of phonological sounds need
specific practice with oral language.

Hence, it is important to consider language as
a whole system. As the child grows, language

plays an important part in the development of
thinking processes and the ability to grasp
abstract concepts.
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Meeting the special needs of children
— discrepancy between intellectual
ability and actual performance
Experienced teachers will be able to recognize
children and adolescents who seem bright but
who fail to do well in a particular skill even
after repeated exposure to training.

For instance, if the skill is reading, the child
may read aloud quite well but may have great

difficulty with comprehension during silent
reading. Another child may become confused
when directions are given orally but shows
comparative superiority in reading and writing.

Some children show differences in their
intellectual ability and their performance.
Theseproblems involve understanding and use
of spoken or written language and are seen

as difficulty in listening, talking, reading, writing
and spelling. These problems range from mild
to intense. However, these difficulties are
found in mild degree in individuals who are
otherwise "normalTM.

Hence, an educational program must be
prepared by a teacher depending on the



individual child's educational needs and West Saxon in the Kingdom of Wessex
behaviors. Kentish in Kent.

[nglish language During the 79 and 5th centuries, Northumbria's

It is estimated that there are 300 million native culture and language dominated Britain. The

speakers of English and 300 million who use Viking invasions of the 9th Century brought

English as a second language and a further this domination to an end. By the I 0h century,

100 million use it as a foreign language. is
the West Saxon dialect became the official

the language of science, aviation, computing,
language of Britain. Written Old English is

diplomacy and tourism. It is listed as the official mainly known from this period. It was written

or co official language of over 45 countries in an alphabet called Runic, derived from the

and is spoken extensively in other countries Scandinavian languages.

where it has no official status. English plays At this time, the vocabulary of Old English
an important part in the cultural, political and consisted of an Anglo Saxon base with
economic life of countries including Australia, borrowed words from the Scandinavian
Canada, India, Ireland, Jamaica, New Zealand, languages and Latin. Latin gave English words
South Africa, United Kingdom and United like street, kitchen, kettle, cup, cheese, \vine,
States of America. angle, bishop, martyr and candle. The Vikings

Half of all the business deals in the world are added many words like sky, egg, cake, skin,

conducted in English, two thirds of all scientific leg, window, husband, fellow, skill, anger, flat,

papers are written in English, over 70% of all odd, ugly, get, give, take, raise, call, die, they,

post / mail is written and addressed in English their and them.

and most international tourism and aviation is In 1066 the Normans conquered Britain.
conducted in English. French became the language of the Norman

The history of the language can be traced back aristocracy and added more vocabulary to

to the arrival of three Germanic tribes to the English.

British Isles during the 5th century AD. Angels, rpj't3
Saxons and jutes crossed the North Sea from
what is the present day Denmark and northern Close shut

Germany. The inhabitants of Britain previously Reply answer
spoke a Celtic language. This was quickly
displaced. Later the Angel were named Engle, Odour smell

their land of origin. Their language was called Annual yearly
Englisc from which the word, English has been
derived, demand ask

During the next few centuries four dialects of desire wish

English developed: power
Northumbrian in Northumbria, north of
Humber Among all languages,

• Mercian in the Kingdom of Mercia English has the largest vocabulary.
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However, in the 1 41h century, English became
dominant in Britain again. By the end of the
14111 century, the dialect of London had
emerged as the standard dialect of what we
now call Middle English.

Since the 1 6H century, because of the contact
that the British had with many people from
around the world, and the Renaissance of
Classical learning, many words have entered
the language either directly or indirectly. New
words were created at an increasing rate.
Shakespeare coined over 1600 words.

Even with all these borrowing, the heart of the
language remains the Anglo — Saxon of Old
English. Only about 5000 or so words from
this period have remained unchanged but they
include the basic building blocks of the
language - household words, parts of the body,
common animals, natural elements, most
pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions and
auxiliary verbs. Grafted into this basic stock
was a wealth of contributions to produce, what
many people believe, is the richest of the
world's languages.

Note to teacher

To stimulate and sustain interest of the
students, tell them the origin of English
language and its current status. Encourage
them to find more information about the
language and share with the class. Use project
mode to ensure involvement of all students.

Introduction to language

Why do we need language? It is the means
through which we communicate — give and
receive information/signals. It is through
language that we relate ourselves to the world.
Hence, every teacher should have a basic
understanding of language so that she is in a
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position to impart language skills to the
students meaningfully. Therefore, brief
information on language is included here.

Language - Language is the main vehicle for
communication. Language is a set of arbitrary
symbols used by a group of people for the
purpose of communication.

Symbol- is a code that stands for or represents
an object, an action or a person. Language
has three major components.

Form - deals with the structure
how to form words and
grammatically.

Content - deals with the
language - what to say or

message.

Use - deals with the usage of language —
where, when, with, whom and for what
purpose language is used.

Phonology
Phonology studies the range of speech sounds
a native speaker uses while speaking and how
they are produced and how an individual
produces them.

The functions of sounds are, however,
examined by another linguistic discipline,
namely phonology.

Introduction to English Language
The modern alphabet does not suffice to
transcribe all sounds on a one-to-one basis.
There are many instances when we need an
internationally comprehensible code for the
detailed transcription of sounds, such as in

of language,
sentences

meaning part of
the content of the

DO YOU KNOW?

EnglIsh language has 4•3 speech sornS



linguistic research, as well as in foreign
language teaching. A special alphabet devised
by the International Phonetic Association (IPA)
is then used.

Speech sounds can be further sub-divided into
vowels and consonants depending on their
nature and production.

Vowels

Vowels are produced by allowing the vocal
folds to vibrate as the air-flow moves through
the mouth which is held in an open and fixed

position.

Eg. /a/ /i/ /u/ /e/ /0/

Consonants

Consonants are produced by narrowing one
or more parts of the mouth to complete or
near closure thus causing disturbance to the
flow of air or redirection of air-flow.

Eg. /k/ /g/ /p/ /b/ etc.
The basic difference between production of
vowels and consonants is the obstruction of
air stream. During vowel production the
outgoing air stream is relatively unobstructed,
whereas, consonants are the result of
obstructions to the outgoing air stream during

breathing.

Diphthongs
Diphthongs consist of two vowels blended
together to make one phonetic unit. Eg To
produce the diphthong in the word /eye/, the
tongue has to move quickly and smoothly from

approximately the /ah/ to the /ee/ position.

Cluster

Combination of two consonants are known as

clusters. Eg. /tr/ cl/sh/. It is also known as
dig rap h s -

Syllable
Any sound produced by push of the breath is
called syllable. Combination of consonants
and vowels forms syllable. Eg. /ka/ /pa/.

We do not speak using individual sounds.
Speech is a combination or a chain of
individual sounds or words. Formation of such
chains of sounds and worth are governed by
rules of that particular language.

•qependhng on manner of production,
ounds can be cLissi lied into seen types:

S)ps- airflow is completely obstructed

and suddenly released as in /p/.

• :Fricatjves — air flow through a narmw
passage as in /s/.

.... '\ffrkates — Combination of a piosite.
followed by a fricative as in /oh/.

• Nasals — These sounds have resonance
-

sound of nasal cavity * in /m/.

. t.aterals — air stream is obstructed in
centre of the mouth and is diverted to

pass through the gap present in sides
as in /1/.

• Aspirate — These are steps having more

air when air is suddenly released as in

ph,'.

• Trill - is an example of retroflex .
in /r.
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Speech sound acquisition

Children acquire speech sound production
gradually over a period of time. Certain
sounds appear before others in the child's
early words. Most vowels are acquired before
consonants and by the age of three years.

The speech sounds (consonants) can be
described based on place, mannerand voicing
characteristics.

• The place of articulation is the place
where the construction of airflow occurs.

• The manner is the way air flows out during

production.

All the consonants are not voiced ie., all the
consonants do not need vocal fold vibration
for their production. In voiced consonants
vocal fold vibration takes place. Whereas in
voiceless consonants, vocal folds vibration
does not take place. Consonants can be
divided into voiced and voiceless as shown in
the following table

ACTIVITIES FOR
DEVELOPING SPEECH SOUNDS

Tips for teachers

Consonants should be considered mainly as

ways of releasing, arresting and interrupting
vowels. Only when they are co-articulated
with vowels and other consonants do they
truly become a part of the stream of sound
that is speech.

When a child can detect a target consonant,
and discriminate it and most others, informal
rather than formal strategies should initially be
chosen to develop its production.

Plosives - bilabial

The plosives /b/ and /p/

The easiest consonant for chi!dren to produce
is /b/ and its unvoiced counterpart /p/. A
simple feedback provided for production of /
b/and/p/is the sudden release of air through
mouth. This can be made felt by the child by
keeping his hand near his mouth and feeling
the sudden release of air through the mouth

opening.

The nasal /m/ /n/
The /m/ is a nasal sound. It is created simply
by vocalizing while the lips are closed and at
the same time, expelling the breath through
the nose as in regular breathing. Vibration can
be felt on the nasal ridge while producing nasal
sounds, which can be felt by placing finger on
nose.

3 /



The prerequisites for /F/ /V/ are the abilities
to adjust the jaw and retract the lower lip.
During the production of these sounds, a
turbulent air flow passes from the retracted
lower lip and upper teeth. This can be
provided as feedback along with visual
feedback.

After developing the target speech sound,
carry over should be made to production in
words and in sentences and in day-to-day
speech

The Dental plosive /t/ & /d/:

This requires the ability to place the tip of the
tongue between the teeth. The most easy
feedback available for these sounds is the
visual feedback.

The retro flex plosives /t//d/:

The production of retroflex sounds require the
ability of curling the tongue back and touching
the inner edge alveolar ridge. The feedback
available in teaching this sort of sounds is visual
and the tactile feedback when air is released.

The palatal plosives/t//d/:

The production of palatal plosives require the
ability of obstructing the air stream at palatal
region. The air gushing from oral cavity can
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be used as a tactile feedback while teaching
this sound.

The ye/ar plosives /k//g/:

The most difficult sounds to be provided with
feedback are velar plosives. If the child has
already acquired either of these sounds,
teaching its counterpart is easy.

The production of velar plosives require the
ability of obstructing the air-stream at velar
region. The back of tongue raising and closing
the airway as the way /k/ or /g/ is produced.

The trill /r/:

The /r/ can be made by retroflexing (trimming
back) the tip of the tongue or by raising the
back of the tongue. Informal learning of the /
r/ can be encouraged in many play situations.
This sound can be shown as tongue tip going

and touching the gum ridge quickly and
repeatedly.

The lateral/I,!:

The production of this sound requires
obstruction at the point of/l/ production and
escape of air through the sides. This can be
shown to the child and a feedback provided
by showing himself producing/l/ in mirrorwill
help.

Vocabulary
Around 8 to 10 months, the child has in his
vocabulary, a rich variety of sounds. By 1 to 1
'/2 years of age most of the children say their
first words. By 18 months of age, they learn
to combine words. Thus, with increase in age,

the child develops vocabulary.

tthe teacher is sount
is produced and if she relates it to the
symbol of the sound, teaching spelling ruS.
become relatively easy for her.: g:. :

Depending on place of producUon, sounds
can be classified into eight types:

Bilahial - /p/ as in /pat/

\,Labiodental - /v as in /van/
• Dental - /t/ as in /thin/
• Alveolar - N as in /tap/
• Palatal - /ch/ as in chair
• Velar - 1k! as in /kR/

Glottal - /h/ as in /hair/

The frh atives /F/ /V/



Assessment is very essential because it is a
means to gather information about a child so

that appropriate teaching strategies may be
recommended.

Selection of assessment tools depend on the
severity of each child's specific learning
difficulty. In many cases, teachers can plan
strategies to teach based on observation and
use of informal, teacher — made tests. The
main purpose of assessment is —

• To group children in a particular
classroom.

• To provide suitable remedial instruction.

• To analyze the outcome of instruction.

formal and informal tests

We can use both formal and informal tests
(teacher made tests) for assessing a child.
Formal tests are the standardized tests used
in educational settings. In formal tests, we
have the general achievement tests and the
diagnostic tests. General achievement tests
are used to test in groups of children and the
results are useful for comparing performances
among students.

Diagnostic tests are used to test specific skills.
To test reading, for instance, there are specific
sub-tests like knowledge of letter sounds,
ability to blend words and syllabication. The
results of these tests give detailed information
about the child's strengths and limitations.

However, a draw back with many of the
standardized tests is that it does not give
specific information, which can be used for
planning educational programmes.

Most informal tests are administered by
teachers in the classroom. The teacher-made
tests are very specific and used to assess one

particular skill (for example, sounds of
alphabets, spellings, based on set criteria.

In formal tests are:

Specific to a student.

• The teacher herself can administer.

• Easy to construct.

• Covers a broad section of the child's
behaviour.

To construct an in formal test:

The directions must be very clear.

• Questions on unimportant aspects should
not be included.

• Simple language should be used.

• Items that have one correct answer, should
be chosen.

• Criteria set must be student-specific.

• Adequate experience and competency in
testing should be present in the
teacher.

Informal teacher-made tests should begin with

simple tasks.

Assessment of difficulties in language Informal tests
learning

DO YOU KNOW?
We speak during exhalation, not during
inhalation.
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Sample teacher made test: Antonyms
Test on auditory discrimination

I. Read the pairs of words and ask the student
to tell if the pairs of words are same or
different.

(a) pen

(b) sit - pit

(c) cat -

bell - bell

(e) book - look

(f) map

(g) run

Test on prefixes

Instruct the child
the following words

(1) reuse

(2) unhappy

(3) unfair

(4) regain

(5) undress

(6) disagree

Visual discrimination of
initial consonants

Circle the words in each row that begins
with the same letter as the first word on
the left.

(a) tree - leaf, owl, star, tea

(b) bench - much, bed, doll, toy

(c) foot - look, book, fork, took

(d) jeep - weep, seep, jar, leap

Circle the word in each row that means the
opposite of the first word on the left.

- go, bring, down, come
- tiny, big, far, start
- warm, run, cry, cold
- old, dress, stop, happy
- cold, wet, water, open

In the end, it is important to remember that
flexibility is the most important aspect of
assessment. The various techniques used
helps the teacher to gather as much as
information possible.

Both standardized and informal tests may be
used together to provide with information.

It is estimated that about 10% of the general
school population experiences difficulty in
reading. It has been suggested that reading
difficulties are the main cause of failure in
school. Reading experiences strongly
influence a student's self-image and failure in

pen

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

up
small
hot
new

(ci)

mat

(e) dry

map

run

to circle all the prefixes in Steps in assessment

Objective:
(Why the child is tested)

Assessment for Reading

DO YOU D4OW?
AU words in English language ha vowels.
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reading can lead to anxiety and lack of
motivation.

Reading is a complex task. It involvs visual-

auditory processing and obtaining meaning
from symbols (letters and words). Reading
includes two basic processes - decoding
process and comprehension. Decoding helps
the learner to pronounce words correctly.
Comprehension helps the learner to
understand the meaning of words in isolation
and in context.

Students with learning problems have
difficulty with oral reading and silent reading
for comprehension. Some of the difficulties
that students with reading problems show
include omission of words, incorrect
pronunciation of words, reversals (reads 'saw'
for 'was'), additions, distortion of words or long
hesitation prior to reading unknown word and
lack of comprehension of material that was
previously read.

1. Pre-reading stage:
This stage occurs from birth to age 6. The
type of language that a child hears from
his environment helps in reading at a later

stage.

2. Beginning reading stage:
This includes kindergarten to 2uid grade.
The student learns sound-symbol
relationships and decoding of words.

3. Beginning independent reading stage -
— 3rd grades.

At this stage, the child analyzes a lot of
unknown words.

4. Transition stage
This stage covers grade 3rd to 5th

5. Intermediate stage includes 5th to 7th
grades.
This involves advanced comprehension
skills.
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6. Advanced reading stage ranges from 6th
to 8th grades.

The student would have iearnt word-
identification, comprehension and study skills.

As you see, the stages overlap but follow a
sequence.

Stages of reading

Pre-reading

1
Beginning reading

4
Beginning independent reading

L Transition

Intermediate

WRITING

Advanced reading

Competent writing requires many abilities such
as the ability to read, skills in spelling, legible
writing and verbal expression.

Children who are learning disabled often lack
many of the writing related abilities and tend
to have severe problems communicating
through writing. Their writing includes errors
in spelling, punctuation, capitalization,
handwriting and lack neat appearance. Their
written work tends to be short and poorly
organized.



Problems in writing appear when the student
is required to use the various language
components in written composition, because

writing depends on listening, talking,
handwriting and spelling.

Since children who are learning disabled
experience writing difficulties, it is necessary
that the correction of these. difficulties be done
in a systematic manner that requires teachers
at all levels to give time for writing and correct
the written material.

Assessment of writing

When determining a child's capability in
written expression, teachers should carefully
make an outline of the main objectives of the
assessment. Those aspects must be focused
for assessment that creates difficulty to the
child. Careful observation of the child's written
work is very essential before any assessment
is done. The task of observation becomes
easier when interviews are done with people
at school who are in contact with that
particular child. Careful analysis of class work,
home work and test papers will reveal pattern
of errors and the difficulties student faces.
Such information will clarify problems and give
direction to choose the techniques needed for
helping the child. Thereafter, the teacher can
use standardized and informal techniques to
assess the problem further and provide a
suitable remedial instruction. We can assess
written expression through standardized tests
or through informal assessment techniques.

therefore an informal assessment is needed to
outline the specific problems. For this, a
sample of the student's written work is
essential. This gives us an idea of the quality

of handwriting, vocabulary, structure, spacing
of letters and words, sequencing of ideas,
spelling and the content. These help the
teacher to isolate the problem that a student
shows.

Also, it is important to note the usage of
grammar. A sample of the wrong usage of
grammar is given to help get an idea of the
kind of errors usually made by children having
learning problems. With the help of such
charts, the teacher will be able to isolate the
specific problems and plan for suitable
remediation.

Sam pie chart of errors students make

Kind

Tenses We seen ii
We was here

Articles (ion fusion
to place a, mn,. the)

I an i goi rig
to an n1arker

Pvc pus it Ic Fl S

(confusion for of/off) Turn of the licht

Degrees of
comparison

She is the taller of
all Mangoes are
sweetest than
a i pies

Adje tR•es/ad erbs She ran jasily

Pronouns It is him hook
11cr told me

Additions Stir is I he pretty

Omissions Give the book her

Plurals The girl are dancing

The chiluls are uving

Informal assessment techniques

Children should be able to express their
thoughts properly in order to write well.
However, when children who are unable to
do this, it becomes clear that they have
problems with written expression and
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Other major errors seen in writing include

• not maintaining left to right orientation in
writing.

• mixing of capital and small letters.

• micro or macro sized letters.

• shabby and scribbled Handwriting.

too light or too strong hold of pen/pencil
leading to light or dark (with impressions
of writing seen in following pages) written
words.

punctuation not maintained

As you teach, to check progress in writing, use
the progress record form given here.
Periodically (once a week) keep noting
progress as he achieves the skill. This will help

you to plan and sequence your teaching.

Introduction to spelling

Spelling is the forming of words through the
arrangement of letters. Children move through
stages of spelling in which different types of
spelling strategies are used. The ability to spell
is important because it allows one to read the
written words correctly.

The English language has in many instances
inconsistent relationships between phonemes
(speech sounds) and graphemes (written
symbols). Thus, we see differences existing
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between the spelling of various words and the
way the words are pronounced. Many children
with learning problems therefore, have
difficulty in learning spelling.

Children who have trouble with reading
usually have poor spelling skills as well.
However, some children read words but do
not spell correctly. Thus, spelling a word is a
difficult task. While reading is a decoding
process, spelling is an encoding process where
the child must respond without the help of a
complete visual stimulus with less clues.
Spelling requires concentration on each letter
of every word, while in reading it is not
necessary to know the exact spelling of words
or to attend to every letter.

To spell, the child must be able to read the
word, apply phonics, visualize the word and
then to write the word. Spelling difficulties
may arise from problems in visual memory,
auditory memory, auditory and visual
discrimination or motor skills.

Informal spelling assessment

This involves the use of teacher-made tests.
These tests give information about a student's
level. The informal assessment should include
the skills a student has and has not mastered,
make a list of the errors and plan for
remediation.
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One method of assessment of spelling errors
is through observation. It is important to
observe —

The child's writing

• The spacing between words, size of the
words and formation of letters.

• Difference in oral and written spelling.

• Spelling the word letter by letter or by
syllables

Ability to blend.

A quick screening can be done using the
NIMH checklists given in Chapter-Ill in this
book for learning problems.

A smart teacher can develop her own tests for
reading, writing and spelling and find out
precisely the difficulty faced by the student.

A comprehensive test developed for use by
primary school teachers which helps in
identifying learning problems as well as the
processing difficulties by the student is "Grade
level assessment device for children with
learning problems in schools" (Narayan, 1999)
available at NIMH. This test is validated for
use in Indian primary schools and suitable for
testing Hindi, English and Math at primary
level

Teaching Pre-reading and
prewriting skills
The preparation for reading and writing can
be fun. The foundation for developing interest
in reading and writing among children lies in
the activities they carry out at this stage.

Pre-reading simply means readiness to read.
Following tasks can be a sequence of pre-
reading activities
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1. Matching picture : Give pairs of familiar
pictures and let the child match (tree, bus,

aeroplane, dog

2. Grouping Give a number of pictures,
have the children group as per
classification — fruits, animals, transports,
film stars, cartoon characters

3. Naming : Show the picture with its name
written below it. Show another word card
with the same name written. Let the child
match and name the object. Write the
word in small letters. Do not use capital
letters. It can be taught later.

CapitJ!s used for
beginning 4 sentence, tsrst letter of a

proper r4trn and for Iughlighting.

Before letters of the alphabet are introduced,
if whole word with picture and word cards are
used, the child learns to read by sight. It also
gives him an idea of how letters are put
together to form words. When the alphabet
is taught later he learns the letters with
meaning and purpose.

Remember (he sequence:

Picture _ picture word _- letters

Pre-writing can be taught around the same
time when the child learns pre-reading skills.

Remember Reading is a sensory
input activity while writing is

a mawr output activity.

Best way to begin pre-writing skills is through
colouring.

First, allow the child to have experiences
of hand painting, finger painting and such
activities that he enjoys.



Then introduce chalk board and chalk
and/or paper and crayon and allow free
hand drawing. Let him use any colour and
draw anything he wants. At this stage,
check to see that he holds the chalk/
crayon correctly.

Next step is to have colouring within lines.
Give pictures to colour. There are a
numberof colouring books available in the
nia rket.

Instead of teaching the routine 'standing line -

I I I I ','sleeping line
'slanting line / / / / /' and curved line as
C C C C done in schools, make it

interesting. Let the child colour one picture
with vertical strokes, another with horizontal
strokes, another with slanting strokes and one
more with curved line. This will not only
sustain interest, but leave him with a sense of
achievement after having coloured each
picture.

Make sure that the wrist rests on the desk while
colouring and the holding of the colour pencil
is correct.

Gradually provide activities requiring more
pencil control.
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Example

Take baby elephant to its mother by drawing
a line on the road to reach the mother,

v Tracing lines and joining dots to complete
the pictures can be some more activities
before you begin with words or letters of

alphabets.

Whenever possible, maintain beginning paper
pencil work on the left hand top corner and
moving towards right. This will later help in
maintaining correct writing habits.

liSTENING

Listening is one of the first steps in any learning.
It is the process by which spoken language is
converted to meaning in the mind. Listening
requires that a person attend to the message,
select the main idea and recall and relate one
idea to another. Some of the factors that affect

Draw lines as shown to complete picture

Stages in writing
- Free hand scribbling

- Colouring within line

Tracing

- Joining dotted lines

- Copying near point
Far point (blank-board)

- Independent writing



listening are intelligence, attention, age,
auditory discrimination and speed of
presentation.

Intelligence and listening go together, that is,
the higher the intelligence, the better the
listener. Auditory discrimination is the ability
to tell the difference in sounds. Attention
involves concentrating on the message being
received. Listening improves with age. The
three common types of listening are
appreciative, attentive and critical.

Appreciative listening is the ability to listen for
enjoyment (music). Attentive listening is the
ability to listen for information (listening in
classroom). In attentive listening, the student
must focus on main ideas, details and
sequencing. With this type of listening
(attentive) student can respond to teacher's
instruction.

Critical listening is very complex. It requires
both understanding and evaluation. It also
requires comparing information with previous
knowledge, drawing conclusions and
modifying what is heard.

Children with learning problems often have
difficulty in listening.

Try this to improve listening skills in
children with learning problems
• Try to get the attention of student by

maintaining eye contact.
• Highlight sentences such as "These are the

important points" or "the first step is" or
"look here carefully" which will help the
poor listener to attend.

• Children with learning problems
understand better when the speed of
presentation is slow.

• Give to children (poor listeners) when
sentences with adjectives, and adverbs are
used

Use short sentences of not more than S
to 7 words. Also the new and unfamiliar
words presented in a lesson should be
explained.

Begin training in listening skills
level with simple commands and
introduce multiple commands.

Simple commands:
PUt your bag in the shelf.

Shut the door behind you.

Put all your books in your bag.

Give me your note hook.

Multiple commands:
• Put your pencil and eraser inside your

pencil box.
• Collect all the chalk-pieces and put them

in the box.
• Keep your English textbook to the left on

your desk and open the math textbook.

Once the child is able to carry out simple and
multiple commands like the above mentioned
ones, it becomes clear that he has acquired
listening skills and therefore, can be trained to
listen to short tales, prose and simple poems.

Getting the child to listen to tales/prose
TAL.E

Tell stories by involving students to enact the
various characters. At the end ask simple
questions to those children who were
audience and elicit response. Give children
who hive difficulty in listening, a role in the
dramatization so that their attention is
sustained. Gradually, make him part of
audience.

at a basic

gradually
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PROSE (a sample exercise) When the Sun goes up and down

(Read the passage with proper intonation
observing punctuation. Look at the children
and give eye contact as you read as far as
possible.)

Children! Listen carefully. We will read about

mangoes today

Mango is a fruit. It is also known as the "King
of fruits". We get mangoes only in summer.
We get it in the month of March, April and
May. Raw niangoes are green in colour and
ripe mangoes are yellow. We make pickles
with raw mangoes and fruit juices with ripe
mangoes. Mangoes are of different varieties.
There is only one seer] in a mango. We find
mango trees in many houses. They are huge
trees and they give shade. Do you like
mangoes?

Questions

1. Mangoes are also known as

2. In which season do we get niangoes?

3, What is the colour of ripe mango?

4. What do we do with raw mangoes?

Give them clues if they struggle to answer. Do
not discourage efforts!

POEMS

Poems demand more attention from the
children. Not only auditory but also visual
attention (with a number of colourful pictures
depicting the poem) is required for the child
to listen to poems and to answer questions
orally.

Sample

Teacher activity

Let us learn a poem today! Look at the pictures
and listen carefully. The poem is about "Sun"

When the Sun comes up

"Dawn" is the time!

When the Sun shines bright,

"Morning" is the time!

When the Sun is high in the sky,

"Noon" is the time!

When the Sun begins to set,

"Evening" is the time!

When the Sun is not seen in the sky,

"Night" is the time!

Questions;

1. What is the time when the Sun shines
brig Fit?

2. When does the Sun come up?

3. When does the Sun set?

4. What is the time when the Sun is high in
the sky?

5. What is the time when the Sun is not seen
in the sky?

Add more rhymes and poems that involve
action. This wilt improve listening skills, as it
gives a multisensory input.

The next step is to train the child to listen to
tales, prose and poems which are unfamiliar.
Also, the children are expected to listen, reason
(to certain extent), understand and answer the
questions orally in a sentence or two.
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aRT1
Listen to the poem carefully.

The squirrel

Hop, skip and jump,

The squirrels have fun.

Up and down the tree they run,

Chasing each other in the sun.

Three stripes small,

The squirrel has on his hack.

What he loves most of all

Questions:

1. How do the squirrels have fun?

2. What do the squirrels do in the sun?

3. How many stripes does a squirrel have?
Where?

4. What does the squirrel love the most?
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Apart from tales, prose, rhymes and poem —
both familiar and unfamiliar, a few examples
of narrations, descriptions, word-play and,
conversations have been discussed below.

Narration

Here, a child in the class can be asked to
narrate his/her experience on any event he/
she likes. This would hold the attention of the
children in class. A few questions may be
asked by other children when she finishes
narration.

"I am Rahul. I had been to Tirupathi this
summer with my family We all went by train
which left Hyderabad at 6.00 p.m. and reached
Tirupathi at 6.00 a.m. in the morning. My
father had arranged for a car which come to
the station to pick us all up. We then went to
Tirumala — where the temple of Lord
Venkateswara is situated. We took 45 minutes
to go by car. The road was not straight. It

had many curves and bends because of the
mountains. We reached Tirumala, went to a
guest house, took bath and went to the temple.
There was a big line outside the temple and
we had to wait for more than an hour. By the
time we had darshan it was noon. Tirumala
was not very hot. It was pleasant and we also
went for sight seeing. We were there for two
days and got back to Hyderabad".

Is a big nut to crack.



Questions : Divya : Do you sing?

1. With whom did Rahul go to Tirupathi?

2. From Tirupathi station where did Rahul go
by car and why?

3. Did Rahul and family stay at Tirumala?

4. Why did it take more than an hour for
Rahul and family to have darshan?

5. Why were the roads to Tirumala curved?

6. Where is Tirupathi situated?

Conversation

For a conversation to
take place in the
classroom, give
topic to two children
and ask them to carry
on a conversation for
a period of five minutes or so. Children can
listen to the conversation and answer
questions.

Example:

Two girls meeting for the first time.

Divya Hello, my name is Divya. What is
your name?

Nikita : Hello, My name is Nikita.

Divya In which class are you studying?
Nikita : I am in the IV Standard. How about

you?

Divya : I am in Ill Standard.
Nikita : What are your hobbies?

Divya : I like playing indoor and outdoor
games and watch cartoons on TV.

Nikita What indoor games do you like the
best?

Divya I like to play ludo, snakes and ladders
and carrom. And your hobbies?

Nikita : I collect stamps and I like singFng.

Nikita Yes. I go for my music classes twice a
week.

Divya That's really good. I like singing too.
Nikita: Why don't you come to my house this

Sunday? We can play. I have a lot of
games at home

Divya That's great. I will come in the
morning. We can play there.

Divya : Where do you live?
Nikita Plot No.3, Flat NO.20, Boat's Club

Road, Hyderabad.

Nikita : Bye. See you on Sunday.
Divya Bye. See you

Questions:

1. What are Nikita'a hobbies?

2. What indoor games does Divya like?

3. Who goes for music classes twice a week?

4. Who do you think is older. Nikita or Divya?

5. What did Nikita say when she invited
Divya on Sunday?

Another activity for listening can be asking the
children to answer the questions in "yes or no"
form. Frame the questions in such a way that
a child is able to listen, comprehend, reason
and answer.

Example:

1. Do hens give us eggs ? Yes / No

2. Do we brush our
teeth everyday? Yes / No

3. Do you come to
school in the night? Yes / No

4. Can elephants fly? Yes / No

5. Is milk white in colour? Yes / No

6. Do we write with a
chalk in books? Yes / No

a
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The foundation laid at this stage through
enhancing listening skills strengthens the
learning of student at higher level, lithe
attention is sustained through listening to what
is being taught the child finds it easier to learn
abstract concepts. Use all possible
opportunities to improve listening skills.

Reading and writing
Introduction

Reading and writing requires attention and
focus. It involves looking, saying and writing
the words or sentences. Also a through
practise with the capital and small letters,
punctuation and formation of sentences places
children in a comfortable position to learn and
retain what has been taught which in turn lays
a strong foundatiOn for writing.

Children should be taught to organize their
thoughts during writing. It is important to
teach a child to read and write with a positive
attitude so that he or she is motivated towards
the task. This will gradually help the child gain
confidence and express himself freely. This
can also be done by encouraging the students
to share their ideas and later put them in a
written form.

Teaching a child to read and write is a major
task, which needs to be done in a gradual
manner. Therefore, it is easier to follow a
hierarchy of increasing difficulty so that a
strong foundation is laid for both reading and

writing. Reading and writing go parallely
together because reading is an input activity
while writing is the output activity.

Use the worksheets given for improving
reading and writing. Prepare more such
worksheets.

We have discussed about vowels and
consonants, their definitions and their
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differences. We have also learnt about the
sounds of all the five vowels and consonants.
Let us now look at words having vowels and
consonants in different combinations.

We will first learn about

CVC and CVVC words

CVC stands for Consonant — Vowel —
Consonant

Eg. c a t
(C V C)

CVVC stands for
Consonant — Vowel - Vowel - Consonant

Most children are ready for formal spelling
programme, when they finish their pre-primary
level and can read simple CVC words.

When the CVC words are first introduced, let
the students analyze them and then put them
together using letter tiles. Do not insist on
writing if they do not like paper pencil work.
Allow him to read and understand and make
more words in play way methods. The
worksheets in following pages are some
samples.

SPELliNG

Reading, writing and spelling
Spelling is a skill which develops with reading.
However, a good reader does not necessarily
mean that he is a good speller. But in most
cases, poor readers tend to be poor spellers.
Spelling requires a complete recall of the letters
to be spelt in the correct order. It is important
to note that during reading, the student does
not have to look at each letter of the word.
The context provides understanding and the
student will be able to read the word using

Eg. b

(C

o o k

V V C)



few letters. Spelling on the other hand involves Try this for teaching spellings
attention to all the letters in a proper Say the word, spell it, and then say it again.
sequence. Now, let the student say the word and
To improve spelling, check for the following spell it. Repeat the process and have the

student repeat it before writing the word• Ability to apply spelling generalizations to
from memory.unknown words.
Show the student the word on a flash card• Basic spelling vocabulary. and say the word. Let the student look at

• Knowledge of the meaning of the word it and spell it. Then, ask the student to
spelt (one, won). spell it without seeing the flash card. After

• New words - ability to say and write, spelling it 2 to 3 times, let the student write

• Ability to analyze the word structurally for
the word and check the word on the flash
card.

spelling.
To make the task of learning spellings easier,

To learn spelling fluently, student must
the method of syllabication must be used.

remember the sounds of letters and also how
to blend the letters into words. Once the Syllables are parts of words containing a vowel

students have masteredthis, teach rules. or vowel sound. It is also described as a "push
of breath".

• Teach the students to ask for the spelling
of words when they write, Parents and Syllabication is the process of dividing a word

teachers should write the word instead of into its component parts. Each syllable
spelling them orally. This helps the student contains a vowel sound.

to see the word and copy.
Rules for syllabication

• Since each student moves at his or her
own pace, using informal spelling tests and Rule-i Every syllable has one vowel sound.

error analysis helps to improve spellings As in 'apple'.
in children. It must be noted that students
must not be overloaded with spellings. Rule2 The number of vowel sounds in a
Each week a few words can be taught. word equals the number of syllables.

The teacher may start with five words, and Home — 1

increase the number of words depending sub/ject - 2
on how well the student is able to learn. fur/ni/ture - 3

By this time, the student will be familiar with Rule-3 A one syllable word is never divided.
the vowels and consonants and accordingly
will be able to relate to the sounds of the well

book
letters.

stop

'12.



RuIe-4 Consonant blends are never me basic rules:
separated.

Alter a short vowel in one syllabledrum
wordcrab

bread 1. Use ck for k sound (pick, lick, duck)

RuIe-5 When a word has ck or x in it, the 2. Use tch for sound patch, match,
word is usually divided after ck or x. pitch)

boxes — box/es 3. Use dge br j sound (budge, ridge,
track/ing dodge)

• A silent 'e' at the end of a word causes
previous vowel to be long

open (he, tomato) (its name).

closed (habit, bed) Most words form plural by adding 's'.
Nouns ending in s, x, di, sh or z form

silent e (tirnc, fate) plurals by adding 'es' (sixes, churches,
washes, buzzes).

consonant — Ic (bangle, simple)
• w and x are never doubled.

vowel pair (hoot, lead) • s never follows x.

R — controlled (short, dark) • Qis always followed by a.

Rule-b When two or more consonants come While teaching combinations of vowels and
between two vowels in a word, it is consonants, explaining certain rules will be
usually divided between the first two helpful to the student. For instance, the rule
consonants, on silent 'e' In CVCe combinations the final

Sis/ter 'e' is usually silent. The first vowel gets its

but/ter sound as in the original alphabet sound - kite,

cute, name, rope, jute Explain the rule and
Rule-7 When a single consonant conies have children make as many words as possible.

between two vowels in a word it is Give a CVC word and let them add 'e' to make
divided after the consonant if the new words.
vowel is short.

Hab/it
cab/in
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RULES FOR TEACHING PHONICS Digraphs are found in words where two
consonants together produce a new sound as

CDNSONANTh: in

1. C followed by e, i, or y — sounds s trace, Wheel

city, fancy). Shut

2. g followed by e, i or y — sounds j (gem, Chop
clergy, ginget).

3. c and h next to each other make only
one sound. GraRh

4. ch mostly sounds as in kitchen and less
frequently like 'sh' as in machine. Let them make as many words as possible with

5. ck endings in a wrd sound k. blends and digraphs involving CCVC or CVCC
or CCVCC using letter tiles (like in scrabble)

6. two consonants together make one and having group games in word building will
sound (butter). sustain interest in the students. Use the

VOWELS
worksheet given in this book. Make more such
worksheets to enhance reading and spelling

1. When y follows a consonant in a word, skills involving blends and digraphs. Silent
it sounds long i (cry, hy,l. . letters can be introduced as a next step.

2. r controls the preceding vowel gMng Explain rules as in 'w' in the end of the word,

neither short nor long sound. — car, tar, 'k' before 'n' in the beginning of the word, as

fur, fir. Letters I and w have a similar in —

effect. Silent 'w' Silent 'k'

blow know
Blends and digraphs

flew knife
Once four letter words involving CVVC,
CCVC, CVCC, CVCe are learnt, blends and follow knit

digraphs can be introduced. Here again, slow knee
introduce rules — blends are words where two
consonants together produce a sound and

The rule is generally consistent for most of the

both sounds are heard — as in
common words and children learn without
much difficulty.

craft geak Silent letters in the middle of the words

blow clap normally result in omission as in

send drama answer, duck, lock, fight, night

When a consonant repeats, children tend to
trap iteal omit one of them as in

soft dump rabbit, scissors, running
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SEQUENCE FOR ThACBIMG PHOHtCS
Nouns - Verbs - Pronouns

As the vocabulary of the student increases,
1 SIMPLE CONSOMAt'ITS understanding of nouns, verbs and pronouns

b, p, rn,w, h ci, t, it, hard g(es in gas), become essential. Sentence construction and
hard c (k) y (yet) I (for), meaningful conversation is possible only when

2. MORE DIFFiCULT CONSONANTS
basics of language is learnt.

v, l,y, , r, c, q (kw} x (ks), j g(engine), NOUNS
s (as).

Teacher can begin the class like this -

3. CONSONANT BLENOS AND All of you look here. have a bag with rile.
DIGRAPFIS Now, one by one I will pull out a few things
ck, ng, th the), sh, th fthtn), wh, cli from this bag. It can be objects, or pictures.

All you have to do is name each object or
4. SIMPLE CONSONANT BLENDS

picture that I take out from the bag. Can one
I, r, p, t, bL p1, br, sp, st, tr, thr, stt of you write the words on the board?

.3. SHORT VOWELS Let us start.
a (hat), e (get), I (sit), a (top) u (çup) \e

(happy) T. What is this?

S. Book.
6. LONG VOWELS

a (cake), e (be) I (five), a (old) u (im4e) T. And this one?
y (cry). . Ball.

7 SILENT LETTERS T. Who is this?
1< (knife), w (write), I (talk), t catch11 S. Sachin Tendulkar.
(gnaw), c (black), h (hour).

I. Which animal is this?
iraining in syllabication wril help to a great
extent in correcting these errors (See highlight S. Elephant.

boxes for some of the basic rules). In a word T. What is this picture?
in which the consonant repeats, syllabication

S. Tree.is done as seen below.

Rab/bit T. Which country is this?

S. India.Suc/cess

Run/ning T. Who is this?

Thus, while saying the syllable, the student will S. Shah Rukh Khan.
know that the letter repeats. Thus, error will

- T. What is this?reduce. Worksheets on syllabication will help
in training the student to spell and read S Pencil hnx

correctly.
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Good. Now, let us all read the words written
on the black board.

Book

Ball

Tend ul ka

Elephant

Tree

India

Deal the cards to children after shuffling to let
them have equal numbers. Place the first card
on the table. Whoever has the matching card
will place the next one adjacent to the word.

flower rain

rain

Shah Rukh Khan

Pencil box

These words are names of persons, things,
animals and places. We give a name to all
these words. We call them Nouns.

Domino game

How to make a domino

Have a number of cards in the size of perhaps,
playing cards. In each card, draw pr write two
details as shown below.

bud tree

flower rain rain bud

Make at least 50 such cards. Each word should
repeat once in another card.

bud bud tree

The game continues until someone finishes
with all the cards. One who finishes first wins.
The rest play until all cards are over.

Ensure each child reads the words in the cards
belore he places it on the table/fIooi

The words can be any thing - animals, birds,
numbers, etc.

Nouns are easy to introduce as they can be
shown in the form of real object, model or
picture. Provide as much opportunities as
possible for the child to gather nouns and
categorize. Worksheet on 'person, place,
animal, thing' is a fun exercise children will

enjoy.

Verbs

When nouns are used with action words,
meaningful sentences are formed. These
action words called 'verbs' can be introduced
to children through classroom activities. Here
is a sample activity

Call children one by one to the front of the
class and ask them to enact doing something.
Let other children guess. Write the word on
the board. When 10 to 12 such words have
been collected, read them and explain that
they are all actions and action words are called
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At this point domino game can be introduced.
Dominoes can be pictures or words depending
upon the age and level of children.

Nouns refers to the name of a person,
place or a thing.



verbs. Let the children add new words. Ask
them to list all that they do since they wake
up in the morning till they go to bed. Let all
children write the verbs in their notebook.

rronouns
When nouns and verbs are mastered, small
sentences can be made. At this point, instead
of repeating the nouns introduce pronouns.
This can happen spontaneously without much
difficulty. Provide worksheets to strengthen
the skill. To teach masculine (he, him, him),
feminine (she, her), neutral (it), collective (our,
their, they, them) and first and second person
pronouns (I, you, we, your), use the children
in class and create situations whereby, they
have to use the correct pronouns. In addition
to reading and writing, conversation skills will
also improve through these activities.

Past tense — present tense — future tense

In every language using appropriate tense in
a sentence is essential to give meaning to the
sentence. Teachers may introduce this through
classroom activities, by enacting as well as
having students to carry out a task and ask
others to describe. For instance,

Teacher may say "Latha, come here and write
on the board

As Latha starts to come towards the board she
may ask other children "What is Latha doing"

"She is going towards the board" — (teacher
writes 'is going' — present continuous tense).

She also rewords — 'Latha goes towards the
board' (present tense).

"She will write on the board" (future tense).

While she writes, highlight "she writes on the

board" (present tense).

After she finishes, "what did Latha do?"
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"She wrote on the board" (past tense).

Write - present tense; wrote - past tense; will
write — future tense.

Teacher may carry out a nuiriber of such
activities involving all children in class and have
them write the correct tense.

In the process, introduction of rules for present
to past tense such as addition of 'ed' (call —
called) can first be taught. Other words which
are different (run-ran) and words which do not

undergo change in both present and past
tenses (shut — shut) can follow.

Change in tense with usage of 'has, have, had'
(as in 'train has arrived', 'she has come to see
the baby') can then be introduced.

A few sample worksheets are provided in this
handbook. Teachers may develop more such
interesting worksheets to sustain interest of the
students.

Degrees of comparison
This again is a concept that can be taught
through simple classroom activities. For
instance, call three students to the front — the
tallest, one with average height and shortest
in class. Introduce — tallest, taller than and
shortest to the class showing the three
children. Encourage them to share such
examples using chalk pieces, pencils,
notebooks, lunch boxes. Write all the words
with degree of comparison on the board.
Introduce the terms positive — comparative —
superlative. Encourage the children to say as
many examples as possible and write them on
the board.

When they have mastered, introduce rules:
superlative degree is preceded by 'the' —
'Qutab minar is the tallest tower'. Comparative
degree always will have a comparison of more



than one with the usage of 'than' - 'Iron is
heavier than brass'.

Now, introduce worksheets to reinforce the
concepts. A few worksheet samples are
provided in the handbook.

Homophones
The teacher can introduce homophones to
children by playing a game in the classroom.

Here, the teacher can divide the classroom
into 2 tea ms — team A and team B and ask the
children of each team to give a word. As and
when the children say words, they can be
written on the board. When a word having a
homonym is written on the board, the teacher
can stop there and ask the children of that
team or the opposite team to give a word
sounding the same but different in its meaning
and spelling. Later, the teacher can explain the
concept of homonyms by giving a few more
examples.

Supposing the children do not come up with
any of the words having a homonym, the
teacher herself can write the word on the
board, explain the meaning of homonym and
proceed with a few more examples. And the
teari that gets the maximum number of
homonyms get more points and win the game.

"These are some of the homonyms given by

you"
son
whole
knew

eyes

sun

hole
new
ice

"Here you can see that the spelling of the word
is entirely different. Also the meaning. But
when we pronounce these words, they have
the same kind of pronunciation. Therefore,
homophones are words that have the same
pronunciation but different in meaning and
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spelling. We have to derive or understand its
meaning depending on the context or
situation

CONJUNCTIONS
Tell the children to make a mental picture of a
train (or show them picture of a train). Ask
them, "can you tell me how these bogies are
connected? Yes, you are right. There is a hook
which links one bogie to the other. Now, let's
see how we can link sentences together with
word .- hooks,

For example, I like mangoes. I like apples.

We can link these two sentences together like
this —

I like mangoes and apples

Now, the little word-hook' and is used to join
two sentences as joining two bogies of a train.
This little word and is called a "conjunction".

You may similarly give more such concrete
examples to help them understand
conjunctions. Try the following activity to
introduce the other conjunctions.

Activity
Ask a few children to stand in front of the class
(one beside the other). Let them all hold hands
and then explain that they have joined
themselves by holding hands and similarly we
have words in English to join sentences.



Look at this sentence, students. Write on the board. Later, allow

Eg. The dog barked and the thief ran away

Here, the sentence "The dog barked" is joined
to the sentence "The thief ran away" by the
conjunction 'and'.

Let us look at a few more examples.

Example:

1. My brother is well, but riiy mother is ill.

2. You must hurry or you will miss the bus.

3. Three and three make six.

In the first two examples, conjunctions 'but',
'or' have been used to join two sentences. In
the third example, the conjunction 'and' joins
two words only.

Therefore, 'and', 'or', 'but' are little words called
conjunctions. We use them to join sentences
or words.

Provide as many examples as possible and
make the class time a fun time!

Comprehension
This is an activity that begins at the stage of
listening, as seen in earlier pages. Reading
comprehension requires reading of sentence
and paragraphs and desire meaning. As a rule,
move from simple, concrete sentences to
complex, abstract sentences. This will sustain
interest of the student.

Sentence construction

By now, the students have learnt to form short
sentences and write on their own. Provide
opportunities to write as much as possible on
their own. Provide a picture or a theme.
Initially form sentences together with the
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them to do on their own. Give a topic, say
'sun rise' — tell them to describe and say as
much as possible on sun rise'. Use suitable
conjunctions. With the help of students,
punctuate the passage. Now tell them to read
with correct intonations1 observing
punctuation. It has been a class work. Now
give them themes to write the details, which
can be a small group work — using the concept

of cooperative learning. Finally, let them
choose a topic and write. Inform in advance

that spelling, grammar, punctuation, content
all will have seperate weightage. Make it a
fun class for them, and for you tool

Sample:

Sun rise

What a beautiful morning! A misty dawn with
dewdrops on the grass. It feels a hit cold. I sit
on a rock and rub my hands to feel warm. As
I watch, the sky turns crimson red. Is it
reflecting on me? Am I looking red? I wonder!
Gradually, a red ball comes up in front of me
in the east! A huge red ball! As I watch it
comes up — a perfect circle. Hey! It is turning
yellow as it comes up in the sky! Birds fly
happily chirping as though welcoming the red
ball — The Sun! I look down and oh! What
happened to the dew drops? They are gone!
I was feeling cold then, but now I feel hot —
the Sun is up and is warm. I hear my mother
calling me to get ready to go to school. I get
up from the rock and go into the house telling
the Sun, "I will see you again rising tomorrow'.

You may encourage the student to write such
paragraphs. Help him with use of simile/
metaphors, adjectives, conjunctions and
punctuation. This will improve his language
skills.

Hence, for example, instead of
a good bowler' and 'Vijay is a
we can say — 'Ram and Vijay are

saying, 'Ram is

good bowler',
good bowlers'.



Prepositions
Sentences are meaningful with prepositions in
the right place. In English, as the word
preposition indicates it is a pre-position'. It
indicates the position of a noun by appearing
'before' the noun.

The fruits are on the table. Introduce
prepositions by carrying out certain tasks like
putting objects In, on, under, above, below,
beside - Objects/people and let the children
tell the position by using the correct
preposition.

Provide as many worksheets as possible to
enhance and strengthen.

Adjectives and adverbs

As the language skill improves forming of
descriptive sentences and creative writing
shopld be encouraged. At this point, introduce
adjectives and adverbs through classroom
conversation and use of worksheets.

Interjections
lnterjections can be easily taught because they
involve the expression of emotions. Children
with learning difficulties have limited emotional
expression and may require extra efforts from
the teacher. Worksheets can be of help to the
children. Narration of stories with suitable
expression and intonations will improve use
of interjection.

Synonyms and antonyms
Word games in the classroom such as 'tell me
another word that means the same as silent'
can help in introducing synonyms. As children
say, write them on the board.

Use worksheets. As they master the skill, give
them exercises in sentence construction.
Provide a sentence with a word and let them
rewrite with a synonym.

Balu told his father to pick him up from the
school.

Balu said to his lather to pick him up from the
school.

Once synonyms are introduced, it is easy to
give the opposites - antonyms. Use the
worksheets in the following pages. Be creative
and make more worksheets,

PARAGRAPH WRITING

Usually we come across chapters, essay, prose,
compositions and letters which are broken up
into paragraphs to make reading easier.
paragraphs need to be properly sequenced
divided so that the flow of the matter remains
intact.

Paragraph writing requires imagination, good
vocabulary and creativity. Itis better to explain
the rules in paragraph writing and what it
means so that the entire concept remains clear.

To start with, children may look at pictures and
write a few lines describing it. As a next step,
they can be asked to select a topic and write a
few lines. Thereafter, one can slowly proceed
to words. Here, words & short sentences can
be given as a guide or clue and the children
can be asked to write a paragraph using the
given words & giving it a title in the end.

Once, these skills are developed, it becomes
easier for the child to write on any given topic
with ease.

There are certain basic rules in paragraph
writing which heios the child to write better.

Rentenøet: P*41sph M'j
kern av w41s

Say - tell
Sad

Hurry!
See

unhappy
quick!
look

Finish - end
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Rule-I I'(JNCTUATION

just as a sentence deals with one thought, Children with learning problems find reading
paragraph also must be based on one topic. It a tough task, one of the reasons being not
is easier to write and gives clarity when every paying attention to punctuation. As they read,
head and every sub-head has its own draw their attention to the punctuation marks
paragraph while writing an essay. Whichever in each sentence. Use the right intonation like
topic is chosen, it is better to explain it in the pausing for comma, stopping at a statement
first sentence itself. (full stop), questioning and expressing

excitement (exclamatory mark), to help them
Remember : Paragraphs are different over come this difficulty. Also try the sample
different for poems and prose. activities given and make more of your. own.

Rule-Il Did You Know?
Paragraph and the sentences in the paragraph The word punctuation wines 1mm the Latin
needs to be arranged in a proper sequence. word punctum' which means a point.

Points to be remembered for effective INTERROGATIONS
paragraph writing:

Since the concept of punctuation is already
• Study the topic closely and think of introduced, help the children understand the

possible content to be convered. use of question mark. Consider the following
sentences —

• Write the first sentence in an impressive
manner to arouse the interest in the Do you have a pen?
reader.

Who are you?
• Be precise while writing and avoid drifting

away from the topic. Whom do you want to see?

Whose box is this?• The paragraph must be based on a single
idea. Which book do you want to read?

• End with a good concluding, thought What is it about?
provoking sentence.

When did it take place?
• Make sure that spacing, punctuation and

capitalization are in order and the How is your health?

handwriting is neat and legible. Are you on a holiday?

Note (Wren & Martin): A good practice is Give practice in using interrogative words such
to read a chapter in a hook, and give a short as what, where, when, who why, when, whose,
heading or title to each paragraph, which which, do, how, will, is, are through the sample
will express in a word or brief phrase the worksheets attached.

subject of the paragraph.
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Some rules for interrogations

Rule-I

Who — this is used for persons only.

Eg. : Who said?

Who opened the gate?

Here, in the above example, we expect the
name ol the person in the response.

Remember: Interrogations are used in the
he ginning or niicki/c' ola sentence hut never
at the end.

Rule-Il

Which - this is used for both person and
things
Eg. : Which one is your coat?

Which one is your friend?

Rule-Ill
What — this is used for things only.

Eg. : What is it made of?

What did you say?

Give exercises on converting

questions.
Eg. : 1. Suresh went to a movie.

Where did suresh go?

statements into

2. I gave the bag to the gate keeper.

To whom did you give the bag? or

Did you give the bag to the gate
keeper?

Make it a verbal exercise in groups first and
then give the students written exercises.

R[CIS WRITING
Precis writing is a task involving condensing a
passage to one third without distorting the
main idea. Precis involves comprehension of
the passage, grasping of important ideas and
expressing in a simple manner. Children with
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learning problems may have difficulty in
getting the main idea and writing in a
condensed manner.

Rules for précis writing:
• Read through the passage carefully and

try to grasp the meaning as a whole.
• Count the number pf words in the passage

and note it down.
• Think of a title for the passage.
• Make a list of important ideas conveyed

in the passage.
- Sequence the points.
• The précis should not contain ideas that

are not found in the passage.
• Omit repetitions, examples, quotations or

any other irrelevant points.
• Make a rough draft in points.
• Make a fair draft, write the title and copy

the points into a paragraph.

To see whether you have condensed to one
third, follow the steps given below.

Eg. (i) The number of words in the passage
- 120.

(ii) The number of words I should get —
120/3 40.

(iii)The number of words I have got 45.

IDIOMS
Idioms enrich the language because they can
be quite humorous. However, since their
meaning is not literal, children with learning
problems face difficulty in understanding the
hidden or inferred meaning of idioms.
Providing many opportunities for practice after
telling them what each idiom means is very
essential.

Idioms, analogies and similes add beauty to
expression. Encourage children to use them.
Create occasions and opportunities for using
these expressions verbally and in writing.

Make hay when the sun shines!



DEFICIT IIVEL INSTRUCTION - ENGliSH

So far, sequentially teaching of an academic
task was discussed. As seen earlier, deficit
level instruction refers to a specific difficulty
noted in a child and remedial measures taken
for correction of the difficulty. Based on the
findings of the NIMH screening checklist,
some of the most frequently noticed difficulties
by the teachers are analyzed and remedial tips
which are tested and proven to be successful

are given in the following pages. Remember,
these are only illustrative and not exhaustive.
A smart teacher in the primary school will find
more creative ways in remediating the
difficulties once she gains competencies in
analyzing error and error patterns in the
academic learning among children.

Difficulty noted

Visually confuses similar looking words
like 'ram? and 'ran'.

/ Try this:
Provide the student with a variety of
experiences that involve comparisons. You
may begin with gross differences in size or
shape*such as 'ball' and 'stop' and gradually
reduce the differences seen visually such as
doll-ball, bat-bad and so on. Give word cards
and ask him to match the same ones and
seperate the different ones.

Children who have difficulty in directions may
also visually confuse similar looking words. To
begin with, provide worksheets with
differences in diagrams as seen below, so that

they get sensitized.

IN A AAA
Identify the 2 boats that look exactly the same.
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Flame H

Pick the 2 word cards that have the same word.

A few exercises like this will train the student
to visually discriminate whole words as well
as parts. Finally remember to let him write
the words he has picked correctly.

Difficulty noted:
? Reverses or inverts letters as in d — b, m

— w, u — n.

/ Try this
Each combination of the reversal or inversion
needs to be considered individually and small
stories built about it to help the student. This
will also sustain his interest.

For instance, band d reversal can be corrected

by telling the student, 'while writing b, start
like capital 'B'. Alter the line, draw the top
half circle without the pen touching the paper.
Then draw the bottom half circle. If needed
hold the student's hand and help.

b
When 'b' is perfected, 'd' will not cause
confusion.

Another way is to tell the child to make fists of
both hands with thumb erect and folded
fingers facing him. Tell him to put the fisted
hands on the table. He will find 'd' in right
hand (d for daya (daayan) i.e., right in Hindi)

Gradually move to words.

Frame

Fraud

Front

Frame



Difficulty noted
? Spacing between words or letters is

incorrect. Letters do not maintain size
as they should.

/ Try this
Initially provide him with four rules notebook
for guided writing. Sensitize him to the fact
that all capital letters are of the same size,
while the small letters have three levels in their
size — the top, the middle and the bottom.
You may draw an analogy of a conventional
house as seen below

C[G HiEN W 7 R

g_h ____
Give him opportunities to write the letters on
four lines by saying for instance — 'rn starts at
the door and ends at the door, 'g' starts at the
door and goes down the steps and comes back
to the door. Letter h starts at the roof and
conies to the door" and so on.

Repeated exercises on all the letters will give
him the idea of the letter size and direction.
Once he has mastered writing this, let him
write words in similar manner with guided
lines.

After words lead him to write sentences. As a
rule, always begin at left hand top corner to
write. Cue him by a coloured dot/mark
indicating begin here. After each word, let
him keep the little finger of left hand — then
place the pen on paper next to the finger to
write the next word. Once the pen tip touches
the paper, let him remove the left hand little
linger and continue writing. Thus the spacing
will be perfect. As he practices, use of left
hand little finger will not be required.
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Difficulty noted
? Omits letterwhile writing. Does notfind

the missing letter when asked to fill in
the blank.

/ Trythis:
Though both the statements above are two
different problems, following strategies may
help solve the problem.

Difficulty noted
? Substitutes letters or words — k for c, I

for ph, lite for light, diktashan/dictation.

Such children are usually auditory
learners and therefore, spell like they
hear. This will lead to not only
substitution but also to omission such as
anser for answer, lern for learn, teecher
for teacher and so on.

/ Trythis:
One good way of helping such children is to
provide intensive training in syllabication as
mentioned earlier. This will help in preventing
error as well as breaking the word in the
correct place for spelling. Syllabication rules

When he has omitted a letter while writing
read it the way it sounds. For example, if he
writes 'brusing' for 'brushing, you read it to
sound 'brusing', instead of saying 'you are
wrong — correct it'. This will not only be

________________ amusing to him, but help him in locating the
omission that has led to the pronunciation of

— I 'brusing'. If he cannot manage give him

j d t examples of other 'sh' words like 'shut', 'dish',
'fish' and so on, pronouncing them with and
without h. Give him time to understand and
then correct the word 'brushing' by himself.
Self correction leads to less chances of the
error repeating. Similar exercises will help in
exercises on fill the blanks also.



and b in left hand (b for bayan i.e., left in
Hindi)! at

telling the child 'U'
chin — like this

help him bring the

'rn and W — Similarly rn' for mountain and rn'
has peaks reminding mountains is one way of

preventing m/w error. ,/\/\ "{'Sy"\
For various such reversals, the teacher can
think of a suitable story to maintain the
student's interest as well as correcting the
error.

Difficulty noted
Transposes letters in words — 'stop — spot',

'was — saw', 'split — spilt'.

/ Try this
For three letterwords - CVC — words sensitize
the child to the sound of the first letter and its
symbol. Use word tiles like in scrabble for this
purpose, Let him identify the letter responsible
for the fILS. sound, pick it up and place on the
board. The rest of it will naturally follow
correctly.

Give a number of exercises with CVC words.

C V C Pick letter Fill rest of the word

saw s saw

was w was

pot
top
pit
tip

p
t
p
t

For 4 or 5 letter words, sensitize the child to
letter blends in words.

Fill in the blank — rec_ _v —— (e, e, i).

Configuration
('look of the word") rein ji1 ii s

english
Proof reading.

• Structural analysis — syllabication.

• Use of rhythm - guided by teacher.

• Word games — scrabble, boggle, word

search. Jigsaw puzzle

• Spelling tricks - to remember the spelling
of 'assassination', once a student told
'After the ass one more ass, then I (me)
then nation!' ass-ass-i-nation. This way,
confusion on number of s's which is
normally a problem in such words can
be eliminated.

• Acronyms — teach acronyms for difficult

spellings — "A latin he house might at
the ice cream' is an acronym for
arithmetic!l (arithmetic is one word
frequently spelt wrongly).

'u' and 'n' reversal

This can be corrected by
means 'you'. You have a
remember this. This will
'curve' of u down.

complete
the word

split pick_sp ___________________

step pick st

crab pick cr

When the initial letter/letters are correct, the
rest will be easy.

To improve spelling:

?

Word pools to form sentences.

• Colour codes for vowels and
consonants.

Say
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like, "when a consonant repeats, break lesson, after he masters the rule, ask him to
between the two consonants as in 'run/ning,
'stop/ped, 'suc/cess and so on are easy to
follow and will reduce error (see worksheets)".

For c/k, substitution errors, phonetic rules
need to be taught — c followed by a, o and u
will have k sound and if followed i, e and y,
will have 's' sound. Example:

c with 'Ic' sound with 's' sound

cater
cube
cone

cycle
certain
exercise

A number of opportunities with examples need
to be given.

Similarly, words having 'ph' for 'f' sound can
be taught using word building games asking
the children to enlist as many words as
possible.

Tell the student that you would dictate a list
of words that will all be starting with f. Then
follow it by 'ph' words — to begin with as initial
sounds, and later middle and ending sounds.

full phone
finish phrase

fat tom

fit photograph
furniture physics

foIl ow

feast

When you are sure that he writes these words
without error, give combination of f and 'ph'
words for dictation. Practising through
dictation, word building and word games will
improve the learning and retention of right
spelling.

As a rule, while teaching English, teach 'Every
rule has an exception in English'. For each
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find the exception. In this case, other letter
combinations giving f sound — such as
enough, tougji, rough., laugh. Allow the
student to build on more words. Explain if it
can be in order. The above sounds are all
ending sounds of'gh' and not beginning
sounds. Now, move to comparing ending 'gh',
'ph' and f sounds — laugh, grapth and staff.

Another commonly found difficulty is
confusing 'ite' and 'ight' words. As in f and
'ph' provide word building or dictation — first
only with ight' words, then 'ite' words and
finally on mastering the combination of words.
Give rule of silent gh and ending 'e' for easy

understanding.

sight invite

night site

light rite

fight white

eight bite

straight cite

insight granite

right kite

When there are words sounding the same with
both ight' and ite combinations such as right!
rite, might/mite, sight/site, tell the word, form
a sentence meaningfully with it and say the
word again, so that the student understands
which word you are referring to. Eor instance,

Right - His teacher said that he was right —

right.

or

Rite - He performed the last rites of his
father — rite.

Giving opportunities through narrating
instances and asking the student to pick the
right word will also help in correcting the error.



Eg. To celebrate ldd, Raheem had to Sample Worksheet
__________ the moon (site/sight). In each list of words, circle the same word as

The trick is to teach one rule at a time, let in the box.
the student master it, and then teach the

housel Icometl lengthy
related next rule. When both are learnt, give hose come long
exercises combining both rules and let him horse closet longing
choose and use the correct one. clown lengthy
When combination of different letters tend to home comet lecture
produce similar sound, the best way to learn
the correct spelling is by learning to visually Itortoisel [respect _______
remember the spelling. Sample worksheets torture rupture plate

are given here. Such worksheets can be tortoise radish plane

prepared. Repeated drill and practice will technique respect planet

improve spelling of such seemingly difficult trouble reward pledge

words.
engimJ queue 1 multiply

Sample Worksheet engage queen market

Group the words as shown below: engine quote muscle

enough squint mercury
I. 1 sound

enjoy queue multiply
-gh -ph -f

1 laugh 1 graph 1 fall Skill : Visuai discminiinatiori, sjeIIing.

2 2 2 Sample Worksheet
3 3 3

4 4 4 Group the words as shown below:

5 5 I. -tion -sion
1 attention 1 tension

II. silent 'w' 2 2

-o -ow 3 3

1 buffalo 1 follow 4 4

2 2

3 3 II. -ight -ite

4 4 1 light 1 kite
2 2

5 5
3 3

Ill. 'jT sound 4 4

ge- je- 5 5

1 general 1 jet Ill. ph-
2 2 1 photograph I forest

2 23 3
3 34 4
4 4

5 5
5 5

Skill : Visual discrimination and spelling. Skill : Visual discrimination
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Difficulty noted Which of these will dry faster ? A or B

? Comprehension of what is read, is poorer
than reading ability.

/ Try this:
Allow the student to read a para consisting of
3-4 lines with sequential events. Ask him to
say in his own words what he read. Initially
you may ask questions leading to correct
response. Gradually reduce support.

Mark sure the reading material is interesting —

like a story, initially. Direct his attention to
finer details through your questions. If the
paragraph says 'Lata was sitting under a tree
which was filled with leaves, flowers and fruits.
As she was wearing a green saree no one who
passed by noticed her', ask questions such as
'why no one saw Latha?', 'Where was she?'
and so on. This will help in improving 'thinking
skills' in the student in addition to
comprehending the material read by him.

Allow loud reading initially and once he has
begun to comprehend, gradually encourage
silent reading. Many auditory learners like to
'hear' themselves for processing information
and will tend to read aloud. It is perfectly
acceptable in the initial stages, but has to be
checked, gradually as it will be a disturbance
in the class later.

Difficulty noted:
? Does not seem to understand what is

taught.

/ Try this:
This is a conceptual deficit. It needs intensive
training in thinking skills. Develop a number
of exercises that need analytical thinking. For
children in preprimary crass give exercises as
below.

As the student gains mastery give written work
as seen below:

Follow example and write:

Object/person purpose

.3

4.
5.

Mirror Reflects figures in front
Plate

6. Father
7. Watchman
8. House
9. Mountain
10. River

Encourage him to think on his own and
respond. Do not provide answer from
textbooks. Based on his responses, ask
questions for self-correction of errors or
arriving at new responses. Once thinking skills

improve understanding of various concepts
will also improve.

• i(
Who will win?

Eg. 1.

2.

Mango
Car
TV
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Difficulty noted Difficulty noted
? While writing, usually omits ending 'e'

(as in crate, pile), silent letters (as in
through, fought, knife, duck) or
consonant that repeats (as in dress,
command, butter, rabbit).

This kind of problem is usually found in
auditory learners, who spell the way a word is
pronounced. Therefore, those letters present
in the word without their sounds heard are
omitted by the student.

Another reason for this error can be the lack
of synchrony in the student's thinking and
writing. That is, he may he thinking faster than
his writing speed. Suppose he has to write
'Rarnu is a brave boy', by the time he writes
Ramu his thought process will be in the next
word. To catch up he may tend to drop letters
or words thus resulting in sentences like this —
'Ram is bray boy', 'Ramu a bray by' and so on.

Therefore, first find out why error occurs, is it
due to being an auditory learner and therefore,
phonetic spelling or due to mismatch of
thinking and writing speed.

/ Trythis:
lithe student is an auditory learner, a number
of exercises on syllabication, identifying root
words and word building games will help.

If the problem is related to speed of thinking
and writing, allow the student to say clearly
each word and write. When he says loudly,
thinking speed will slow down and he will tend
to say the next word only on completion of
writing the previous word thus preventing
omission. When the errors have reduced, tell
him to say the words silently while writing.
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? Difficulty in auditory discrimination as
in 'mat for bat', 'pin for tin', 'lamp for
lamb', 'var or war'.

/ Try this
Many a time such problems can be due to
mispronunciation by the teacher, lithe child
is taught the pronunciation of a letter symbol
by drawing his attention to the organs in the
mouth (lips, tongue, teeth) and let him feel
pronouncing a letter, the error will be
minimized (see section on sound production).
For instance, the sound of 'v' is produced by
having the lower lip touching the upper teeth
while sound of 'w' is produced by rounding
the lips and saying the sound. If this message
is got across to the child at the early learning
stage the discrimination of the sounds of v
and 'w' will not be a problem. The teacher
may model initially and the children will
imitate. Later the teacher may say the word
and children can decode spelling.

For discrimination of 'pa' and ta' or 'ma' and
'na sounds, encourage the child to watch you
initially when you say and then spell the word.
First give him pairs of words that sound
differently and ask him to say whether you said
the same word or different words. A list of
such wards can be

1. lame - same 2. good — good

3. fight — sight 4. blame — flame

5. swallow - shallow 6. toy - toy

7. got — fought 8. double - bubble

When he masters this exercise, move to next
level — let him not look at you when you say
the pairs of words and let him try to respond
— same or different.

Follow it with writing exercises.



Difficulty noted While dictating such words that have more

? Confuses with words that sound the same than one spelling and meaning always follow
but spelt differently as in site-sight, the steps as given below.

grown-groan, sum-some, right-write, ear- 1. Say the word clearly.
year, here-hear. 2. Form a sentence in context with it.

/ Try this: 3. Say the word again.
When words and spellings are taught in Example, bare — bear.
context, this problem can be avoided. When
these words are introduced, build a sentence 1 . bear.

with it, If it is first of the two words, explain 2. Polar bear is found in the north pole.
the word. Say — grown, 3 bear
grown - you are a grown up boy. or

The pla nts here grown tall.
1. bare

The root word is grow.
2. He walked with bare feet.

Can you build sentences?
3. bare

Strengthen with such exercises.
-This will help the child learn the words

When the second word 'groan' is introduced
correctly in context and reduce error.

first ask,

'Do you know another word that sounds the Difficulty noted
same? What does it mean? How do you spell? ? Does poorly on paper and pencil tasks.
Can you say a sentence with it?' Dislikes writing.
When this is done, introduce 'groan'. IT Try this
groan — Watch the difference in spelling. Provide reading material suitable for his age

Can you tell me the difference? and interest to motivate him.
Go o d.

Let each reading be followed by writing
This means, a sound made when one is in involving interesting exercises such as:
discomfort uncomfortable or in pain. . .- Find the words that start with d and write.
'What sounds do you make when you are in . -• Find the words that end with 't' and write.
pain?'

• Locate and write all nouns in the passageListen to them and point to the ones that
and so on.

represent a groan and say is
groaning'. ' too is groaning'. Thus These are usually easy and he will be
they get the meaning. Let them form successful. This will motivate him to write
sentences, further.



Now, give writing exercises with same passage Difficulty noted
such as : ? Has very limited attention. Does not
• Find a noun and write a new sentence. complete the given task. Does not sit at

• Convert the first sentence into past tense, a place for required time.

• Change the names of key characters and / Try this
rewrite the passage. • Seat him in a place with less distraction

By doing so, gradually you are improving his
(not facing or nearer to window).

writing from words to sentences allowing • Seat him at a distance where freqUent eye

partial scope for copying and partly being contact with the teacher is possible.
original. Use the worksheets given in this • For concentrated work seat him in a
ma n u at. corner lacing the wall.
All the way through, remind him of basic Doing home work should not he requiring
rules: beyond 30 minutes. Ii longer, advise
1. Start writing on the left side maintaining parents to give him a break of 15 minutes

the line, and then continue with the rest of the
home work.2. Capitalization — proper noun, beginning

of sentence and during highlighting. While giving instruction get his eye
contact. Give short telegraphic3. Letter size.
instructions. Tell him to repeat what you

4. Spacing and said before he starts to carry out
5. Punctuation. instruction.

• Do not mark errors on the paper. Discourage doing more than one activity
at a time such as doing home work and• Prompt him to locate error by himself —
watching TV.

by leading questions.
Inculcate the habit of regular playing or• After he corrects reward him.
nonstressful exercises.

Children do not like negative markings by the
• Provide opportunities for solo work suchteacher on their written work.

as gardening or painting.
You may also give a stimulus picture and

• If he is found to be too stressed, allowrelated vocabulary word pool and ask the
student to write a few lines about the picture sleep or rest for a while to calm him.

taking the help of the words provided. To remember the nine planets easily in
order remember the following:

0My Vety Educated Mother Just Showed Us
Nine Planets"

First letter of each word represents the
planet beginning with Mercury.
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ERROR ANALYSIS

Teachers have to be sensitive to the errors
students commit. Usually when dictation
exercises are given, the locus is on the correct
words to arrive at scores. If the teacher is
tuned to focus on the wrong words, she will
find some clues to her students problems.
Look at the example below.

Dictation
Given word Written by student

grapes grapes

mountain mountan

below belo

expensive expensiv
exact exat

tender tender

biscuit biscut

redicule redicul

honest honest

temperature temperatur

This is typically how a teacher marks errors.

Now, let us analyze the errors.

1. Watch the correct words. They are
definite sounds and can be syllabicated
easily.

2. Note the type of error in the wrong ones.
The following is revealed.

a) All words have omissions.

b) Out of 7 words 5 omissions are vowels.

c) Out of S omitted vowels, 3 are ending e,
showing silent e rule is not followed.

d) The other two vowels omitted namely i
in mountain and i in biscuit can be due
to either mispronunciation by the person
dictating or the child not having mastered
'ai', ui' words.

e) Out of the 2 consonants omitted one is
silent ending (w) and the other is not
stressed in pronunciation (c in exact).

By this, you can infer that the student has a
single difficulty —omission. If we classify the
omission, it falls into 2 categories — (1) ending
'e' and silent letters, (2) lack of awareness on
use of vowel dipthongs of 'ai', ui'. Therefore,
teacher here has to just focus on correction
of omission with stress on ending 'e', silent
letters and air 'ui.

Seven errors out of ten are infact due to one
root cause — omission. Such error analysis by
the teacher will certainly help in pinpointing
to exact problem in the student and eliminating

it totally.

Therefore, analyze errors! Do not make the
students write the word 1 0 times like a
punishment Instead, find the cause, analyze
and correct the error. See the box for some
more tips in error correction.

/
x
x
x
x/
x
x/
x
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Error analysis and correction

1. might

2. shop

3. casual

4. Saw

5. wonder

6. gate

7. cool

8. willing

Given word Written word May be (file to Correction

mite . Not aware of 'ight' rule. • Exercises on 'fte', 'ight' words.

chop • Auditory discrimination. • Exercise on 'sh', Ichr

Not aware of
digraph rules.

words — 'sh' first then 'ch
and finally combination.

causal . Sequential memor
deficit.

• Syllabication exercises.

was - Reversal. • Stress and focus on first
letter sound and symbol.

monder • rn/w reversal • Writing exercises for rn/w
sith direction of starting
indication or colour code.

gaL • Not aware of
silent 1e' rule.

- Drill and practice on silent
c rule.

kool • Visual memory deficit. • Ample visual exposure of
'c/k' words and writing
exercises.

wiling • Omission of repeating
consonant

. Syllabication Ito break
hetneen P and 'I').
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Difficulty noted

? Makes mistakes when two vowels are
together in a word.

Try this

ea oa ou ai

read roam soul rain

lean boat noun bail

beat goal tour main

seat soar sour mail

neat loan four fail

'ca and 'oa' words generally will have the first
vowel as a long vowel while the second vowel
is silent, as seen above. To have the children
remember this, write on the blackboard:

"When two vowels go walking, (

first one does the talking".

Drawing little figures of first vowel with open
mouth and next vowel with closed mouth will
help children visually remember the cue. The
two line rhyme will help as an auditory cue
when you read out.

When the child masters this, teach the
variations.

i and 'I' are loud vowels. Therefore, some
times when they are at the place of last
consonant, it influences the quiet vowel. When
quiet vowel speaks, the first vowel becomes a
short vowel!

This way, the child will remember the rule well.

Lastly, teach vowel blehds becoming digraph
- a digraph is a new sound produced by
blending two sounds as in bear, bread and so
on. Tell the student to find words that are
exception to rule, if any.

'ou', 'a? are easy to spell as they usually indicate
combination of vowels by their sounds.
Practice in such words help in improving
spelling.

In CVVC combinations, when vowels repeat
it becomes a long vowel as in boot, fool, teen,
tool, but watch out for the following.

Look at the lists below

loot book floor

moon look door

room took

shoot food

nook foot

noon

boot

You notice that 'oo' can be a short
sound, a long vowel sound or long 'o'

As is the rule 'every rule has an exception!'.

C V V C - Consonant
Consonant is one of the
combination in words.
are:

- Vowel - Vowel -
most frequently used
Some combinations

CVVC

real

dear

near

vowel
sound.

Whenever,
first make
rule, then i

such exceptions are to be taught,
sure that the student masters the
ntroduce the exception!
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Circle the one that is the same as the one in the box

•w ea
enbfl4
A /4AA•r<P

Skill Directionality.
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Tell the position of the milkplate and the cat.
Write the name of the cat correctly in the statement below:

Kitty

1. Milk plate is in front of —

2. Milk plate is behind ____

3. Milk plate is to the right of

4. Milk plate is to the left of

Skill Spatial relationship.
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Rosy Tommy

Patchy



Look at the design in the left. Colour similar design in the

Skill : Figure ground perception.
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diagrams on the right in each row.



Tell the name of the picture and colour the pictures that start

Skill Auditory discrimination

98

with letters C - red, S - blue, K - yellow1

J



aRKT1
Colour 'b' - blue, 'd' - green 'p' yellow and 'q' red
What do you see?

Skill Visual discrimination.
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Yes a beautiful, colourful parrot.



In each row name one similarity and one difference.

2.

3.

1. 9 Similar

Different:

Similar

Different:

Similar

Different:

Similar

Different:

Similar

Different:

Similar

Different:

4.

5.

6.

Skill Similarities and differences. Based on ability of the child, make the exercise verbal or written.
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Copy the alphabet.

Skill : Copying.

Eg.

101



Match the capital letter with the small letter.

Skill Capital and small letter
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pSTARToo® 00
0 ®0000
@00000
0 ®0000

Skill Writing small letters.

I 0.3

Write the letters in correct order

Fl H



In each ice cream scoop,
write the small letter of the given capital letter.

Skill Capital - Small leters.
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Tick the picture if the 'a' in it sounds as in cap.

cap

J
rat44;IzQ
J

J?
cat

Skill Auditory discrimination.
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bat

cap

ball



Tick the picture if the 'e' in it sounds 'e' as in pen.

pen

Jr
.c)

4Ikey

tel 0
J
neti

bedi

Skill Aucfltory discrimination
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Tick the picture if the 1' in it sounds as in Pin.

chick

Skill Auditory discrimination.

pin

107

tin file

pig fish

11

Liies six

nine

II



Tick the picture if the 'u' in it sounds as in cup.

Eg. CLIp

Jfl_II cubes

is
Skill Auditory discrimination.
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mug tube

sun

9

jug

duck



Tick the picture if the 'a' in it sounds as in grapes.

Eg. grapes

J

J
axe

train

Skill Auditory discrimination - long a'.

log

blade

cake

cat

mat

gate plane

chain

rat



Tick the picture if the 1' in it sounds as in five.

Eg. five

J
pin

JJ-
ice

nine

J
fish

Skill Auditory discrimination - long i.
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kite

ship



Tick the picture if the 'o' in it sounds

Eg. rope

as in rope

Skill Auditory discrimination - long o.
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book

c527
bone

box

-j

-J

doll

-Jo
tap

log



Skill : Reading comprehension.

112

Fish Fush

Circle the word that names each picture.

Trick

Mop Map Cat Cot

Pot Pet
Pig Pog



LS
WORK SHEET J

A -

Circle the word that names each picture.

Skill Reading comprehension.
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lake cake

key tree

ullliIll
make

leep sheep

rope mope face fase

boat goat tube tub



look ciii

tap lamp

bat rat

boy toy

pen hen

mat pot

cow cat

Skill Reading comprehension.

114

Circle the word that names the picture.

moon sun

a



Draw a line from each picture name to the picture.

comb

key

Skill : Matching words with pictures.
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telephone

sheep

bell

pen

cup

train

a
umbrella



See the picture and fill in the missing letters.

Skill Use of vowel a in words

t_p

•li S

hat gr_pes I n

p—n xe 9 te

9 me C ke



Write words from the box that
has 'U' sound as in bus

Write words from the box that
has 'U' sound as in tube

tube

Skill Auditory discrimination U.
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bus

Word Box
bud, cube, cub, cute, brush,

flute, duck, gum, tune,
tub, june, mule.



Fill the petals with words that has '1" sound as in like.

Pick words from the box below

L bike, ice, sit, fine, pin, white,like, five, big, ride, wish

Skill Auditory and visual discrimination.
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Skill Spelling and vocabulary.

119

See the picture and write its name.

Ship



Group the words from the word box as shown below.

van, cap,

lap,

Word Box

rat, tan, bat,
pan, bat, man,

tap,

map

mat,

Skill Writing CVC words

120

I



Look at the picture and fill in the missing letters.

man

p_ g

b_ d h_ n

t

Skill Writing CVC words.

12]

C_ p

b_ s

g_ n ___ p



Look at the picture and fill in the missing letters.

z
t

Skill Writing CVC words.
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pin n

t

t

——p



as in cap - purple, and 'i' sound as in pin — yellow

Skill : Colouring CVC words - a and i sounds.

123

Colour the flowers which have 'a' sound



Make new words ! Add a consonant anywhere in the word and
make a new word. Write the new word in the blank next to it.

Eg: bed — bend
ants — pants

1. sat

2. ink

11. lame

3.

12.

cap

rain

4.

13.

pit

won

5.

14.

dam

lot

6.

15.

late

eight

7.

16. mall

pump

8.

17.

star

lap

9.

18.

team

light

10.

19.

row

top

20. end

Skill Vowe' — Consonant combinations.
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Make new words! write the new word in the blank next to it. Add
a vowel anywhere within the word to make a new word.

Can — cane

125

Eg:
bed — bead

Skill Vowel — Consonant combinations.



Group the words under A & B as shown

A
Words with

00 as in cook

B
Words with

00 as in boot

9

WORD POOL

Skill : To enhance vocabulary
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

trunk

bus

clock

plate

pan

planet
cricket

picture

snake

strap

skip
stand

Underline the words with blends.
Write another similar blend next to it in the blank.

Skill Blends
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Pick the words with blends from the box and write in each

Eg:

Skill Consonant blends.

128

umbrella.

Word Box
prize, drum, great, bake, drive, crane,
bottom, frock, truck, blade, tin, crab,

slow, box, blue, frog, dog



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

shut

come

chair

slip
chain

shine

build

there

phase
same

fish

face

Underline the words with digraph.
Write another similar word next to it.

Skill Digraph

2
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Skill Spelling

LI

How many new words have you made?

130

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

Add e and make a new word. See how many such new words
you can make. Be careful, all words given will not make new
words by adding e. Tick where new words are made.

1. cute ____ 11. Sun ____

2. pit ____ 12. sam ____

3. can ____ 13. tin ____

4. cap ___ 14. sob ___

5. cat ____ 15. kit ____

6. pin ____ 16. mad ___

7. her ____ 17. ear ___

8. ten ___ 18. got ___

9. tap ____ 19. mat ___

10. fat 20. man



Look at the picture and fill the blanks.

Eg: This is a book.

1. Thisisa

5. Radha is a

2. Thisisa _____

3. The cat is on the

4. Thatisa

Skill Simple sentences

6. Mangoes are on the
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Colour all the nouns coming out of the flower-pot.

Skill Nouns.

132

Delht'\\
ask

fat climb

hool

r



Eg : Pen is on the table.

1. Milk is white in colour.

2. India is our country.

3. I like Tom and Jerry.

4. Parks are beautiful.

5. Neha learns dance.

6. Rahul is my best friend.

7. Everest is the highest mountain.

8. I like to play cricket.

9. Will you let me play with your toys, please?

1 0. Isn't this a lovely flower?

Skill Nouns. 133

Colour the nouns.



Skill Spelling — c with k and s sounds

1 :i 4

Read the word and colour the hearts.
'C' as in car - red, 'C' as in city - yellow.



PLAN ETS

1. —

2. -

3. -

4. -

5. -

6. -

7. -

8. -
9. -
10. -

How

11. —

12. —

13. —

14. —

15. —

16. —

17. —

18. —

19. —

20. —

make?

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

nets

Make as many words as possible from the word
'planets'. Do not use a letter more than once in a word.
Plurals are permitted.

net

many words did you

Skill Vocabulary.
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Skill Syllabication

&yllabictte

136

remember

animal

November

Saturday

butterfly

kitten

jungle

little

potato

after

fa/mi/ly



&yllabic1ate!

unsuccessful

abnormality

unforgettable

denominator

independence

syllabication

unavoidable

refreshment

utilization

137

i/den/ti/fl /ca/tion
stimulation

Skill Syllabication.
Help Use 'dissect' [refer chapter 'V I



empowerment

enlisted

dissatisfied

unmanageable

enrichment -

misinterpretation

recruitment —

misunderstanding

cleanliness

unhappiness

Find the root word and write in the blank next to it.

Power1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Skill Syllabication.
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1. Find the root word and write in the blank.
2. Syllabicate the given word.

entrance

Skill Syllabication

139

pronunciation

excessive

unpardonable

indefinitely

extension

inconvenience

expectation

intentional

eligibility

C-



1. Colour the blocks with silent Consonants

Skill Silent letter

140

2. What do you find?



Colour all the silent letters with blue on the caterpillar.

Eg:

3.

5

7

9.

10.

2.4t
6.

8.

Skill Silent letters.

1 41



Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the
word box and circle the silent letter.

1. 'Tweet Tweet' I

2. Will you, please.

3. Hegoesfora_
4. Be careful I The

Word Box

doubtful, knife, blow, knit, eight,
wrap, walk, whistle, throw

Eg : Colour of my hair is bla©k.

The guard blew the

— this present for me?

every morning.

— is sharp.

I

5. Canyou_
6. __________

7. Renu takes

8. Donot_

9. Anu was

10. _______

________ a sweater?

all the red balloons.

breakfast at ______________ 0 clock.

the plastic bags on the road.

— about reaching on time.

are cold in December.

Skill Silent letters

142

L nights,



Help the ants join gender pairs.

III
ftI

S

uncle

king

cock

Skill : Genders.

143

hen

woman

her

him

(0

aunt

man

she

queen

mother

father

a
.-

S

Ce
t

4

he

0
S

-
— - S



There are some words of feminine gender in the boat below. Write
the correct one next to its masculine gender below:

Eg : prince princess sir

peacock

bull

landlord

actor

host

widower

tiger

God

emperor

heir

husband grand father

Skill Genders.

landlady

princess

Goddess actress

heiress peahen cow madam empress

hostess wife tigress widow grandmother

144



Write the name of person, place, animal and
thing with letters given below as the first letter:

Skill : Nouns.

145



Do you know what is in this picture? To see what the picture is,
colour all the nouns with green, pronouns with pink and verbs
with yellow.

Nouns - Verbs - Pronouns

146

Skill Nouns - verbs - pronouns.



Pick from the falling water the singular words and fill the buckets
with their plural words.

'p 'Jot'p
Skill Singular — Plural

147

t

-
dress

foot .ey
scissors donkey mango

f lies

'p



Take the plurals from the pond and write against its singular.

Skill Singular — Plural

trains

1 Mi

Eg : kite — kites

1 city cETZ 11 tin ciiIIIIIiiZI
2 coat cTI 11i1Z 12 pair ccIIIIIIIIIiiZ
3. game cEIT IZ 13. drum cciIIIIII2iZlI
4. flower cfT 14. dish ccTIIIIIIIIr
5. brush c Z 15. monkeycT
6. diary cc 16. star cIIIIIIIIIIIZ
7. train cc 17. fly cEIIIIIIIIIIIIr
8. bus 18. tree

9. table crJ5Z 19. mouse cciIIIIIIszC
10. key cc 5 20. house cJ(

trees dishss

brushes cities

monkeys flies

games keys

stars

flowers diaries

drums houses

buses

coats tables

stars



Colour ma s CLII in e

feminine
neutral
plural

pronoun — red
pronoun — blue
pronoun — yellow
pronoun — green

Skill Pronouns

Colour first person pronoun — pink
second person pronoun — orange

I 49

Pronouns mushrooms



Read the sentences and underline all the pronouns.

Eg Seema has gone to her aunt's house.

1. Roopa is absent, because she is ill.

2. Keerthi is a good girl. She always speaks the truth.

3. That icecream is mine.

4. We are young.

5. Bobby went to a bakery because he was hungry.

6. Oeepa lost her new pencil.

7. Snails carry their homes on their back.

8. 1 m proud of my country.

9. Balu and his brother are in my school.

10. Let them take the front seat in the bus!

Skill Pronouns.

150



Each Penguin has on it, a pronoun-singular.
Write plural form of the pronoun on the ball it holds.

Skill Pronouns.

151
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Choose the correct word from the basket and fill in the blank.

Eg:I ate

1. Dad

a mango yesterday.

________ to office.

2. Baby..

3. Cheetah.

4. Monkeys

when hungry.

— fast.

trees.

5. Mohan _____

Skill To enhance the knowledge of verbs.

water.

152



Skill Adjectives

153

Colour all the adjectives - blue.

OQ



Example The girl is standing 1 the door. (above, at)

Skill Prepositions.

154

Fill in the blanks with words from the bracket.

1. The river flows ________ the bridge. (over, under)

2. She is afraid __________ the dog. (under, of)

3. I have known him __________ a long time. (for on)

4. There is some water _________ thejug. (in,on)

5. Rani was hiding _________ the door. (after, behind)

6. Put the flowers _________ the table. (out, on)



Connect the sentences with the Correct Conjunction.
Ex:

n and

or

because 1
and

4
than

while

5ç;t

Skill conjunctions.

when

1----
but

155

if

how

but

F—--
because

or

F
and

-----I



Past — Present — Future tense

Colour the blocks next to each sentence correctly. Use the colour
code given here.

Code Past tense
Present tense
Future tense

- Blue
- Purple
- Green

1. I went to play in a park yesterday. I I

2. Rahul is swimming. I I

3. Radha will dance tomorrow. I I

4. Arvind got a prize in swimming. I I

5. Ram is running after the dog. I

6. He enjoyed eating the chips. I I

7. Prashant is writing an exam. I I

8. Anu will write her exam next week. I I

9. Rahul saw a movie yesterday. I I

Skill Tenses

10. Bananas were rotten and she threw them.

156



Past — Present — Future tense

Change the statements below to past tense and future tense.

1. a) Bala cooks food.
b) Bala cooked food.
c) Bala will cook food.

2. a) Anwar goes for a walk every morning.
b)
c)

3. a)
b)
c)

4. a) John writes very neatly.
b)
c)

Kittens spill milk while drinking.

The birds fly south in winter.

The minister gives a speech on World Peace.

5. a)
b)
c)

6. a)
b)
c)

Skill Tenses.

157



Past - Present - Future tense

Choose the correct form of the verb given in the brackets and fill
the blank.

Eg This book has been read by many people (reading, read).

1. She__________ last night (have fever, had fever).

2. My friends have _________ Tajmahal (see, saw, seen).

3. I __________ asleep while she was reading (fallen, tell, falls).

4. We will eat after the bell ___________ . (rang, ring, rings)

5. Abdul asked if the postman __________ (come, had come).

6. Hurry The train has already
(is arriving, arrived, arrive).

7. Tinku __________ ice-creams (is loving, will love, loves).

8. Please wait. He in 10 minutes
(will come, came, has come).

9. Do not go away. The programme __________ soon
(will start, started, start).

158

V

Skill Tenses.



This basket has flowers of nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives.
Seperate them.

NounCC
C

Skill Noun, verb, adverbs, adjectives.

159

Adjective Adverb VerbC C CC C CC C CC C C



Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles.

Skill Artides.

sun shines brightly.

1 60

Example: I want a toast for breakfast.

1. island is _______
on all sides.

place with water

2. Ganges is holy for Hindus.

3. Mumbai is ___________ big city.

4. I have umbrella.

5.

6. Give me piece of cloth.



Punctuate the following sentences with full
question marks and re-write the sentences.

Eg : Where did Pam Vijay and Anu go

Where did Ram, Vijay and Anu go ?

1. How was your weekend

stop, commas,

2. Trees have leaves branches, stems and roots

3. The cat chased the rat

4. How are you feeling now better

5. Do you watch movies

6. Blood is red in colour

7. Alas we lost the match

8. Wish you a happy Birth day

1 61

—

e.

Skill Punctuation.



Write the correct degree of comparison.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Skill : Degrees of comparision.

tall

dark

good

wise

much

beautiful

cheap

brave

intelligent

rough

expen

bad

tasty

warm

hasty

162

Positive Comparative Superlatune

taller tallest

sive



Positive — Comparative — Superlative

Write the correct degree of comparison
word given in the bracket.

1. Antartica is the ___________________ continent (cold).

2. Australia is than Newzealand (big).

3. Gulf countries have deserts (large)

4. Concord is the aircraft (fast).

5. Mercury is the planet to sun (near).

6. World cup cricket match showed that Indian cricket team is good but
Australian team is (good).

7. I like ice cream very
(much)

8. Mango is

9. Ramya is the

10. Rahulisa_

Skill : Degrees of comparision.

much, but I like pastries

_______ than banana (tasty)

singer in the school (good).

________ swimmer (good).

1 63

in the blank. Use the



Colour the kites that have synonyms on them.

Skill Synonyms.

164

Eg:



Pick up the synonym from below and put it in its envelope.

glad begin

big unhappy

Eg:

tiny

hurt

glad

leave

Skill Synonym

say noisy

65



Find the antonyms for the underlined words and fill in the blanks.

Eg : We bought a new TV and sold the içj TV.

1. On the sky, we see moon in the night and sun in the

2. It is hot in summer and in water.

3. The bucket with water is fun and the bucket without water is

4. I i my pencil box but _______ it a week later.

5. We must not be cruel to animals. We must be

Skill Antonyms.

them

166

_______ to

6. Please clean your mug. It is



Colour the ducks with synonyms red and antonyms yellow

small

chop

run

77fresh

Aim Synonyms & antonyms.

167



Read the word on the hand. Write its homophone on the empty
hand

Eg.

Skill Vocabulary — hornophones.

1 68

cx,



Write the matching homophone.

Eg

CC
C000000

Skill Vocabulary — homophones.

1 69



Read the sentence. Look at the underlined word. If the
homophone is used correctly put a smiling face (© ) at the end
of that sentence.

Eg : Radhika is the knees of Sudha.
We use wood to make furniture.

1. The wind blue hard

2. I knew you were coming home today.

3. Vinny wants a piece of cake.

4, We right with a piece of chalk on the board.

5. Would you like to have some tea?

6. Dogs like to eat meat.

7. There are seven days in a weak.

8. We hear with our ears.

9. Keep quite. The baby is steeping.

10. Let us meet at S'O clock.

11. Hedoesnotme.

12. He lives in knew Delhi.

Skill Homophones.

170



Help me to get the correct emotions.

___________ She is no more.

____________ The meeting is going on.
(Ha, Shh....)

(Hurrah, Alas)

I We won the match.
(Hurrah, Oh)

I found it.
(Au Ugh I)

I forgot to bring my pen.
(Shh, Oh !)

___________ I am so tired.
(Phew, Yeah)

___________ You won the battle.
(Alas, Hey)

171

Skill : lnterjections.



Tick the correct statements.
Rewrite the wrong statements correctly.

Eg We was late.
We were late.

(x)
1. I is coming there.

2. This shirt is mine.

3. He is playing with the dog.

4. We wilt go to the temple yesterday.

5. Shilpa do not know my name.

6. They were happy to see Pooja.

7. We is very hungry.

8. Ambika are in seventh standard.

9. I like to read books.

10. Cakes smells good.

reading!0
Skill Sentence construction.

00

1 72

0



SRKSHEETJ
Write what you do when you wake up in the morning.
Use the words on the caterpiller to help you.

Then,

Finally,

Skill Sentence construction.

1 73

In the morning,
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DEFICIT LEVEL JNSTR(JCTION - HIND!

Hindi being the National Language, students

undergoing education in Indian schools will
have to learn the language at some stage.
All state boards of education in Non-Hindi
speaking states include Hindi as a third
language while in central boards and Hindi
speaking states Hindi is second language if
the medium of instruction is English.
Therefore, an average Indian child has to
learn to read and write English, Hindi and
mother tongue or one other language before
the age of 10.

Children who have learning problems tend
to face difficulty in learning three languages.
Some of the common difficulties noted are
as follows:

1. Mixes Hindi with other languages while
writing - bas, imu.

2. Confuses letter symbols when the same
symbol refers to different sounds - S

In English, - 'da' in Hindi, - ka inTelugu
or .1 • is 'one in Math, 1' in English and
full stop (I) in Hindi.

3. Tries to form sentences in English like
Hindi or Hindi like English. English
has the sentence structure:

a) Subject Verb Object
Nitin plays Cricket
Hindi has

b) Subject Object Verb

1rd i'e aCltht I

When both the languages are taught the
child may tend to do either of the following:
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a) Nitin cricket plays
(converting Hindi as it is to English)

b) PiPiwi a t i
(converting English to hindi as it is)

4. English has no specific respect forms as
in Hindi.

; pr, airti are all expressed as 'you' in
English. Hence the child may use yr for anti
also in Hindi or make wrong sentence such
as

instead of
aim wr v* * I

As English sentences have a single and
simple structure,

'you are eating'

the student may tend to apply the rule here.

5. English has neutral gender in addition
to masculine and feminine.

'he, she, it'

Hindi has only masculine .and feminine
genders. Non-living things also tend to get
a gender in Hindi where 'it' will be used in

English.

'i,ll is feminine, p is masculine in Hindi.

Hence we tend to say,

3IWT *1

This leads to considerable errors in forming
Hindi sentences by the students.



6. Hindi has separate symbols for noticed difficulties in children were compiled

consonants like a)ka, b) kha, or a)ta, b) using the checklist; suggestion for
tha, a) pa, b) pha, a)da, b) dha, a)cha, remediation are given in the following pages.

b) chha a) ja, b) jha.
• Some difficulties found common in Hindi

English does not have sounds noted under and English
(b) in the regular usage. Hence children tend - Reversal, transposing letters
to apply the rule of English and substitute ii

- Omission I addition of letters
for or iz for w, for r, and so on.

- Shabby handwriting
7. In Hindi vowels get converted to matras

_____ ____ - Ignoring punctuation(9iii!) I+3U = WI, 91'fll (B+a +f+) I
Vowel symbols as such are used in the - Substitution due to difficulty in visual

beginning of some word (anur) or very discrimination

rarely in the middle or at the end (331) I (mu, Er-T, MI, h-n, a-u, b-d)

In English, vowel letters are used as they s Skipping words while reading
are to form sound. A confusion arising - Saying loudly before blending
out of this can be,

.ii.i*i getting written as tamnr • Some difficulties found only in English

- Mispronunciation8. When we say numbers in English we say

tensfirstandunltsnext-asin35-Thirty-
- Use of inappropriate vowel

five. In Hindi, we say units first and tens - Difficulty in blending letters to form

next, 35- 45-4ciic4l'ei I ThIs can lead words

to difficulty in math - writing 35 as 53 - Prefers to be translated to Hindi or
(applying the rule as in Hindi). mother tongue for comprehension.

These are few indicators of one language
• Some difficulties found only In Hindiinterfering in the learnIng of another. The

teacher has to be sensitive to such facts and - Omission of Matras

carefully introduce the concept to the child - Inappropriate use of matras

simultaneously highlIghting the difference - Substitution of letters due to difficulty in
between English and Hindi. This will lead to auditory discrimination
error prevention, rather than error correction. (5-N, i-si)
In the earlier chapter we have seen the NIMH - Inappropriate gender in sentences
screening checklist in Hindi indicating - Inappropriate respect forms j'i, aim)
problem areas. Some of the most frequently
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Certain tips for overcoming these difficulties
are given here:

Difficulty noticed:
? Difficulty in reading similar words such

aspi-m, VT-flrl
/ Try this:
One way to overcome this difficulty is to
sensitize the child to the first sound in the
word by covering the rest of the letters. For
instance cover other letters with the thumb
and only expose r in i1. When he says ,
remove the thumb and he will read with ease.

Train him to cover with his own right thumb
the letters in a word other than the first one,

read the letter, remove the thumb and read
the rest. As days pass by he will gain
competency. Immediately follow with writing
of the word to reinforce.

Difficulty noticed:
? Confuses similar looking letters lj-Tj, El-

, V-El, Ef-, V1-9 I

/ Try this:
The root cause for this difficulty is visual
perceptual difficulty in the student. This child
may tend to make similar error in English
also such as h-n, u-n, b-d, a-u, l-t. The
proven way to help overcome this problem
is providing the clues with exercises in visual
discrimination.

An example can be:

Circle the letter that matches the first letter
in each row:

3

It
,T T i $1

It
w

U V El

Difficulty noticed
Where reading is involved, dislikes I
avoids the activity

/ Try this:
Most of these children with reading difficulty
are aware that they are not good at the task
and that they will make mistakes. Therefore

they tend to avoid the activity. To overcome

this, Initially give such reading material that
is of their interest. For instance, if he likes
cricket, make a 4 to 5 line worksheet on
cricket.

- 'i.1cl *1

- P41CC41LC aft

-

31

V

El

V

?

-

-
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3jgcj,) $tt-ir flh2b tici uiici tr *? Difficulty faced:
It is alright to have English words in Hindi as

seen here, initially as long as it arouses
student's interest. Gradually, reduce pictures

and increase the complexity of the passage.
Remember to give him the basic rules like
'Hindi is a phonetic language with vowels
blended in matras. This makes it easy to read

if one attends to the letter and word forms
carefully' and so on.

Difficulty faced:
? Struggles to express thoughts, gropes

for words or keeps quiet.

/ Try this:
Most of the children with learning difficulties

have average or above average intelligence
and are therefore many a time aware of their

limitations. For the fear of getting ridiculed,

they keep quiet. Encourage them to speak
and appreciate even the slightest of attempts

in the beginning. Create situations as if you
are facing a problem and you need a
solution. Encourage the child to give ideas

to solve problem. Simple things like •my
scooter is in the workshop. How will I came
to school tomorrow?', can encourage child
to give you responses. Thank him for the

help.

Gradually increase the difficulty level - show

a picture and ask him to say five features
about the picture that he likes and five
features that he does not like - all in Hindi.
As he speaks, those words that you think
are important to be discussed and learnt,
write them down and discuss. Make him write

the words / sentences as the case may be.
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? Mixes up matras.

/ Try this:
In English a vowel and consonant together
make a sound. In Hindi and most of the
Indian languages, to a consonant symbols
are added to matra to give a sound. For
instance,

However, in English the sound of the vowel

changes with consonant combination. For

instance,
a asincat
a as in hall
a as in hate
a as in assist

Fortunately, in Hindi the vowel indicators in
the form of matras always are responsible
for the same sound with only consonant

changing.

When the child is given the comparison he
starts to feel 'Hindi is easy'. Now tell him to
listen carefully for the sound when produced,

to determine whether it is a long vowel or a
short vowel and then add the matra.

4li long vowel

ijzirr long vowel
short vowel
short vowel

Expose the child to a number of such
auditory discrimination exercises and have

him write immediately.

ma -

mi-f
maa -

mee - 41

mu- moo-9
mo-



Difficulty noticed:
? Instead of writing complete sentences,

uses small sentences or words.

/ Try this:
This problem is found with children who are
auditory learners, who prefer to convey main
message briefly. They are also aware, the
longer they write, the more the mistakes they
may commit. Logically, in their thinking, it is
enough to answer the question. Therefore,
they do not focus on making complete, long
sentences.

Provide an attractive picture from a
magazine or a picture of a situation like
market, or play ground. It can be' a picture
of the student's choice also. Now, ask him
to say 5-10 sentences about the picture -
discuss - then let him write. Tell him that he
would use correct conjunction, adjectives
and punctuation to make a nice write up.

his write up on the
with your positive
encourage him to

Suppose, you have given him a picture of a
market place, he may tend to write

t c1lu1I *1 wT 5cb1.:l *1 tM '1I9I-l .W'flcc) *1

You encourage him to write more
descriptively.

k€it I t ihci'ii TT iiuii'< *1 wi lioii'< zrji IE'T

NTf 9i& 31Th1

Initially prompt him if needed, so that he uses

appropriate adjectives for description and
suitable conjunction to make long sentences.
Once he has learnt to make long sentences,
help him to apply the skill in his class work

also. Remember, adjectives, analogies and
conjunctions help in making long sentences.

Difficulty noticed:
? Uses long vowel matras for short vowels

or uses wrong matras.

/ Try this:
One way to correct this is to read the word
to him, the way he has written. Example: If
gtj- is written as I)rp1, read it as 'frti'i I

Let him listen... He will certainly be amused
as it 'does not sound rights . Now tell him to
see the word carefully and correct. A number
of such exercises will sensitize him to his
error pattern. Tell him to read it by himself
and see if it sounds 'right' before he gives it
for correction. This will lead to self correction,
thus avoiding future errors.

Difficulty noticed
? Says the words correctly, but writes

incorrectly.
/ Try this:
Many a time when the thinking speed and
writing speed do not match, writing errors
occur

Suppose he wants to write

fzrr STI'T T

If the thinking is faster than writing, by the
time he has written thi his thoughts will be
at anr and so on. Thus to catch up, he may
omit letters / matras resulting in something
like this:

This is an error found in English and other
languages also. One way to correct is to let
the child say the words loudly while writing.
This will check the thinking speed thus
matching with writing speed. Gradually, let
him say softly so as not to disturb the class.

Reward by pinning up
class bulletin board
comments. This will
improve his writing skills.
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TEACHING MATHEMATICS

CHAPTER-VU



TEACHING MATHEMATICS

Introduction
Mathematics is included as a part of the
package for the students with learning
problems. Dyscalculia is a mathematical
disability in which an individual has a difficult
time with mathematics skills, including solving
arithmetic problems and grasping math
concepts.

Mathematics like other areas, is one of the
basic subjects. Young students are expected
to acquire the vocabulary of mathematics and
to learn to count, recognize and write
numerals and mathematical symbols, and
understand quantitative terminology.
Arithmetic operations are also a part of the
elementary curriculum.

Many students encounter difficulty in their
attempt to learn the basic skills of mathematics
and in their efforts to apply these skills in
mathematical problem solving. Quantitative
thinking is necessary in the adulthood.
Mathematics based tasks such as handling
money, telling time and measurement are
essential part of daily life. Therefore when
planning educational programme for students
with learning disabilities mathematics has a
concern and priority.

Research indicates that the mathematics
deficiencies of students with learning problems
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emerge in the early years and continue
throughout high school and higher secondary
level. Mathematics problems are common at
all age levels.

Specific Math rroblems at various
levels

During pre-primary and primary stage, the
young students face problems in

sorting objects by size

matching objects
• understanding the language of arithmetic

• grasping the concept of meaningful
counting

During elementary / middle / upper primary
school stage, they have difficulty with
computational skills, fractions, decimals,
percentage and measurement.

The high school level students may continue
with problems in the same areas like younger
students, such as errors in place value and
basic facts.

Warner, Alley, Schumaker, Deshler and Clark
(1980) found that progress in mathematics in
students with learning disabilities reaches a
plateau after seventh grade. The students in
the study achieved only one more year's
growth in mathematics from seventh through



twelfth grade. The mean math score of Readiness for Number Instruction
students with learning disabilities in the twelfth
grade were high that of fifth grade. Therefore,
learning package for teaching Mathematics is
developed for the primary level students with
learning disabilities attending normal schools.
This may ensure a strong foundation in
mathematics.

Development of Mathematics Skills
Mathematics has a logical structure. Students
first construct simple relationships and then
progress to more complex tasks. As the student
progresses in the ordering of math tasks, the
learning of skills and content transfers from
each step to the next. The best learning
sequences come from arranging instruction in
learning hierarchies.

Math hierarchy

I & II grade -

time

V grade - Fractions, Geometry,
Decimals and Percentage

Cognitive factors:
Several cognitive factors are needed for a
student to progress in mathematics. The
abilities to begin formal mathematics
instruction are

• to form and remember associations
• to understand basic relationships
• to make simple generalizations

More complex cognitive factors are needed
as the student progresses from lower level
mathematics skills to higher order ones. The
concept of learning readiness is important in
mathematics instruction.
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Piaget (1965) describes the following concepts
basic to understanding numbers,

Classification
Ordering and seriation
One-to-one correspondence
Conservation

Classification
Classification involves a study of relationships
such as likeness and differences. Activities
include categorizing objects according to a
specific property.

For example

Grouping objects according to colour and size.
Children S to 7 years of age can judge objects
as similar or dissimilar on the basis of
properties such as colour, size, texture and
function (Copeland, 1979).

Ordering:
The concept of ordering is important for
sequencing numbers. They first must
understand the topological relation of order.
When counting objects, students must order
them so that each object is counted only once.

Topological ordering involves arranging a set
of items without considering a quantity
relationship between each successive item. A
seriation task would be arranging items of
various length in an order from shortest to
longest with each successive item being longer
than the preceding item. Children 6 to 7 years
of age usually master ordering and seriation.

One-to-one correspondence:
One-to-one correspondence is the basis for
counting to determine how many. It is essential
for mastering computation skills. Children 5
to 7 years old master one-to-one
correspondence.

Numerals of
addition,
multiplication

computation,
s u b tract i o n,

and division.

Ill & IV grade Ability to use the concept of
money, measurement and



Conservation:

The concept of conservation is fundamental
to later numerical reasoning. Conservation
means that the quantity of an object or the
number of objects in a set remains constant

regardless of spatial arrangement. Copeland,
1979, describes two types of conservation,
quantity and number.

Conservation of quantity

Conservation of quantity is illustrated in the

familiar Piagetian experiments of pouring
identical amounts of water into a tall, thin glass
and a low, wide glass and rolling a piece of
clay into a ball and a long roll. Students who
recognize that the amount of water or clay
remains constant probably understand
conservation of quantity.

Conservation of number
understanding that the number of
set remains constant whether the

close together or spread apart.

The above theory is reflected as readiness skills

for preprimary mathematics prepared by the
National Council of Educational Research and

Training (NCERT), syllabus, minimum level of
learning at primary level.

Readiness for Primary Mathematics

The readiness skills listed by NCERT are given
below:

1. Arrange objects in order according to size,
length, thickness, weight and volume and

use vocabulary describing the relationship.
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Example : 'bigger than', 'smaller than', 'the
same as', 'heavier'. 'heaviest' etc.

2. Classify groups of objects according to
various properties. Example : size, shape,
length, etc.

3. Compare positions of things and persons
in terms of the distance from a given point
of reference and use vocabulary
describing the relationships. Example
'near', 'far', 'nearest', etc.

4. Perceive and reproduce simple patterns
relating to shape, colour, position and
quantity.

Primary level mathematics — Minimum
levels of learning (NCERT)

Curricular areas

1. Understanding whole numbers and
numerals

2. Ability to add, subtract, multiply and
divide whole numbers

3. Ability to use and solve simple problems
of daily life relating to

Money
Length
Mass (weight)

Capacity
Time

4. Ability to use fractions

5. Ability to use decimals

6. Ability to use percentage

7. Understanding of geometrical shapes and
spatial relationship

Readiness for Advanced Mathematics

Some equations that are especially important
for teaching mathematics skills to students with

learning problems are the following.

involves
object in a
objects are



Commutative property of addition
The sum remains constant even lithe same
numbers are combined in any manner.

a+b=b+a
2+4=4+2

Commutative property of addition and
multiplication
The sum of the product is unchanged
regardless of grouping arrangements.

Addition

Multiplication

Distributive property of multiplication
Over addition : This rule relates the two
operations

a (b + c) = (a x b) + (a x c)
5 (4 + 3) = (5 x 4) + (5 x 3)

Inverse Operations

These equations relate to operations that are
opposite in their effect. The following
equations demonstrate inverse operations.

Addition and Subtraction

3±6=9
9-3=6
9-6=3

Assessment of Mathematics

The skill hierarchy in Mathematics is
developmental, though it is a complex body
of knowledge. The developmental nature of
mathematics is reflected in the regular school
curriculum. Skills are built one on the other.

It is important to distinguish between
Mathematics and one of its components,
arithmetic. Reid & Hresko, 1981 provide these
definitions:

Mthematkcs refers to the study of
development of relationships, regularities,
structures, or organizational schemata
dealing with space, time, weight, mass,
volume, geometry and number.

Arithmetic refers to the computational
methods used when working with numbers.
ArithmetIc is a computational skill. It is
concerned with the operations of addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division and
gorithms involved in these operations.

Mgothh are step by step procedures for
solving computational problems Ashlock,
1982).

The need to assess mathematics

One of the primary aims of the primary school
curriculum is the development in mathematical

thinking and computation. The primary level
mathematics becomes the foundation for the
secondary grade mathematics. In order to
meet the expectations of regular curriculum
in the acquisition and application of
mathematics skill, mathematics became a
major assessment concern. The reasons to
assess mathematic skills are:

To evaluate a student's competence in
mathematics

• To teach mathematic facts and concepts

• To know whether students have mastered
those facts and concepts

• To provide sufficient detailed information
to teachers and intervention assistance
teams to plan and evaluate instructional
pro g ra in me 5

(a+b) c

(3+4) +2

= a+ (b+c)

= 3+ (4+2)

a x (b x c)
= 5 x (4 x 3)

(a x b) x c
(5 x 4) x 3

c—

b=c
a=b
b=a
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• To make exceptionality and eligibility
decisions

• To determine eligibility for employment

Why Teachers Assess Mathematics

Teachers assess all the subjects at regular
intervals throughout the classes or grades. The
result is used for promotion from one class to
another upto high school. Mathematics is one
of the important subjects to be assessed at
regular intervals.

Why special teachers assess
Mathematics

The students who have difficulties in
Mathematics are referred for special
education. When they are referred, there is a
need to find out the student's achievement
and difficulty levels. Therefore, the special
teachers conduct various types of assessments
at various levels.

The initial mathematical assessment
determines the need for special education
services. Ongoing Mathematics assessment
provides detailed information for programme
planning. Precise information is the basis for
individualized education programme.
Assessment continues as long as the student
is in need of specially designed mathematics
instruction. In current practices, mathematics
is assessed by using

• formal and informal measures
• individual and group tests
• error analysis
• informal inventories
• grade referenced standardized tests

The teachers use daily work samples and
teacher conducted tests for informal
assessment. It is an efficient way of
determining the instructional needs of each

student. The purpose is to determine the
student's understanding of mathematics
concepts at concrete, semiconcrete, abstract
and application levels.

Formal Assessment

Standardized Tests : Standardized mathematic

tests are norm-referenced and provide many
kinds of information. They usually are classified
into two categories: Survey/achievement and
diagnostic. Survey tests cover a broad range
of mathematic skills and are designed to
provide an estimate of the student's general
level of achievement. They yield a single score,
which is compared with standardized norms
and converted into standard scores ora grade-
or-age-equivalent score. Survey tests are useful

in screening students to identify those who
need further assessment. Diagnostic tests, in
contrast, usually cover a narrower range of
content and are designed to assess the
student's performance in mathematic skill
areas. Diagnostic tests aim to determine the
student's strengths and weaknesses.
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FORMAL MATI-IEMATICM ASSESSMENT

Standardized Tests (Norm referenced test)

4
'V

Survey/Achievement
tests

4
Diagnostic

tests

Provide students
general level of
achievement of
a single score

Assessing students
skill areas to determine

strengths and
weaknesses

Can be compared with
standardized norms
and converted into

standard scores/grade

or age equivalent score.

Quantitative scores
are not much useful for

developing instructional
programme



Survey Tests: Most achievement tests include

sections covering specific academic areas,
such as reading, spelling and mathematics.
Each of these specific academic areas is
divided into skill areas. For example, a
mathematic section may be divided into
numerical reasoning, computation and word

problems.

Diagnostic Tests: No one diagnostic test
assesses all mathematical difficulties. The
examiner must decide on the purpose of the
assessment and select the test that is most
suited to the task. Because quantitative scores
are not very useful in developing a systematic
instructional programme, most diagnostic tests
are criterion-referenced.

Criterion — Referenced Tests : Standardized
tests compare one individual's score with
norms, which generally does not help diagnose
the student's mathematic difficulties. However,
criterion-referenced tests, which describe the
student's performance in terms of criteria for
specific skills, are suited to assess specific
difficulties. Like standardized tests, criterion-
referenced tests are divided into survey and
diagnostic tests.

Criterion-referenced achievement or inventory
tests usually cover several academic areas.
Each of these areas is further subdivided into
skill categories. Whereas survey tests locate
general problem areas, diagnostic tests locus
on more specific difficulties. Of all available
published tests, criterion-referenced diagnostic
tests are the most suited for identifying specific

mathematic problems.
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Informal Mathematical Assessment

Informal assessment involves examining the
student's daily work samples or administering
teacher-constructed tests. Informal assessment
is essential for the frequent monitoring of
student's progress and for making relevant
teaching decisions regarding individual
students. Such assessment enables teachers
to sample specific skills through the use of
numerous test items that are related directly
to the mathematic curriculum. Because the
content of standardized mathematic tests and
the content of mathematic curriculum texts
have a low degree of overlap (Tindal & Martal,
1990), the practice of assessing each student's
achievement within the curriculum becomes
essential. With informal techniques the teacher
also can determine the student's
understanding of mathematic concepts at the
concrete, semiconcrete and abstract level. By

asking appropriate questions and listening to
student's responses, the teacher can assess not

only whether a student can solve a particular

CRITERION REFERENCED TEST

Assess specific skill difficulties
(performance in terms of
criteria for specific skills)

4

Survey lest Diagnostic tests

Locate general

problems

Locale more specilied
difficulties

'I,

4
criterion — referenced diagnostic tests are

most suited for matheriiatic assessment



riroblem but how the problem is solved,
Informal assessment thus is an efficient way
of determining the instructional needs of
individual students.

Curriculum-Based Measurement

When a teacher assesses progress within the
curriculum to measure achievement, he/she
is assured that what is being assessed is what
is being taught. Curriculum-based
measurement (CBM) offers the teacher a
standardized set of informal assessment
procedures for conducting a reliable and valid
assessment of a student's achievement within
the mathematic curriculum.

Teacher made checklist

Checklists are a quick and widely used
methods for gathering information about the
student's performance in mathematics. There
are different types of teacher made checklists.

1. Checklists general in nature surveying a
wide range of mathematic skills.

2. Checklists specific in nature focusing on
a particular set of skills.

The major use of checklist is to assess current
level of functioning, document and monitor
students acquisition of mathematics skills.

Informal inventories

Informal inventories are easy for teachers to
construct and to assess the required area in
mathematics. For example, if the student has

problem in addition, the following inventory
would be helpful to check the student's
problems -

One digit addition
6 3 4

-'-5

0

Two digit and one digit addition
11 26 17

+5 +3 +2

Carry over
29 67 75

+35 +89 +36

+6

Addition involving zeros
10

+6

INFORMAL
MATHEMATICAL ASSESSMENT

The teachers use student's daily work
samples and teacher conducted tests for
informal assessment. It is an efficient way
of determining the instructional needs of
each individual student.

The purpose is to determine the student's
understanding of Mathematic concepts at

Concrete
Semiconcrete and

Abstract levels

+2

4

+0
CURRICULUM BASED

MATHEMATICAL ASSESSMENT

- Assess within the curriculum to
measure the achievement

- What is being assessed is what is being

taught

Uses standardized set of informal
assessment procedures for conducting a
reliable and valid assessment of a student's
achievement within the Mathematical
curriculum.
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Three digit addition 2. Incorrect number facts - The number fact
365 425 301

+402 + 62 625

If the teacher wants to know the students
understanding of place value concepts, the
teacher can device another set of questions
as given below

26 = ____ tens-4-

40 = _____ tens + _____ ones

hundreds +

Mathematics skills are usually assessed with
paper and pencil tasks. There are many other
alternatives.

Orally ask: 5 + 8 ; how many?

Horizontal notation. 2 + 5 =

• Timed inventories to measure speed.

Error Analysis
Error analysis is a traditional technique in
mathematics assessment. Mathematics is one
of the school subjects best suited for error
analysis. Cox (1975) differentiates between
systematic computation errors and errors that
are random or careless mistakes. With
systematic errors, students are consistent in
their use of an incorrect number fact,
operation, or algorithm.

Robert (1968) studied the written computation
of elementary grade students and identified
four error types.

1. Incorrect operation - The student selects
the incorrect operation. For example, if the
problem requires subtraction, the student
adds.
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recalled by the student is inaccurate. For
example, the student recalls the product of 5x8
as 50.

3. Incorrect algorithm - The procedures used
by the student to solve the problem are
inappropriate. The student may skip a step,
apply the correct step in the wrong sequence
or use an inaccurate method. For example, in
a subtraction problem, the student may
subtract the smaller number from the larger
number (67-29=42).

Steps for error analysis

The following steps can be used in error
analysis.

1. Collect a sample of students work.
Samples can be homework assignments,
worksheets, work book pages or class
room tests.

2. Grade the sample to identify the type of
errors the students make, If the students
handwriting is not legible, take the
students help to evaluate it and separate
the problem of handwriting 'from
mathematics.

3. Categorize the errors.
Random errors/

Incorrect operations/
Inaccurate number facts/

Defective algorithm.

4. Analyse whether the errors are systematic.
If the student does 6+8=14, correctly for
5 times, and if he makes a mistake the 6th
time, it is only a careless mistake.

+ 10

ones

125 = tens +
4. Random [rror - The students response is

ones incorrect and apparently random. For example,
the student writes 100 as the answer to 42x6



Error Clusters

Error analysis is the study of the student's
mistakes. The premise of error analysis is that
students develop incorrect or faulty ways of
doing mathematics much the same way that
other students develop correct ways of
performing the same skills. The error pattern
a student demonstrates, provides the teacher
with information regarding how the incorrect
answer was arrived. Once this is known the
teacher is able to alter instruction to correct

the problem. Enright (1985) suggests seven
error clusters that organize the errors in a
logical manner.

21 6

2. Process substitution : In this error cluster,
the student changes the process of one
or more of the computation steps and
creates a different algorithm that results
in an incorrect answer.

4 2 add2and3=5
+ 3 4and3 7

The multiplication
7 5 pattern is used.

3. Omission : The student leaves out a step
or a part of the answer and reaching at
an incorrect answer.

+. 6 Omits the decimal

4. Directional : The steps are performed in
a wrong direction
Example : 24

+ 3 2+4+3=9

9

5. Placement: In this set of error pattern the
student computes correctly but places the
answer in the wrong place.

Example: 9

51

6. Attention to sign In this set of error
patterns the student does not attend to
which sign is used. Some students ignore
punctuation in reading. Finally this kind
of errors lead to wrong answers. Example:
Subtracts instead of addition.

7. Guessing : In this type of error patterns
the student demonstrates no fundamental
understanding of the problem at all. It is
necessary to go back to the
developmental process in readiness and
basic concepts.
Example : copies both numerals

2

+5

25

Other computational difficulties of students

with learning problems.

Addition
The sums of ones and tens are each recorded
without regard for place value.

48 28

9

+43 +46
811 614

1. Regrouping
student has
value or the

This cluster shows that the
little understanding of place
arithmetic steps to show it.

Example : 2 8
+8

Example:

Example: . 3
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All digits are added together. Defective
algorithm and no regard for place value.

2 7 2+7+4+6=19
+46

19

Division

The divisor and dividend are reversed

8 40 instead of 40 ÷ 8

The zero in the quotient is omitted.

6)1206 (21

Digits added from left to right
276

+ 926
11013

Step 1, 9+2=11, 1 is
Step 2. 1+7+2=10, 1
Step 3. 1+6+6=13

Subtraction
The smaller number
larger number

768

carried to the next
is carried to the next

is subtracted from the

After 12, 0 is omitted. Therefore arrives at the
answer 21 instead of 201.

Remainders are ignored

5) 356 (71
35

When taking away 4 from
child has borrowed to

subtracted this arriving at
written as a product as it is.

Has prublems when regrouping is required
more than once.

6 answer 356 ÷ 5 = 71
The remainder 1 is ignored

1

Error Analysis in Word problem

Error analysis can be used with mathematical

story problems. The following steps can be
considered in word problem error analysis.

To determine carelessness in computation,

check the magnitude of the discrepancy

between incorrect and correct responses.

Check the selection of the proper operation.

If the student shows carelessness in
computation and selection of proper
operation, the next step is to conduct a clinical

interview to determine how the student goes

about to solving story problems.

1200

6
6

0

5
-589

221

Regrouping
Regrouping is used when it is not required.

175 788
-54 -56
1111 7212

5 is possible, the
make a 15 and
11 which he has

632
- 147

495

563
- 382

281

256



Clinical Interviews

Clinical interviews are the most appropriate
techniques for process analysis. It elicits
information about the procedures, the
students use to arrive at the products.

The techniques used

• Observation : The professional observes
while the student does the mathematics,
Takes a note of the observation.

• Interviews are conducted after the student
completes the task. The student is asked
to verbalize the method he/she used to
arrive at the answer.

Guidelines for Mathematical Interviews
(Bartel, 1982)

Select one problem at a time

• Begin with the easiest problem first

• Taper or keep a record of the interview

• The student does the mathematics
problem and explains orally while doing
the problem itself

• The student should be left free to solve
the problem in his/her own way

• Avoid hurrying the student

After completing the task, the professional can
interview again. The second task is given after
completing the first one. In the class room,
teachers can present the student with
mathematics problems and then listen to the
student's explanation of strategies selected for

problem solving.

Clinical interviews can also provide
information about the methods a student uses

in solving story problems,
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Diagnostic probes
Diagnostic probes can be incorporated into
the clinical mathematics interviews. The
student is given several story problems. Asked
to "think aloud". Alternate strategy is provided
when the student faces problems or mistakes
to complete the task.

The following table provides several

diagnostic probes for study of problem
solving skills (modified Goodstain 1981)

Suspected area of
difficulty in the
story problems

Suggested
interventions

Decoding the words Read the story
problem aloud and
check whether he
can understand

Meaning of the
situation

Ask the student to
draw a picture or
show a picture
drawn

Selection of

appropriate
operation

Ask to explain
the meaning
of the
quantitative terms

Remembering
number facts

Provide concrete
objects to
manipulate

Selecting the
algorithm

Teach the

procedure;
provide a calculator



Questionnaires and interviews

Questionnaires and interviews are used in
mathematical assessment to collect various
information relevant for math remedial
instruction. Questionnaires are useful only for
the students who can read, comprehend and
answer. But interviews can be used for the
students having reading problems.

Mathematical Assessment by Teachers
at Various Levels

Initial level screening — curriculum
based class tests

The usual method of assessment used by
teachers is the curriculum based assessment.
Curriculum is prescribed and it has a
standardized content which is given to every
class for instruction, evaluation and promotion.
Every teacher assesses the students at various
intervals such as monthly, quarterly and
annually by setting questions as per the given
guidelines. This test is given to all the students
in a class room. By analysing the students score
in these tests, the teachers can identify
students who have problems in mathematics.
It is the initial level of screening.

Second level screening — difficulty
based screening test using deficit level
screening checklist
The deficit level screening checklist can be
used at second level screening. The screening
checklist gives general information on certain

deficit areas of difficulties in mathematics at
primary level.

Third level — curricular areas based test

Primary level mathematics has the following
areas

1. Numerals

2. Computation (Whole number)

3. Money
4. Time

5. Weight

6. Length

7. Fractions

8. Decimals

9. Percentage

10. Geometry

Use the task level curriculum including all
curricular areas and find out the grade level
and difficulty levels. This will lead to specific
area assessment using teacher made tests.

Mathematical Assessment Devices

• Grade Level Assessment Device (GLAD,

Narayan J (1990) published by NIMH,
Secunderabad)

• Tasks Level Curriculum (based
minimum levels of learning prepared
NCERT)

• Mathematical Achievement Analysis
Matrix (MAAM, Thressiakutty A.T.
(2000))

on

by
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Mathematics Assessment and
Programming for Remedial

Instruction
Curriculum based

class tests

+
Deficit level

screening test

+
- Numerals

Computation
Money, Weight
Length,
Measurement

Percentage,
Decimals

Fractions,

Geometry

Selection of deficit - From mathematic
in curricular areas

+
Teacher made test - Select the content

area

Plan remedial teaching

+

- Decide the span of
skills

- Construct items
- Score the test

- Interpret the test

- Regrouping

- Process substitution
- Directional
- Omission
• Placement

- Attention to sign
- Guessing

Teacher made tests / Criterion -
referenced tests
Teacher made tests are essential for
individualizing mathematic instruction. These
tests help the teacher to identify problems,
determine level of understanding and monitor

progress.

The following steps are useful in developing a
test.

1. Select a hierarchy that includes the
content area to be assessed. This can he
selected from the mathematics text or a
curriculum guide. The teacher can select
one of the areas from the curricular areas
— for example: Numerals

2. Decide on the span of the skills that needs
to be evaluated.

The teacher should select which range of
skills need to be evaluated from a wide
range of skills. In deciding the span begin
with items that are easy for the student
and proceed to more difficult ones. For
example: After selecting numerals, decide
the class level. Example: Numerals second
class.

3. Construct items for each skill within the
range selected.

To maintain an adequate sample, it is a
good practice to include a minimum of 3
items per skill - see example: If it is decided
to test the concept of place value,
construct the items to assess the concept
of place value at 2' class level.

4. Score the test and interpret the students
performance. While scoring, consider the

following:
• Underline each correct digit.
• Score numerals written in reverse form.
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Score a correct digit in correct place.

- Unit tests

Quarterly tests
- Annual tests

Curriculum based

task level checklist

'P

Error

Error
analysis
clusters

Progress evaluation



• Award full marks when the answer is correct,

even when algorithms are not shown.
• Give credit for each digit done correctly.
• Give credit for any correct digit if the

problem has not been completed.

Teacher made tests —
How to construct

Select the content area

Numerals

•1

Identify the specific deficit area

example Addition of whole numbers

1
Decide the span of skills

2nd class level

'a,

I
Construct items

Minimum 3 items per skill

'a,

Administer

Individually timed

'a,

I
Score and interpret

Encourage the student by pointing out his
strengths. Consider his attempts.
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Teacher made test - Samole

Content - Computation
Deficit area - Addition
Range of skill level — 2nd class

Teaching Mathematics
Educators who have examined the
mathematical deficits of students have
suggested a number of initial teaching and
remedial methods, The learning takes place
at four levels.

Concrete level

The instruction starts at the concrete level
where the students use three dimensional
objects to learn the concepts and to solve
computational problems. For example, to learn
the concept of 6, the student is given concrete

1. Single digit addition
4 5 8

+4

single digit

+1 +0

2. Two digit addition with
without regrouping

16 28
+3 +1

73
+5

3. Two digit
23

+ 44

addition with
20

+ 13

regrouping
16

+ 20

4. Two digit
26

+ 58

to two digit with
47

+ 34

regrouping
87

+ 69

Score /12



objects and asked to count upto six and take
six objects. The same way to add and subtract,
to multiply and divide, concrete objects are
given to the students to solve the
computational problems. After successfully
solving several problems at the concrete level,
the student proceeds to the semiconcrete
level

Semiconcrete level

At this level, pictures and drawings are used
to learn concepts and computational
problems. For example, to solve the problem
5-2, the students are asked to read the
problem, draw five lines and remove two from
live and count the rest. After solving several
problems at this level, the students start to
work at the abstract level.

Abstract level

At this level, the students are not using
concrete objects and drawings to solve
computation problems. The students read the
problem, compute mentally and write the
answer. It is important that students should
reach this level for success in maths.

Application level
As the students learn to compute at abstract
level, see that they are ralated to day to day
life. The students who have learning problems
are to be instructed to use their ability to
compute at abstract level for shopping,
banking and other personal matters.

Primary level Mathematics —
Readiness Skill

Before beginning with numbers, make sure the
child is aware of premath concepts such as
more-less, far-near, heavy-light, tall-short and
so on.
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The important points to be considered
• The content should be arranged in a

sequential order, so that task analytic
approach can be applied.

• To provide meaning to the concept,
concrete materials should be used.

• There should be a gradual transition from
concrete — semiconcrete — abstract level.

• Sufficient practice should be given to
generalize the concept.

• Special emphasis should be given to apply
the learned concepts in day-to-day life.

Before teaching number concepts, the teacher
should assess the level of mathematical
conceptual development in children. Piagetion
theory provides information and methods for
assessing the students ability in classifying,
ordering, one to one correspondence and
conservation.

Teaching precomputational skills

Counting
To begin meaningful counting teach counting
by requesting to count the familiar objects in
the class, at home and neighbourhood. Teach
using concrete objects at this level.

Cardinal and ordinal numbers
Cardinal numbers answer the question "How
many ?" whereas the ordinal number indicates
the position. Make students stand in a row.
Ask who is standing first, second, third etc.
After that ask "How many are standing in a
row?"

Teaching numerals above 10
While teaching the numerals above 10, tell the
students that the ending on 20, 30, 40 and so
on equates 2 or 3 or 4 groups of lOs. While
teaching the numbers above 10, first make
students to count the blocks upto 10 as a
group and continue through other numbers.



Writing number symbols
• Show the number written on a paper
• Allow him to trace
• Tell him to look at the model and write
• As a last step, let him write from memory
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As the student writes the number, match the
same with concrete objects.

The worksheets will help the students to
master the math readiness skills.

LEARNING COMPUTATION - INSTRUCTIONAL LADDER

f••. -

21-1 = 3



Teaching Mathematics - Computation

Instruction of basic terms used in
Mathematics is important to begin
teaching computation
Addition
(Plus) + 2 Putting together

5. The concept of regrouping which is
generally known as carrying and
borrowing is also necessary in solving
complex problems in computation.

6. Algorithms are the steps used in solving
mathematic problems. It is also a pre-
requisite in teaching computation.

Subtraction

(Minus)

5

3

-2

1

Taken away

Instructional Sequence
Pretest

— concrete level teaching

— semi concrete level

— abstract level

- post test
Multiplication 8

x 5 Repeated addition
— application level

Instructional Procedures

Equal distributions
(repeated subtraction)

There are six essential areas to learn
computational skills.

1. Comprehending the operation at
concrete, semi concrete and abstract level.

2. Basic facts are to be memorized. These
are the tools of computation (example —

tables).

3. Through series of computation exercises
of problems, place value concept can be
introduced.

4. The student should understand the
structures. Structures are the mathematical

properties. Example: The commutative
property of multiplication.
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1. Select the appropriate lesson in advance

• The selected lesson should have a
connection to the previous lesson.

• The lesson should target a skill.

• The teacher should be clear about the
reason for teaching the selected skill.

2. Describing and demonstrating the skill:
The teacher selects few problems to
demonstrate computation. While
demonstrating how to compute, the
teacher asks and answers questions aloud.
As the teacher verbalizes his/her thoughts,
the students understand the thought
process. When the teacher arrives at the
answer, he/she tells the students to write
the answer. For generalization, the teacher
gives more similar questions and
demonstrates by describing.

3. Practising with guidance : Guided
practice provides the teacher with the
opportunity to instruct and support

3

40

40÷8=5
Dividend
Divisor

Quotient

Division
40 -
8-
5-



students as they move towards Let the student verbalize the process.

independently solving problems on their Present adequate similar problems to work
work sheets. The teacher's role is to out.
prompt and facilitate students thought
process. Instead of demonstrating, the The teacher should not
teacher asks questions and provides clues Give clue words every time to signal an
to guide the student towards success. The

operation
teacher's role is to step back, monitor the
student's work and help with clues if Jump into conclusion with prejudice that

the student makes mistakes always.necessary.

4. Practices independently At this stage, Assume that the student will automatically

the teacher can determine whether the learn the computation. It will not bring

student is able to do the work result.

independently. The students are reminded Fail to understand that problem solving is
the previously learned skill and techniques the important aspect for daily living.
to solve the problem independently

Present problems in a haphazard manner.
without assistance.

5. Practice for problem solving: At this How to promote positive attitude
stage, the teacher uses a graduated towards Mathematic
sequence of word problems to teach the Involve students in setting goals and
students the thought process involved in objectives to learn mathematics.
solving problem. • Simplify the methods so that students

6. Feed back: The teacher uses a progress encounter success. Prepare a feed back
chart to note the scores of each student. chart to map the success.
Based on this the teacher recognizes the

• Discuss the relevance of mathematicprogress of each student and gives
problem solving in daily life.appropriate reinforcement.

• Point out the strengths of students in
Teaching Mathematic problem solving mathematics.

Tips for teachers • Give proper reinforcement and map the
mathematic classes lively with appropriate

•
. Let the student feel the need for problem

learning materials.
solving.

• Guide the parents and give tips to
• Create situations in daily life problem motivate the children towards

solving, mathematics.
• Write the problems in a simple manner.

For persons with visual impairment
• Help the student to read and understand

if needed. • Precede all instructions by the physical
manipulation of objects by the child. Start

• Ask the student to modify and write it in
with physical manipulation in conjunctionhis / her own way.
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with oral instruction. For students with hearing impairment
• Narrate each step after physical i. Oral instructions should accompany with

manipulations. concrete manipulations or mimed
• Use textured materials such as sand paper, instructions.

cloth, sand trays, magnetic boards etc. 2. Let the student 'describe' what they
• Integrate new learning with old and have understood.

control over pacing to slow down or to
3. Provide visual summary of each step to

go faster.
make mental images and give opportunity

• Provide verbal prompting and develop self to reproduce these images.
monitoring.

4. Try a nonverbal lesson.
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PRIMARY LEVEL MATHEMATICS
TASK LEVEL CURRICULUM

S.No. Tasks Classes

Curricular area Numerals 1 2 3 4 5

1. Recognizes numerals 1 to 100 1

2. Reads and writes numerals 100 to 1000. 3

3. Reads and writes numbers - 1000 to 10,000. 4

4. Reads and writes 10,000 to 1,00,00,000. 5

5. Expands place value of 2 digits. (10-20). 1

6. Expands place value of 2 digits (10.99). 2

7. Expands place value of 3 digits (100-999). 3

8. Expands place value of 4 digits (1000-9999). 4

9. Expands place value of 5 and 6 digits. 5

10. Arranges numbers in descending and ascending
order ito 100. 1

11. Arranges numbers descending and ascending
order 100 to 1000. 3

12. Arranges numbers descending and ascending
order 1000 to 10,000. 4

13. Arranges numbers descending and ascending
order 10, 000 to 9,99,999. 5

14. Compares less than, more than from 1 to 100. 1

15. Compares numbers from 100-1000
using symbols: C, >, 3

16. Compares numbers from 1000 to 10,000
using signs C, >, = 4

17. Compares numbers 10,000 to 9,99,999
using signs < >, =

18. Identifies numerals that come before/after/between
any numerals from 1 to 100. 2

19. Identifies numerals that come before/after/between
any numerals from 100 to 1000. 3

Based on NCERT Primary Level Curriculum.. Minimum level of learning
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S.No. Tasks Classes

Curricular area: Numerals 1 2 3 4 5

20. Identifies numerals that come before/alter/between
any numerals from 1000 to 10,000. 4

21. Identifies numerals that come before/alter/between
any numerals from 10,000 to 1,00,000. 5

22. Makes sets of 2s, Ss, lOs upto 100. 2

23. Identifies even and odd numbers. 3

24. Calculates HCF of 2 numbers (within 100). 5

25. Calculates [CM of 2 to 3 numbers each within 10. 5

Curricular area: Computation

1. Adds numbers, sum not exceeding 0 to 18. 1

2. Add 2 digit numbers without and with
carrying upto 99. 2

3. Adds 2 to 3 digit numbers without and with
carrying upto 999. 3

4. Adds 2 to 3, 4 digit numbers with carrying
and not exceeding 9,999. 4

5. Adds 2 to 4, 5 and 6 digit numbers with sum
not exceeding 9,99,999. 5

6. Subtracts and finds the difference
between 2 numbers (0 — 18). 1

7. Subtracts 2 digit numbers without and
with borrowing. 2

8. Subtracts 3 digit numbers with borrowing. 3

9. Subtracts four digits numbers with borrowing. 4

10. Subtracts five and six digit numbers. 5

11. Solves daily life problems related to subtraction. 5

12. Adds one digit numbers mentally. 1

13, Adds 2 digit numbers mentally — 0-18. 2

14, Subtracts numbers mentally within 18. 2
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S.No. Tasks Classes

Curricular area: Computation 1 2 3 4 5

15. Solves one step problem mentally
involving +, - no carrying and borrowing within 50. 3

16. Multiplies single digit number. 2

17. Comprehends and uses the symbols +, -, x, 2

18. Tells and writes multiplication tables 2-10. 3

19. Multiplies 2 and 3 digit numbers with single
digit with carrying and product within 999. 3

20. Divides a 3-digit number by a single digit
number without borrowing and remainder. 2

21. Divides a number upto 3 digits by a number not
exceeding 10 with borrowing and with remainder. 4

22. Solves 1 to 2 steps of daily life problems

involving +, -, x, ÷ at any stage in the operations. 5

23. Finds the average cost, height, attendance, etc. 5

24. Solves one step of density problems of

multiplication and division using skills by using
multiplication tables. 3

Curricular area: Money

1. Recognizes coins and currency notes of different
denomination. 1

2. Makes any value of upto Rs.1 by using various
collection of coins. 2

3. Solves mentally one step daily life problems
involving whole rupees with Rs.5O. 3

4. Solves simple money problems using any of
2 operations +, -, x, 4

5. Solves simple problems of profit and loss. 5

6. Prepare bills giving the rates and quantity
upto 5 items. 5

7. Solves simple problems involving simple interest. 5

8. Solves mentally one step daily life money problems
involving rupees and paise (within Rs.100). 5
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S.No. Tasks Classes

Curricular area — I±ngth 1 2 3 4 5

1, Uses non-standard units to measure length. 2

2. Comprehends the relationship between
mts. and cms. 3

3. Comprehends relationship between kms. and mts. 4

4. Adds 2 lengths of mts. and cms. without
conversion. 3

5. Converts kms. to mts. 4

6. Measures straight lines/curves in objects
using mts. and cms. 5

7. Finds difference between 2 lengths of mts. and
cms. without conversion. 3

8. Converts mts. to kms. 4

9. Solves one step problems relating to standard
units involving conversion and only one
operations by single digit. 4

10. Solves one step problems mentally involving
kms. and mts. or mts. and cms. with no number
exceedingloo, multiplication and division
by single digit only.

Curricular area: Weight

1. Uses non-standard unit of mass/ weight such
as stones, beads, etc. to weigh objects in
immediate environment. 2

2. Comprehends the relationship between the
standard units of kgs. and gms. 3

3. Coverts kgs, into gms. and vice-versa. 4

4. Finds the difference of two objects when the mass
of each object is expressed in kgs. and gms. 3

5. Solves simple daily life problems involving upto
2 of the 4 operations with conversion. 5
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S.No. Tasks Classes

Curricular area: Weight 1 2 3 4 5

6. Identifies the different block measures SOgms.,

1 OOgms., 200gms., SOOgms., 1kg., 2kgs. 3

7. Solves simple one step problems
(single digit) including conversion. 4

8, Solves simple one step daily life problem
mentally involving litres and ml.lts. with no number
exceeding 100 and no conversion. 5

Curricular area: Capacity

1. Uses non-standard units (such as cup,

tumbler, bottle). 2

2. Comprehends the relationship between litre
and milli litre. 3

3. Converts milli litre to litres and vice-versa. 4

4. Solves simple daily life problems involving
upto 2 of the 4 operations with conversion. 5

5. Adds and writes the sum expressed in litres
and milli litres without conversion. 3

6. Finds the difference between two quantities
of liquids when expressed in litres and milli litres
without coversion. 3

7. Solves simple one step daily life problem mentally
involving litres and milli litres with no number
exceeding 50 and no conversion,

carrying or borrowing. 4

8. Calculates surface area of rectangular regions
using non-standard units. 3

9. Measures in non-standard and standard units of

any surfaces or objects of rectangular shape. 4

10. Solves simple daily life problems relating to area
and perimeter of a rectangle using
respective formulae. 5
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S.No. Tasks Classes

Curricular area: Time 1 2 3 4 5

1, Names the days of week in sequence. 1

2. Comprehends the relationship between days
weeks, months and years. 2

3. Reads the time on a clock by hour, 1/2 hour,
1/4 hours and 5 minutes intervals. 3

4. Uses a calendar. 4

5. Calculates the duration of an activity/event
across am/pm. 4

6. Adds hours and minutes without conversion. 3

7. Reads a clock in hours and minutes. 4

8. Converts hours into minutes with conversion. 4

9. Solves simple daily life problems relating to time
involving weeks, days, hours and minutes. 5

Curricular area: Fractions

1. Comprehends the meaning of proper fractional
numbers as parts of regions with the numerator
and denominator not exceeding 10. 3

2. Comprehends equivalent fractions of a given
fraction (1/2 = 2/4 = 4/8) 4

3. Arranges in ascending and descending sequence
proper fractions with same numerals or
same denominators. 4

4. Solves daily life problems involving comparing,
addition and subtraction of fractions and mixed
numbers with denominator not exceeding 10. 5

5. Adds and subtracts simple proper fraction with
same denominators. 4

6. Multiplies and divides 2 fractions with
denominators upto 10 and expresses the answer
in its lowest terms. 5

7. Converts fractions and mixed numbers to decimals
and decimals to fractions and mixed numbers with
value upto 2 decimal places 4
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S.No. Tasks Classes

Curricular area: Fractions 1 2 3 4 5

B. Adds and subtracts decimals upto 3 decimal places. 5

9. Multiplies and divides a decimal number upto
3 decimal places by a single digit number 5

10. Solves daily life problems involving length, weight,
capacity involving comparing, +, -, x, ÷
of decimal upto 3 places. 5

Curricular area: Percentage

1. Converts fractions and decimals into
percentage and percentage into fraction in
lowest terms and decimal 5

2. Finds required percentage of a given number
or measure 5

3. Converts simple daily life problems involving
application of percentage 5

4. Converts (mentally) frequently used percentages
into fractions and vice versa, eg. 50%=1/2, 25%h/4. 5

Curricular area: Geometry

1. Recognizes the four basic shapes

(Qfl 1

2. Draws plain shapes using objects having
straight/curved lines. 2

3. Tells the properties of basic shapes. 3

4. Classifies angles as right angle, obtuse angle,
acute angle. 4

5. Draws angle of different measurement with
a protractor. 4

6. Classifies angles 4

7. Draws a circle of a given radius with use
of a compass and scale. 5

8. Comprehends various terms that relate to a circle
and their relationships. 5
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As discussed earlier, the mathematics readiness skills are the ability for
• matching
• ordering and seriation
• one to one correspondence and
• conservation

When the children have deficits in the above areas, they face problems in achieving mathematics
readiness skills. The same was revealed while screening the students using the screening checklist.
The deficit areas identified at premath and class I levels are:
• Differentiating concepts, same, different, bigger, smaller, etc.
• Identifying the shapes
• Counting numbers in a sequential order
• Meaningful counting and inversions of numerals
• Arranging in ascending and descending order
• Understanding the concept of greater than and smaller than

The remedial strategies are discussed in the following pages.
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I. Problems in mathematics readiness skills

Principles of instruction
for students with mathematics problems

Develop readiness skills

Teach concrete to abstract

Provide opportunities for practice

Generalize the concepts in daily life

Consider the strengths

Build a solid foundation for mathematics

Provide balanced programmes

Use computers



INDIVIDUAliZED REMEDIM
INSTRUCTION PROGRAMME - Sample

1. Skill : Counting the objects and writing the numerals not exceeding 9.

2. Grade: Class I

3. Text Book - Class — I (NCERT Book)

4. Assessment method

Use math readiness skills, assessment worksheet given in the next page.

Current level of functioning 1 2 3 Remarks

Skills
Mastered

Maintenance

Strategies needed

Being
Taught
Remedial

teaching

Yet to he

taught
Developmental

strategies

1. Groups the same
objects/pictures

if Use worksheet

2. Separates the different
object from a group

/
3. Identifies the biggest

object
I

4. Identifies the smallest
object

I
5. Counts from 1 to 20 I
6. Counts objects (upto 9)

and writes the number
I

Remedial

teaching
needed

7. Gives the requested
number of objects from
a group

I
Remedial

teaching
needed

8. Tell the number of finger
without counting
(when shown)

I
Remedial

teaching
needed
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Name of the Student:

C/ass:

Mathematics Readiness Skills Assessment Format

Which is more Which is less

Count & write

Ca
1 2 A 3Q

F H4
Which is zero Which is a number

9//(
Count & write Write /Teil how many

Student underlines/circles the pictures when asked.

without counting

Objectives
• To assess the mathematic readiness skills.
• To enable the student comprehend basic vocabulary used in primary mathematics.
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Remedial teaching
Remedial strategies

Errors

1. Inverts the numerals such as 1. Concepts and directions:
3 7 9 • Present with pencil, paper and
This is a perceptual motor problem. models of basic shapes.

Ask the student to identify by
pointing, drawing lines etc. Top,
middle, bottom, left edge, right edge
of the paper.

• 100% accuracy in the concepts is
necessary before formal writing
instruction begins.

2. Introduce basic strokes:
• Make models of basic strokes related

to numerals.
• Let the student trace and copy these

strokes. I / 3 — — 0
• Mastering these strokes are

necessary for writing numerals.

3. Fine motor coordination:
• Observe the students fine motor

coordination during his daily activities
— buttoning, zipping, pouring etc.

Eye hand coordination:
• Ask the student to trace/ to follow the

maze without touching the exterior
lines.

• Observe the student while writing the
numerals 0-9, how the numerals are
made

• Backward circles are used in 0, 6, 8.
All vertical and slant lines start from
top to bottom.
All horizontal lines start from left to
right. The curves in 2, 3 and 5 make
clockwise direction.
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Write the numerals in big size to copy.

• Tell the student to check the directions.
• Write in very big size and ask them to write.

2. Counts faster without Corrective strategies
understanding the 1. Make columns

concept of one to one • Write 1 to 9 each numeral in each column

correspondence
• Keep objects to match the objects in each column

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

a 5 5 5 5 Ci C C 5 5
3. The numeral and the 2. Mark required number of lines

number of objects do

notmatch I I I 5

Givemoreexercises

3, Show 3 fingers and ask how may?
Without counting the student should answer.
• Show 5 fingers, how many?
• Show 7 fingers, how many?

4. Tell the student to show 2 fingers on his hands.
• Tell to show 6 fingers on hands. Continue the exercise

with various objects and activities.

Give the assessment worksheet again for review, score and
select other remedial strategies/next higher level skill.
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Count and Write:

Name of the Student:

Class:

ERROR ANALYSIS AND REMEDIAL TEACHING

a
a
a

C 0 Inverts the numerals

4 8

.

10
Counts faster. The
numeral does not
match the number of
objects.

2 6 8
Counts correctly but
numbers are wrong

These are the common errors the students with learning problems make during the pre-primary
and class I level

Inverting while writing

Priblems in one to one correspondence

Problems to match the numerals with correct number of objects.
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Join the dots begin at A

Name of the Student:

Class:

Correction of reversal of Numerals

— — — S
— — — a

— — a

U

S S

aas__aSS ' C p _________

ft t 5 4
a

p

t•
S• •' a

p •
Si S •• • ItallSills

as a •
•*

I •lassa at,,• lb •I •'al_I

A

a

I
a

a

C

I
I

a

*
N

I
o

I
I
I
I

B

Write Seven :
••7 •7

..."...: "."":

Write number 7 in each column

The same way worksheets can be prepared for 3 (c), 9 (Q), 6 (6) etc.
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Name of the Student:

C/ass:

COUNT AND WRITE

r_ ,i

r -%rt
ft\'r- f

I.

r

bb&bJ
11:

Objectives:
• To evaluate after teaching the skill to count the objects and writing the numerals not

exceeding 9.
• To check the students whether they are able to write the numerals?, 3., 9 correctly

without inversion.

Additional Acitivities
• The teacher may prepare worksheets as per the need of the students after evaluation.
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Name of the Student:

Class:

Remediation

1. One to one correspondence

How many mangoes?

cCcc
c3 0 0

222

2. Graph

Which have 7 pictures

Shade as per the numbers given.

3. Ordering numbers in a sequence

1 23 4 5161_78 9 10

Write the missing number

1 2 4 5 101
281

Deficit area

0 1 2 3 45



Name of the Student:

Class

BASIC SHAPES

Objectives
To enable the student
• to identify basic shapes and name them.
• to discriminate various shapes seen in surroundings.
• to be familiar with the vocabulary.

252

Readiness Skills — Class —

Activity:

Count and write the number of Colour the shapes

various shapes seen in this picture with the given colour

How many circles are there in the picture?

How many triangles are there in the picture?

How many rectangles are there in the picture?

How many squares are there in the picture?

Red

Blue

Yellow

A Green

The students can be provided wTh blocks, utensils and other materials with varioJl
t shapes out of which they can build various things. J



Readiness Skills — Class —

Name of the Student:

Class:

GROUPING AND MATCHING

Material

Chinese checkers with marbles.

Activity:
Separate the marbles from the board and keep in 6 boxes.

Give 2 colours to set on the board.
Give 3 colours to set on the board.
Give 4 colours to set on the board.
Give 5 colours to set on the board.
Give 6 colours to set on the board.
Mix all the colours to set on the board.
Request particular number of marbles to separate.

Give more similar activities to strengthen the above skills.

Objectives:
• To introduce the concept of matching and grouping by matching! arranging coloured

marbles.
• To introduce/check the concept of one-to-one correspondence by giving the required

number of objects.
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Readiness Skills — Class —

2. Which is longer?

Name of the Student:

Class:

DISCRIMINATION OF CONCEPTS

5. Which is thicker?

284

1. Which is a Rectangle? o
3. Which is taller?

4. Which is lighter?

Objectives
To enable the student
• to discriminate the concepts such as longer, shorter, taller, thicker, thinner, lighter,

heavier etc.

Additional activities
• Students can be asked to draw pictures and colour them to strengthen the

concepts.
• The teacher can select the activites from the daily living / immediate environment.

Example: Ask who is taller among 2 students.
• Giving two books, each in one hand, ask which is heavier.
• Tell the students to compare trees and plants in the garden.

Remember
• This concept is very important for them to learn the progressive arithmetic skills

in computation, measurement, etc.



Name of the Student;

Class:

FIND THE HIDDEN BIRDS

• Can you find and colour all the birds in the picture ?

• Circle all the l's in the picture.
• Strike out all the 2's in the picture.

• Put a box around 3's in the picture.

Objective:
To enable the student
• to identify the required numbers.
• to improve perceptional and motor skills by colouring the-figures in the jumble;

Additional activities:
• Make number cards, keep upside down and ask the student to pick up the required

number. The student who picks up more numbers will be the winner.

Example: Pick up all the cards which have number 3 on it.
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Numerals - Class - I

Name of the Student:

C/ass:

LET US GO FOR FISHING

1• 6

y
20

Objectives:
To enable the student to
• improve eye 'hand coordination'
• fill the missing numbers.
• recognize numbers 1 to 40.
• read numbers.
• point to numbers when asked at random.
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— Join the dots, you will find a small fish... then colour it.
— Write the missing numbers from 21 to 40 and join dots - you will find a big fish.

Example:

7

19

10
8
.9 .12

0
15 .

18 17 16 14
13

22
S

24
S

S

S

S

S .

S

S

S

S

S

S



Name of the Student:

Class:

SMALLEST TO GREATEST

Prepare similar worksheets and plan more activities to achieve the above objects.
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Smallerlgreaterlsmallestf greatest — Class — I

Activity

Write the following numbers in ascending order.

8, 98, 27, 58, 20, 39.

Write in the box from smallest to the greatest.

Use symbols: > c
27is ____ 38

58is ____ 8
39is ____ 98

2Ois ____ 39

_____ is the smallest number.

_____ is the biggest number.

Objectives
To enable the student
• to arrange the numbers by comprehending the concept of smaller and greater.
• to discriminate between the symbols c&> and use it correctly.

to apply the concept biggest & smallest in daily living situations.



Name of the Student:

Class:

COUNT HOW MANY

There are candles on the cake.

ducks are swimming in the water.

There are apples in the basket.

There are rabbits eating grass.

This shirt has buttons.

Objective:
• To strengthen the number concept 1-10 and one to one correspondence whe counting.
• The teacher can prepare number of similar creative worksheets to strengthen the

concept.
• The basic number concept from 1-10 is very important to teach the higher level

counting.
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Numerals — Class -

17

_____________ birds are flying in the sky.



Name of the Student:

C/ass:

ADD A LITTLE CURVE

Mathematics Readiness Skills - Class -

Put a smile on the face which has more objects and a frown on the one that has less. Fallow the

7T

example.

C

:Y>

"nv

Yç
C

C
Objective
To enable the student

to discriminate between more and less

Additional activities
Teach this concept in a concrete situation by providing various objects.
Ask the student to select less objects in a given situation.

• Slowly introduce the concept of more than, less than, synchronizing with the number
concept.

• Explain the difference between less than, more than, greater than, less than.
Finally introduce the symbols greater than (>), less than (c).
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Name of the Student:

C/ass:

DRAW A STAR

The student joins the numbers ito 20.
Name the picture

How many numbers you joined ?
How many triangles are there in the star ?
The shape with five sides is called
Colour each star with different colour

S &
S

6S7 S

Add more activities

Make a star.

Play Chinese checkers.

Sing a song.

Mark number 3, i5, il,8, 10

Objectives
To enable the student
• to identify the numbers from ito 20 and complete a star.
• to identify various shapes

to introduce related skills — singing, games, drawing, colouring, etc.
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13
S

Geometrical Shapes - Class I and Ill
Let us join the numbers and draw a star.

I
S

20
S

3
19 •• 12

S

18.
II

a
17

up SB

Activity

4
S

14



Names:

Answer the following:

Name of the Student:

Class:

CONCEPT OF NEAR AND FAR

St
1) Who is near the well?

2) Jumbo is near the —
3) (Candy / Pinky)

(Candy! Pinky).
_(Post box/Tree ).
is near the hut.

4) Who is near the tree, Jumbo or Pinky? —
5) Who is far from the weD, Candy or Jumbo?.

Objective:
To enable the student
• to comprehend the meaning of near and far.
• to apply the concept in daily situations.
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Readiness Skills - Class - I

I
Pinky Candy Jumbo Jammy



Name of the Student:

Class:

SNAKE AND LADDERS

Numerals (strengthening) — Class Ill

Objectives
• to identify, read and write numbers from 1 to 100.
• to introduce backward counting — 100 to 1, counting by 2s, 5s, lOs.
• to introduce related skills such as leisure time, social skills
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II. Difficulty in place value

Place value
Concept of place value is one of the major deficit area for the students with learning disabilities.
A teacher made checklist would help to decide the current level of the student's performance
in finding place value and expanding.

How to begin to teach place value
Tens & Ones : Teaching at concrete level

Materials
Cups / sticks / straws / marbles etc.

Label the cups Tens and ones
• Count 10 sticks. 1, 2, 3
• When it reaches 10, tie the ten sticks and keep the bundle in the cup labelled 'TENS'
• Count some more sticks. 1, 2, 3, 4
• Keep 4 sticks in the cup labelled ONES.
• Ask the student.
• How many 'TENS' are there in the TENS cups — One
• How many 'ONES' are there in the ONES cup — Four
• 10and414
• 141tenand4ones

Repeat the exercise with various objects.
Every ten shou!d be tied as a set of ten.
As the student learns upto 99 and expands in tens and ones using concrete objects, start
teaching at semiconcrete level.

Semiconcrete level
• Write a 2 digit number. For example 16 and ask the student to read the number.
• Ask the student to draw 16 circles / squares / lines.
• Let the student count up to 10 and mark and write below 1 ten.

I//I//I//I /1//Il
1 ten 6 ones

• The student counts the rest of lines — 6 and writes below 6 ones.
• ltenand6ones=16

Repeat the activities till the student learns the concept of place value at 2 digits level — 99.
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Deficit areas

1. Counting tens

Remediation

10 ones is 1 ten

I I
I I

I I I I

10 ones 1 ten

4, Skip Counting

3 tens

294

8 ones
70

2. Count and write

3. Counting in tens and ones

4 tens

Write number on steps

30

10

60

40



Arrow Cards Game to strengthen place value

The game can be used to strengthen place value at Class-Ill level.

Materials Needed

Make 3 or more sets of cards.

— First set of cards printed with 100 — 900 is mine cards

100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900

These cards are known as hundreds.

— Second set of cards printed with 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90

These cards are known as tens.

— Third set of cards are printed with

0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

These cards are known as units.

How to play:
Give 1 digit, 2 digits and 3 digits number and ask to arrange the number and find out the place
value.

By taking one card from each set, we can make 3 digit number

18 0 lo L' 8 0

I8 77 L
When you arrange the cards according to the sequences which you have taken i.e., from the lstset,
then from 2" set, then from the 3 set, digit will appear with all its place value.
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Place value score board game

You need a few sets of shuffled 0-9 cards1 placed face down and a place value board for each

player.

Hundreds Tens Ones

Before the game starts decide whether the lowest or the highest number wins. Take it
in turns to place a card on the place value board in any position, bearing in mind the
criteria — lowest or highest - selected for winning. Once a card is placed, it cannot be
moved. Change the criteria as often as you wish and include a new criterion 'nearest'
to a number, say 450.
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Set the criteria according to the level of the student.
Gradually increase the criteria at a higher level. Initiate
the game for one student first.

Gradually increase the number of students arid make it a

group game.



Teacher made test

Purpose - To assess the concept of place value - Classes Ito V
Write the place value of numbers in the given columns.

Classes Number Lakhs Ten Thousands Thousands Hundreds Tens Units

Class-I 10 1 0

12
18

Class—Il 25
37
89

Class — III 108
320
578

Class—lv 1272
5075
9990

Class—v 55039
84400
810432

Teacher made test

Purpose — to assess the ability to convert the number names into numeralsClasses I to V. Read

number name given in the column of place value and write the number in the last column.

Classes Lakhs Ten Thousands Thousands Hundreds Tens Units Numbers

Class - I One Eight IS

Class — II Seven Eight

Class — Ill Six Five Zero

Class — IV Five Zero Three Zero Eight

Class — V Two Six Five Seven Two NIne
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Name of the Student:

C/ass:

COUNTING IN los

Today is Rahul's birthday. His father gave him 50 chocolates. Help him arrange them in boxes,
with 10 in each.

empty boxes.

Fill in the blank with the number of boxes he would need and strike off the

Answer: Rahul needs boxes.

298

Numerals — Class — II

b

e
a

Objectives
• To introduce the concept of sets of lOs which is a basic understanding for learning

place value.

Additional activities:
• Packing
• Give items like toffees, pencils, pens, books, marbles etc. to make packets of 10.
• After making packets of 10, let them identify that 3 packets make thirty, 6 packets

make 60, 8 packets make 80 etc.
• Let them count by tens and write by tens.

Number names can also be introduced with that.



III. Computation Area

Computation involves addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.

The major problems in computation reflected in the mathematics screening schedule were

• Always counts fingers / draws lines to add or subtract

• Confuses with the place value of '0'

• Confuses between arithmetic signs

• Problem in selecting the correct computation in problem solving sums

• Has problem in regrouping
• Recites tables but does not apply in statement sums

Remedial Strategies

• Always remember teaching should start from concrete to semiconcrete to abstract to application.
(See Learning computation - Instructional Ladder).

• The methodology explained in IRIP and given below can be used for assessment, programming
and remedial teaching for students with learning problems in regular schools.

Techniques to make computation easy

Make thorough the premath skills.

Apply performance cues. example Coloured dots.

Use precision teaching — give timed exercises.

Carry a multiplication table.

Use mathematics tricks to learn tables.

Use motor responses — clapping, stepping, chanting paired with actual
operations to memorize tables.

Use pocket calculator.

Support with a mini reference book of common mathematics vocabulary.

Create interest in community valid problem solving,

Use computer assisted instruction.
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Curriculum Based Mathematical Assessment for remedial teaching (Primary level)

Name of the student: Age: Sex: Class:

1. Check the student's level/grade in Mathematics (use the curricular area based tasks)

SI.

No.
Area Grades/Classes—————123 4 5

Remarks

1 Readiness skills & Numerals

2 Computation (whole number)
3 Money
4 Length
5 Mass

6 Capacity
7 Time

8 Fractions

9 Decimals

10 Percentage

11 Geometry

2. Check the student's performance in Mathematics

SI. Area Below Average Above Remarks
No. Average Average

1 Maths work book

2 Teacher test

3 Unit test

4 Homework

5 Class work

3. Select 2/3 areas of concern (based on No.1)
1.
2.
3.

4. In weak areas identify the most difficult tasks for the student
1.
2.
3.
4.
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5. Conduct error analysis

1. Regrouping
2. Process substitution

3. Directional
4. Omission
5. Placement
6. Attention to sign

7. Wrong alignment
8. Defective algorithm

9. Guessing

10. Any other (Specify)

6. Check the related problems
1. Carelessness

2. Disinterested

3. Noncoperation
4. Difficulty in comprehension
5. Writing reversal
6. Mistakes while coping

7. Any other (Specify)

7. Mention the remedial teaching methods

8. Rate the students performance.
Attach sample of student's work

Date:

Signature:
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Mathematical assessment and programming for students with
learning problems in regular schools

Individualized Remedial Instruction Programme (IRIP)

1. Curricular Area - Computation - Addition

2. Skill - Adding three digit number to a two digit number, regrouping ones and tens

3. Grade / Class — 2

4. Work book - Book 2

5. Assessment methods - Use curriculum based task leveF curriculum — find the FeveF

The above mentioned skill comes in class-2 as per the task level checklist.

6. Current level of functioning

Readiness skills / pre-requisite
skills assessment

Skills
Mastered
(Maintenance
strategies)

Skills

Previously
taught
(Corrective
strategies)

Skills
Never

Taught
(Develop
mental

strategies)

1. Adding 2 numbers with sum
less than 10

2. Adding 2 one digit numbers
with sum greater than 10

3. Adding 3 numbers with
sum less than 10

4. Adding 2 digit numbers to a 1
digit number with no regrouping

5. Adding 2 digit number to a one
digit number regrouping ones

6. Adding 2 digit number to a two
digit number regrouping ones

V

V

V

V

Remedial

teaching
necessary

"
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Error analysis and remedial teaching

Adding 2 digit number to a one digit number regrouping ones.

49 38 68 97 28
+9 +7 +6 + 6 +6

Common Error Error analysis

4 18 3 15 6 14 9 16 2 14 The sums of ones and tens are each
recorded without regard for place.

22 18 20 22 16 All digits are added
4 + 9 + 9 = 22

418 375 614 913 214 Digits are added from left to right.
When the student does the sum closely
observe how he/she does it.

Review after remedial teaching

Give another 5 similar sums. 800/n achievement is necessary to start teaching the next higher
level skills.

27 96 38 27 45
+5 + 9 +7 + 9 +7

32 105 45 36 52

Till the student achieves 80%, continue to give similar sums. Initiate the next higher level skill,
after achieving 80% success.

Teacher's Remarks:
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ERROR ANALYSIS AND REMEDIAL TEACHING

Error

1 The sums of ones and tens
written ignoring place value.

27
÷ 5
2 12

Corrective Strategy

1. Use colour box

the columns (Emphasis that only one numeral
can go in a box)

3. Trading: Provide the student with blocks,
beads, straws which they can trade

2. All digits are added together 1. Letter use: The students can be told to start
addition from 'A'. The two numbers given

49
+ 9
22

4 + 9 + 9 = 22

3. Digits are added from left to right

under A to be added first 9+9=18. After writing
eight in the ones column ten is to be carried to
the tens column 'B' and to be added 1-1-4=5

BA
49+ 9
58

1. Remember the slogan

2. Grid Paper Write the problem in grids and label

49
+8 9

12 18

"Right to left" for addition, subtraction,
multiplication, Most of us write with right hand
Start adding from the right hand side.

Left Right C

49
+89

13 8

Observe from where the student starts and
guide to start from right.

2. Making arrows: Make an arrow towards left.49 C
+59

13 8

Review after remedial teaching. See in the Worksheet.
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Next Higher Level Skill

Adding 3 digit number to a 2 digit number, regrouping ones

Developmental
Strategies

Learners activities Teachers activities Remedial
Methods

Remarks

1. Adding 2 digit
number to a 2
digit number
without

regrouping

2 4 2 7
+ 3 1 + 3 1

5 5 8

Check whether the student
- adds from right to left
- adds mentally using

addition table
- counts fingersl making

lines to add

Make arrows
Label with
letters
Teach addition
facts

Make a list of
sums to
conlirm
addition
sums

2. Ask the student
to find the place
value of the
above answers

55 = 5 tens and 5 ones
58 = 5 tens and Bones

Check whether student has
problem in understanding
place value

Use objects
Use the
worksheet

3. Adding 2 digit
number, to two
digit number,
regrouping ones

2 8 7
+2 9 + 1 7

5 7 9 5

Check the errors Repeat/modify
methods

Prepare a
review
worksheet.

4. Adding 3 digit
numbers, to a 2

digit number,
regrouping ones
and tens

2 7
+ 6 3

5 6 5
+ 4 7

Explain the rules
- Start from right to left
- Tell clearly what to do,

when the sum of 2
numbers are more than 9

- In a grid paper write one
number in one column

- Initially help the student
to do with the help of
teacher

Prepare the
worksheet and
analyse the
errors to decide
remedial
methods.

5. Finding place
value of 3 digit
numbers

The student completes
the worksheet

H T U

- Prepare the worksheet
and let the student do by
himself.

- Do the error analysis
- Decide correctional

strategies
- Reviewtodecidethenext

higher level skill

Based on errors
prepare more
worksheets.

Finds variety of
remedial
methods.
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A teacher made checklist to assess the students functioning level in the area of multiplication.

Multiply:

1. Two 1-digit numbers

2, 2-dFgit number by

3. 3-digit number by

4. 2-digit number by

5. 2-digit number by

6. 3-digit number by

7. 3-digit number by

8. 3-digit number by

9. 3-digit number by

10. 2-digit number by

11. 2-digit number by
the multiplier

12. 3-digit number by a

13. 3-digit number by a

14. 3-digit number by a

15. 3-digit number by a
the tens place digit

16. 3-digit number by a

1 7. 3-digit number with

with no regrouping

with no regrouping

regrouping ones

regrouping ones and tens

with no regrouping ones

regrouping ones

regrouping ones and tens

regrouping ones, tens, and hundreds

with no regrouping

number, with regrouping caused by the ones place digit of

with no regrouping

with regrouping

with no regrouping

coding.

Practice the students to multiply using the multiplication tables.

When they recite explain where to start and where to stop to get the product. Use colour
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number,

n u Iii be r,

number,

number,

number,

number,

number,

number,

a 1-digit

a 1-digit

a 1-digit

a 1-digit

a 1-digit

a 1-digit

a 1-digit

a 1-digit

a 2-digit

a 2-digit

2-digit

2-digit

3-digit

number,

number,

number,

3-digit number, with regrouping caused by the ones place digit and
of the multiplier

3-digit number, with regrouping caused by all digits of the multiplier

zero in the tens place by a 2-digit number



Division

Division is considered as the most difficult of the four operations. For example, long division
requires the use of division, multiplication, and subtraction in computing quotients. The concept of
division is also to be introduced at concrete, semiconcrete and abstract level.

Concrete level : 9 3
• The student counts the trophies. There are nine (9) trophies
• 9 is to be divided by 3.
• Therefore the student makes groups of 3 trophies.
• There are three groups
• The answer is 9 ÷ 3 = 3

U! U! U!
3 Groups

Semiconcrete level: 9 ÷ 3
The student makes 9 lines
• 9 is to be divided by 3.
• Therefore the student makes lines to seperate into groups of 3.
• There are three groups
• Theansweris9+3=3

/////////
("1 [Iii] I//i]

Abstract level: 9 ÷ 3
The student answers the problem from memory or uses an algorithm.

Example: 9 ÷ 3 = a

3) 9 (3
9

0
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Computation (Addition) — Class -

Name of the Student:

C/ass:

ADDITION WHEELS

Objective:
To check the student's skill in single digit addition.

This can be used in two ways:

1. Add two inner columns and find the answer in the outer column and write.

2. Make 3 wheels separately, fix the numbers and join the wheels with a fastener in the
middle. Ask the student to turn the wheel and match the correct answer.
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3+4=
3+2=
3+6=
3+3=
3+5=

4+1=
4+2=
4+3=
4+5=
4+0=



Name of the Student:

C/ass:

SINGLE DIGIT SUBTRACTION

Computation (Subtraction) — Class -

Cut off the number ot objects to be subtracted from the given figure. Follow the example.

Eg:

c?c? 5-3=[2j

Sfln, 6=(1

s -=r1

°=r1
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at semiconcrete level.
Objective:
• To enable the student to do the subtraction
Additional activities:
• It is only a sample worksheet. The teacher can make a number of worksheets in an

innovative way to strengthen the above concept.
• As addition wheels subtraction wheels also can be prepared.



Computation - Class - II

Name of the Student:

Class:

ADD THE MISSING BEADS

A few beads have fallen off from each chain.
Read the number written next to each chain and draw the missing beads.
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18

9

10

Objective:
To enable the student to do the simple sums mentally in day-to-day life.
Additional activities:
• Before doing the worksheet, student can be asked to do the exercise in a concrete

situation.
• Provide a string and beads.
Instruction
Give similar worksheets and problems to calculate mentally.
Example:
1. There were eight birds sifting on a tree.

Three of them went away.
How many birds are there on the tree.

2. Making garlands by tying certain number of flowers.



Name of the Student:

Class:

SIMPLE MULTIPLICATION

Computation (Multiplication) - Class - Il

Solve the following as shown in the example:
. 2

311

No. of bunches

No. of cherries in
each bunch ______

Total No.. of cherries

Answer

No. of cakes

No. of candles in
each cake

Total No. of candles

Answer

No. of bunches

No. of grapes in
each bunch

Total No. of grapes

Answer

x

:[__

x

:[

2x3

[ 6 ]

Objective:
To enable the student
• to do multiplication in a concrete and semiconcrete ways.
Additional activities:
• Before giving the worksheet, introduce the concept in a concrete situation.
As the students learn the concept, introduce the worksheet to comprehend it in a
semiconcencrete situation.



Computation — Class — II (Revision)

Name of the Student:

Class:

MENTAL SUMS

312

5= ______

Objective:
To enable the student
• to identify the signs of computation.
• to select the correct computation.

It is a worksheet planned to evaluate the student's performance in all four areas of
simle computation addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.

If the student has problems in selection of correct operational symbols, continue with
more worksheets and exercises.



Subtraction
(taking sets apart)

Find the difference.

How many more/less?
How much bigger?
f-low much taller?

(How much older)

Class II

MATHEMATICS STORY PROBLEM CLUES

Addition
(putting sets together)

How many in all?
How many all
together?
What is the sum?
What is the total?

+

Multiplication
(putting equal sets together)

How may in all?
How many all together?
Product

x
Division

(taking equal sets apart)

Find the average.
What would one unit be?
Finds the quotient.

S

S
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Try this method

STEPS IN DOING STORY SUM

Class II

Problem / Sum

Ramu bought a pencil box for Rs. 30-00 and a pen for Rs. 15-00, and an eraser for Rs. 2-00. He pays
Ks. 50-00 to the shopkeeper. Will he get a balance ? If so, how much

Steps:

Student

1. Readthesum.

2. Read again - Find the key words that help in solving the problem.

3. Let the student draw the pictures of what he comprehends.

4. Teacher asks the student, "Tell the sum in your own words".

5. If he cannot, teacher gives CUE.

6. As he gains competency, teacher fades cues.

Use your imagination, modify/find novel methods.
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Steps in cueing — example

Teacher asks; What should we know to solve the problem?

Student: ____________ bought

Underline bou2ht

What were bought.

Item 1 Cost:
Item 2 Cost
Item 3 Cost

Altogether cost : +

Next cue word

Next cue word Balance

Bought Balance

Rs. Rs. Rs.

What will you do?

Altogether how much to pay?

How much paid?

Balance = Paid — to pay
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IV. Fractions:

The major problems in fractions reflected in the math screening schedule were

• The concept of fractions.

• Differentiating the numerator and denominator in a fraction.

• Computing fractions.

INDIVIDUALIZED REMEDIAl. INSTRUCTION PROGRAMME (tRIP)

FRACTIONS

Adding unlike fractions by converting into decimals.

Class: IV

Workbook: 4

Assessment: Use the task level curriculum and decide the level of the student.

Mastered Being

Taught

Yet to be

taught

Remarks

Remarks

1. Writes fractions when dictated. "
•

Remedial

teaching
needed

2. Comprehends the meaning of

equivalent fractions

(1/2=2/4=4/8) 1 /

3. Arranges equivalent fractions in

ascending and descending order 1 1

4. Adds like fractions "

5. Converts fractions into decimals /

6. Adds decimals after converting
fractions into decimals /
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Teaching Method

All the above tasks can be assessed and taught through a fraction game.

Materials Specially prepared cards with numbers ito lOon it. (See the picture)

Biack cards: 1-10 (flexible — according to the number of players)
Red cards: 1-10 (flexible — according to the number of players)

Paper and pencil for scoring.

How to play:

• Cards are separated and kept in 2 places/boxes

• player takes 2 cards (one black and one red)

• Forms the fraction using the value of black card as numerator and the value of red cardas
denominator

• If the value of black card is 2 and the red card is 9, then the fraction is 2/9.
• Continues the game like this until he makes the sum 10 or closest to 10.

• The sum may be below or above 10.

• Winner is the player who gets closest to 10.

• A minimum of two people are needed to play the game.

• When the student enters the score, the teacher can check whether the student has the concept
of numerator and denominator.

• As the play ends, ask the students to show the equivalent fractions and arrange them in
ascending and descending order.

After every play help them to convert the fraction into decimals.

Observe very closely and note down the errors which the student makes.

The errors usually the students make are

1. Differentiating between numerator and denominator.

2. Arranging in ascending and descending order.

3. Converting into decimals.

4. Problems in algorithms during computation of decimals.
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Name of the Student:

Class:

FRACTION GAME

Numerator cards

ANIL TOTAL SUNIL TOTAL

1st turn 2/9 = .22 .22 turn 3/4 = .75 .75

2turn4/8= .50 .72 2turn9/8= 1.12 1.87

3 turn 6/3 = 2.00 2.72 turn 7/5 = 1.40 3.27

4th turn 8/2 = 4.00 6.72 4th turn 10/1 = 10.00 13.27

Sunhl is the winner.

Prepare more worksheets as per the level of the students. Find out the errors for remedial
teaching if required

Modified - Hlurwitz, Goddard, Epstein (1975)
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Fractions — Class - IV

Denominator cards

Example



Name of the Student:

Class:

FRACTION GAME

Numerator cards

PLAYER 1 TOTAL PLAYER 2 TOTAL

Prepare more worksheets as per the level of the students. Find out the errors for remedial
teaching if required.

Modified - Hlurwitz, Goddard, Epstein (1975)

3 1 9

Fractions — Class - IV

Denominator cards



Fractions - Class - IV

Name of the Student:

C/ass

CONCEPT OF FRACTION

Count the equal parts.

How much is coloured? Tick the correct answer

1 1 1

2 3 4

1

2 3 4
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2 3 4

I I

1 1 1

2 3 4

1 1 1

2 3 4

1 1 1

2 3 4



cbjective

CONCEPT OF FRACTION

To enable the student to identify the fractions (half, one third, one
fourth) in a concrete situation.

• To name the fraction in a semi concrete situation.

Additional activities

• Draw shapes and name fractions.

• Cut papers into various sizes (half, one third, one fourth).

• Iron clothes (half, one fourth) - as we fold the cloths while ironing.

Instruction

Prepare more worksheets similar to the worksheet "facts of fractions"

Combine fractions with the concept of percentage.

½ = 50%
'4=25%
3/4 = 75%
1 = 100%

H I
½ = 50% '4=25% ¾=75% 1=100%

)
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Class - IV
Answer the following: Example

_
H

1/2 means an object has been divided into r 2 1equal parts and [__1
part has been taken.

1/4 means an object has been divided into L J equal parts and [ 1
part has been taken.

2/3 means an object has been divided into [ ] equal parts and [ ]
part has been taken.

3/9 means an object has been divided into [ ] equal parts and [ 1
parts have been taken.

3/4 means an object has been divided into [ ] equal parts and [____
part has been taken.

7/8 means an object has been divided into [ 1 equal parts and
parts have been taken.
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C/ass:

FACTS OF FRACTIONS



V Geometry and Measurement

The following problems were identified while screening

Discriminating between geometrical shapes and drawing using geometri-
cal instruments.

Confuses between acute angle, obtuse angle and right angle.

Confuses between radius, diameter and chord oI a circle.

Techniques for teaching measurement

Teach the concept of volume, weight and length using as
many concrete materials as possible.

Motivate the students to measure the objects around the home.

example: The door, windows, tables, chairs etc.,

Encourage them to measure and find out the relationship.

• Cooking activities can motivate the students to learn
the relationship between various measurements.

example : kilograms, litres, standard units

and non-standard units.
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Activity

Name of the Student:

Class:

SHAPES AS SYMBOLS

/IIIIJiiIlItJiIN\

Geometry - shapes - Class Ill

• Have a discussion on the meaning of the shapes and signs given below

L

Objective:
To enable the student

to identify various shapes seen in surroundings and discriminate its purpose.
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Name of the Student:

Class

GEOMETRICAL SHAPES

• Match the shapes and words correctly

Circle

Semi Circle

A
A/

Pyramid

Geometry - Class Ill
Activities

Cuboid

Cylinder

Cone

Triangle

Cube

Objective
To enable the student
• to identity geometrical shapes and to learn the vocabulary.
• to utilize the shapes and vocabulary in learning higher level geometrical concepts.
Additional activities:
• Give concrete objects. Let the student touch and feel the differences.
• Using the 3 dimensional objects let them draw the shapes and name them.
• Give dictation to learn the spelling....
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Name of the Student:

C/ass:

FIND THE DISTANCE

Measurement — Class—V

Mini's house is in the middle of the picture map.
Use the map to answer the questions given below:

Market

1. How far is Mini's house from the market?

2. Which distance is more : Mini's house to the park or Mini's house to her school?

3. How much closer is the well from Mini's house.

4. If you have to go from the school to Mini's house and from there to the park, how many
kilometers would you have to travel?
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Farm

Park

7 Kms

.2 Kms

School

4Kms

sHouse lKms
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Name of the Student:

Class:

ABOUT ME

Materials
Inch tape, weighing scale, alarm clock, pen, paper, list of words.
Activities
Find out the following

My weight is

My height is

Circumference of my waist is

Circumference of my head is

Dictate the words from Math vocabulary list for 5 minutes.

I can read words in 3 minutes.

Read the words:

I can write _____ words in 5 minutes. Request to read words from the Math vocabulary.

Objective:
To prepare the students
• to apply the concept of measurement in day-to-day life.

Additional activities:
• Have discussion on how the above concept is useful in day to day life,especially in selecting and

stiching clothes.
• Let the students measure the width and lenghth of their dress/clothes.
• Explain and let them find out the size of the footwear, belt, brazier etc.
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1. Money & Time

lithe students have problems in computation area, this will be reflected in the area of calculating

money and time. The remedial teaching strategies suggested in the area of computation may be

used while teaching the concept of money and time.

Teaching Time and Money

Teaching the abilitty to tell time accurately and use money both efficiently and effectively are high

priority goals for most learners (Brock, 1979). These skills, require intensive training in relation to

community and daily school activities. Whenever possible, teachers should start by using concrete

events or tasks that students can associate with the skill. Most learners will associate both time and

money with concrete events. They can learn to compute time and money problems at the
semiconcrete level and eventually move to more abstract activities such as budgeting and time

management. To teach time and money concept try the following tips

1. Use a circular number line to help the students to learn the relationship between minutes

and hours.

2. Number lines can also be used in teaching money skills.

3. Use money cards to teach making change.

For example: A student shopping with Rs. 5 can carry a card with five circles. Each representing

Re.1 If the students spend Rs. 1.50, the students mark one circle and half part of the second

circle, Then the remaining with the students is Rs. 3.50 i.e., three circles and half part of the

circle.

4. Task analyse and present students with single small steps to make it simple.

5. Providing real money for younger students to teach more advanced money management

skills will be an effective prerequisite.

Remember that teaching should always start from the concrete level and move towards —
semiconcrete — functional and abstract levels.

Few worksheets are given for exercises,
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lift
(U''V

Si
Class -

Name of the Student:

C/ass:

COUNT THE COINS

a
%1

S
if0

Rs = Rupee
Ps = False

jP oC

a
I.S,LiJJ II) S

Objectives:
To enable the student
• to identify coins.
Additional activities:

to calculate coins.

• Have a box of all types of coins.

For example:
Let the students make required amount by using various types of coins.

• Ask the student to group the coins.

Rs. 1 ÷ 20 ps + 50 ps = Rs. 1.70 ps.
Rs. 5 + Rs. 1 + Rs. 2 = Rs. 8

Continue this activity to strengthen the above concept
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Name of the Student:

Class:

COST & SALE
Money - Class - V

Look at the picture and answer the questions give below:

Shirt
As.
Now As. 75/- only

CutleryRs.
Now As. 120/-only

Sun Glasses

35/- only

150/-only

1. How much did the shirt cost before the sale?
2. How much would you save if you buy the sun glasses now at the sale?

3. Which item is more costly, the jewellery or the shirt?
4. If you have Rs. 50, can you buy the sun glasses?

5. If you had Rs. 400 and you bought a cutlery set and the shirt on sale, how much money
would you have left with?
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n

Objective:
• to familiarize the students in shopping.
• to introduce the concept of sale, more, less and profit.
• to enable the students to select the appropriate items.

Additional activities:
• Plan for more community valid math exercises.
• Expose the students to sale situations.
• Guide the parents to take the children with them when they go for shopping.

Instruction
Prepare more worksheets similar to the given worksheet 'Cost & Sale'.



Name of the Student:

C/ass:

MATCH THE TIMINGS

Match the Clocks showing same time by drawing a line

33 i

Time - Class — Ill

Objective:
To famliarize the student
• To read the time on a clock I watch and utilize it in day to day activities.
• To introduce counting '5s' and read the numbers 1 to 12.
• To introduce simple multiplication while finding out the time.

Additional activities:
• Provide various types of watches and clocks.
• Ask the student to adjust the hands as per the time.
• Let them identify the various parts and working system of a clock / watch.
• Ask to adjust the time for alarm.
• Help to prepare a time table with a clock face mentioning time.
• Give activities to be completed within a given time.

Instruction : Introduce the worksheet "Analog vs Digital clock" to familarize with the digital time.



Name of the Student:

Class

ANALOG Vs DIGITAL CLOCK

Match the clocks in column A' with those in column 'B' based on the time they display
Draw a line to connect.

Eg: A B

7:10

Time - Class — Ill

9:00

12:05

9:45

Objective:
To enable the student
• To discriminate between digital

clocks and other clocks.

Additional activities:
• Let the students compare the time
•

shown on digital and other clocks.
• Give practice to adjust timings and

alarm.

12

S 6:05
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Time - Class — IV
The calendar below shows

Name of the Student:

C/ass:

CALENDAR READING

dates for the month of March.
Use the information on the calendar to answer the questions below:

MARCH

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31

esdays are there
does the 241h fall on ?

3. Prem's Birthday falls on Wednesday, in the 3rd week of the month. Can you tell what date
it is.

4. If all the Mondays are removed from the month how many days would be left?
5. If you add the sum of all the Sundays, i.e., 6, 13, 20, 27 what would be the answer?

333

1. How manylu
2. On what day

in this month ?

Objective
To enable the student
• to introduce the days and months in a year.
• to identify the days and dates.
• to discriminate the words yesterday, today, tomorrow, before & after.
Additional activities
• Let the student use the calendar in a school as well as in the house.
• Continue practice in telling dates and days.
• Give a group work to prepare a monthly time schedule.
• Mark the important dates such as birthdays, festivals dates etc. on the calendar.
• Introduce various types of calendars.

1. One page — 12 months on a single page
2. One page — 3 months on a single page
3. One page — 1 month on a single page
4. Day, Date, month changing calendar

• Explain the significance of red coloured numbers in the calendar.



VI. General Mathematics Problems

The students who have difficulties in mathematics exhibit carelessness in many ways.

Lack of attention
Inactive
Careless while copying

In order to create an interest in the children, no doubt the teacher should be creative.

Teachers can try the following tips.

To promote positive attitude towards Mathematics

• Plan only attainable goals with the involvement of students.
Prepare task analysis. Begin with known tasks. Use feedback charts.
Assure that the teacher believes that the student will achieve the set goals in mathematics.
Communicate in a positive way.

• Exhibit positive attitude towards mathematics and use effective methods in mathematics
instructions.
Reinforce the students his/her effort and achievement in mathematics work.

Check your relationship with the student

• In grading student's mathematics papers, how does the teacher respond to errors?

• How does the student react to the teacher's corrections? Is there a difference when the student
is corrected in front of peers?

• What do other students do when a peer makes an error?

• When the student makes a correct response, does the teacher confirm the response? Praise the
student?

Do certain students require frequent assistance from the teacher? Are you able to fulfill individual
need of every student? Is it possible? I—low ?

For students with achievement problems,
it is probably better to mark the-correct

responses rather than the errors.
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PRIMARY LEVEL MATHEMATICS
VOCABULARY SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

The students who have problem in Mathematics also may exhibit problem in reading and writing. If
they are not able to read and comprehend the vocabulary used in mathematics, they will face
difficulties in mathematics problem solving. It is important to teach the students to read, comprehend
and use the generally used mathematics vocabulary to solve mathematics problems in the class
and day-to-day life. Therefore, the mathematical terms symbols and abbreviations used at primary
level have been identified and listed class-wise for assessment and instruction. It serves as a mini
reference book for the primary level students.

How to use the mini reference hook of math vocabulary:
The terms and symbols are listed according to class. The pictures are also drawn and presented
with terms in every page. 162 commonly used terms are listed. The major purpose of the list is to
enable the student to read the vocabulary, match with pictures and comprehend the meaning of
the terms. This also can be used as a teaching aid by the teachers.

How to assess:
The assessment can he done at 5 levels. The students ability in
Key to scoring
a. Can read the term
b. Can comprehend the term
c. Can write the term
d. Can match the terms with symbols
e. Can apply the term in solving math problems

The assessment data helps the teacher to decide the student's grade level performance and starting
point of instruction.

"Mathemagic"
From 123456789, remove 8 and multiply the number 12345679 with the multiples of 9

12345679 x 9 = 111111111
12345679 x 18 = 222222222
12345679 x 27 = 333333333
12345679 x 36 = 444444444
12345679 x 45 = 555555555
12345679 x 54 = 666666666
12345679 x 63 = 777777777
12345679 x 72 = 888888888
12345679 x 81 = 999999999

The magic in these numbers is when you multiply with the multiples of 9, we get nine digits each of

the numbers from 1 to 9 in sequence.

When you multiply 12345679 x 999999999 the answer is 12345678987654321.

.3.35



CLASS - I

5 ,
jR9

No Birds

1. Numbers

6 7 8 2 Birds
2. Zero

0

3. Less than
C

4. Morethan
>

5. Smaller
than

C6. Bigger
than

7. Smallest

8. Biggest!
Greatest

9.
Order
Ascending

ØØ5ic
2 /

1

10. Descending
Order
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25. Circle

0
�6. Triangle

A
27. Before

Which number comes before 30?

- EID
28. After

Which number comes after 28?

338

21. Cardinal
Number

CLASS - I

cardinal Number answers: Ordinal Number answers
How many? Which is the second one?

22. Ordinal
Number I U

23. Square

I I

24. Rectangle

I I



1. Place
Value

Place value

5. Addition
Addition 4 ?H,
Putting +2 H —

together 6
— H (H•// \•/ \ I \j\J \J

6. Plus
+

4+2=6
'+' is called Plus

7.

8.

Equalto 4+26
'=' is called Equal to

Sum 4+2=6
'6' is called Sum
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CLASS - II

2. Unit!
one

3. Ten
10

4. Hundred
100

I II II

one hundred two tens three ones
1 2 3



9.

10.

Subtraction j
Minus

— '—' is called
3 Minus

5
— 2 '3' is the

3 Difference
11. Difference

12.
.

Multiplication
- dHdR 4+4+4= 12

x3 = 'X' is called Into

13. Into
X 4

'4' is called

12 Multiplicand 4
x 3 'x' is called

12 Into
14.

—

15.

Multiplicand

4
3 '3' is called

12 MultiplierMultiplier

16. Product
4

x 3 '12' is called
12 Product

3x 1= 3
3x 2= 6
3x 3= 9
3x 4=12
3 x S = 15 Multiplication

Tableot3

3 x 8 = 24
3x 9=27
3 x 10 = 30

17. Multiplication
Table

14()

CLASS - II



3)9(39
0

3)9(39
0

3)9(39
0

CLASS - II

18. Division

S

I
FI

19. Dividend

k

?9

Jt'$-3
9

-3
6

2
9÷3=3

20. Divisor

3)9(3
0

9 is called Dividend

21. Quotient

3 is called Divisor

22. Remainder 3 is called Quotient 0 is called Remainder
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CLASS - II

'S

rw.•tIli
'3'

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31

32.

33.

34

35.

36.

Coins

Paise

Rupees

Ten
Rs. 10-00

Twenty
Rs. 20-00

Thirty
Rs. 30-00

Forty
Rs. 40-00

Fifty
Rs. 50-00

Sixty
Rs. 60-00

Seventy
Rs. 70-00

Eighty
Rs. 80-00

Ninety
Rs. 90-00

Hun d red
Rs. 100-00
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CLASS - II

36. DAYS

37. WEEKS

38. SUNDAY

39. MONDAY

SUNDAY

OECEIVUSEfl
I 815

MONDAY 2 9 16
40. TUESDAY

41. WEDNESDAY

23
TUESDAY 3 1 0 1 7

30
24

WEDNESDAY 4. 1 1 1 8

31

2229

28

25

42.

THURSDAY 5 I 2 1 9

THURSDAY

26
FRIDAY 6 13 20
SATURDAY

27
7 14 21

43. FRIDAY

44. SATURDAY
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45. CALENDAR

SUN

MON

TUE

WD
THU

FRI

—

1

2

S

—
S

S

7

S

a

ID

12

10

14

15

16

17

—
is

2
21

22

23
—
24

28

27

28

29

30

31

SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

PR'

2

S—
4

S
—

6

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

is

17

6

l9

20

21

—2
—
44

25

25
—
21

28

silk

MOM

TUE

WED

Thu

$Rf

as

31

—
—

2

a

4

5

6

7

S

so

11

12

ia

14

16

17

is

19

20

21

*3•
..-..,i

a..
as

p
1•••1
2e

SAT 4114825 SAT I 51St SAl' I *152225
— —

CLASS - II

46. LEAPYEAR

47. YEAR

48. MONTH

49. JANUARY

50. FEBRUARY

51. MARCH

52. APRIL

53. MAY

54. JUNE

55. JULY

56. AUGUST

57. SEPTEMBER

58. OCTOBER

59. NOVEMBER

____JANUARY FEBRUARY ____ MARCH

60. DECEMBER
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Standard
Units

Kilograms
Kgms

CLASS - III

1. Non-Standard
Units

2. Handspan

3. Human feet

4.

5. Mass/weight

6. Milligrams
Mgms.

7. Grams
Gms

100 milli grams = 1 gram

e
8.

C
es.
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Inch

iIIIIIIIIIII II: IIIlIII IIII II II111!!1I11II11 JIIII III VIjI huM uIIMI

uilI

1 Feet

CLASS - III

9. Length

10. Inch

11. Feet
ft

12. Centimetre
cm

13. Metre
mtr

14. Kilometre
kmt r

15. Capacity

N/l 11111 it re Litre

16. Millilitre
ml

17. Litre
ltr
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18.

19. Full

20. Half
1/2

21. Quarter
1/4

22.

23.

24.

Three-fourth
3/4

Numerator

Numerator

2
3

'2' is called numerator

Denominator 4
8

'8' is Denominator
Denominator

25. Time ' I I

—

0•

,
—

26. Clock

27. Alarm

CLASS - III

Fractions
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CLASS - III

2 Hours

30 Minutes

28. Clock-wise

29. Anti-clock
wise

30. Hour
hr

2:30:20
20 Seconds

31. Minute
mt

32. Second
sec

33. Straight!

Horizontal

line

34. Vertical line

35. Curved line

36. Inclined line



Parallel line

Cu bo i d

Cylinder
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CLASS - III



Thousand
1,000

La kh

1,00,000

CLASS - IV

1.

2.

3. Forenoon

4. Afternoon

5. Decimals

6. Geometry
Box

3.28

s is called Decimal Point
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CLASS - IV

7. Divider

8. Compass

9. Protractor

10. Degree

11. AngIe

12. Right Angle

13. Acute Angle

(00 90°"— / (900 — 180°)14. Obtuse Angle

351
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CLASS - IV

352

15. Scale
II IIIIIIIIIID IFtIIDIIIIFIPIllIIIFIII DIJiIlIIlIItI

iFeet

16. Equilateral
triangle

17. lsosceles
triangle

18. Scalene
triangle

19. Profit 44

20 Loss

21. Cost

Cost: Rs. 100/-
22. Interest

3cm



1.

—

Highest Common
Factor
HCF

HCFof24,36

24) 36 (1
24

12)24(2
24

H.C.F.12 0

2 14,5,8
2 2, 5, 4

1,5,2

LCM of 4, 5, 8

LCM=2x2x5x2=40

2. Least Common
Multiple
LCM

3. Percentage
%

4. Radius

5. Diameter

6. Chord

7.

—
Area

Area
2ft 611

311

A____
,jj

Ls
BABCDA

The total length is perimeter of the garden

8. Perimeter

35.3

CLASS - V



Symbols!
Abbreviations

>

Write the terms Give examples

<

+

x

Rs.

Ps.

00

Mts.

Km.

Kg.

gm. .

Mtr.

Cms.

a.m -____________________

p.m

Hr

0//0

L.C.M.

H.C.F.

.354

PRIMARY LEVEL MATHEMATICS — SYMBOLS

Name of the student:____________________________ Class:
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ENHANCING STUDY SKILLS

The school environment provides opportunity
for the students to learn under the guidance
of the teachers. It is important that the students

become independent learners, which help in
applying learnt skills as well as prepare
themselves for examinations. Learning
becomes meaningful only when the students
use what is learnt effectively and contextually.
Students need to have appropriate
independent study skills for mastering school
subjects. This may not naturally happen for all
children and some may need help. This is all
the more true in India, where the educational
system, may it be central or state boards, the
children are evaluated every year through
written examinations. The content for an
examination of three hours will comprise the
learning of the whole academic year in each
subject. This demands that the student learns,
retains and approximately reproduces in
writing, the correct answers to questions.
Many potentially good students may be poor
in these skills, which tends to reflect poorly in

the progress report. Therefore, to prevent this,
good study skills can be developed when the
child is in primary classes and reinforced as
he progresses through the classes.
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Students with learning problems seem to have
cognitive deficits such as deficit in thinking,
reasoning, attention and memory. This leads
to disorganized manner in which they handle
tasks and situations. Teachers, peer group,
parents and others thus find them 'strange'.
They also have difficulty managing their
academic tasks. Training in study skills will help
the child become more organized.

Study skills
Study skills refer to the methods or strategies,
a student adopts to learn the content of his
course material effectively and independently
and reproduce contextually. All of us have
different study habits. Success of the student
is largely dependent on the study habits one
adopts. As there is a wide variation in study
skills, there is no single foolproof method.
However, there are a few strategies, which will

certainly help in improving the study habits
and developing good study skills.

Good study skills involve listening to what is

being taught, taking notes, storing in memory
the subject matter, systematic organization of
the learnt subject matter and responding
correctly when asked to answer questions in
the subject - orally or in writing.



Developing good study skills

While delineating steps for good study skills,
one has to remember the learner
characteristics and learning styles. Major
factors that affect learning style include:

Motivation

• Readiness to learn.

• Learning environment.

• Individual learning style.

Material to he learnt

Motivation: If the learner feels a need to
learn, he will be motivated. For certain students
ambition to achieve or to get admission to
specific courses at post school level can be a
motivating factor to study Providing right
direction and suitable reward for good
periormance can increase motivation in
students.

Readiness: Readiness for learning is very
important for the learner, as this has direct
implication on the study skills. If the learner
has the ability to comprehend the content
being taught, helping him to organize himself
with study habits will be relatively easier. If a
student, for instance, does not possess basic
computation skills taught at Class II level, any
amount of maths tuitions and extra hours spent
in mathematics at class IV level will be futile.
His readiness level being class II, the teaching
has to he at that level, reinforced by effective
study skills.

Learning environment: A learning
environment with minimum distractions, good
seating arrangement with light and ventilation
will strengthen good study habits. While
studying, lying on the bed, radio or television
switched on or an open window with the view
of the street will lead to east learning by the
student.
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Individual learning style: Some students prefer
to sit through late night and study, while some
may like to wake up early in the morning.
Reversing this system may not work out well
for them. Some like to read aloud while some
may like to write down while studying. These
are only examples and there is considerable
impact of individual differences in learning
styles. Therefore, before adopting a certain
strategy for studying, this factor must be kept
in mind.

I.earnirig material: Subject areas like maths
require working out on paper or chalk board
while history needs paraphrasing, finding main
idea and sequencing. The strategy adopted for
studying thus, will vary based on the subject
matter.

Whatever is the study material, when 'where'
and 'for how long' to study has to be first
sketched out which depends on the above
mentioned factors.

Assessment of study skills

Criterion referenced testing methods help in
assessing study skills of students. However,
there are certain western published tests
exclusively for testing study skills, some of
which include:

Study skills test: McGraw Hill Basic Skills

system.

Cornell Learning and Study Skills
Inventory.

Wisconsin Test for Reading
Development: Study skills.

Skill

(Ref: Wallace and Kauffman, 7986)

These are in English and validated for American
target population. In India, there are no such
specific tests. However, carefully constructed
CRTs will help in assessing the learning style



of a child, which leads to suitable planning.
This can include items to check:

Paraphrasing - main idea.

• Notes taking.

• Memorizing.

• Summarizing.

Test taking.

These tests can be constructed from the text-
book, work book and guide book of the
student with a number of items for each area
to be tested. This will help in consistency in
identifying strengths and needs of the student.
The test should be very carefully structured
and systematically planned and executed for

getting precise and unambiguous information.

Example

Objective : To assess the ability to take
notes.

Materials needed: A video taped lecture by a
teacher.

Procedure : The student is asked to
watch and listen to the
lecture carefully once and
take notes. The teacher
should analyze the notes
taken to assess the ability
of the student.

Note : The lecture should be
appropriate to the student
and is at his class level.

Student should have
written 80% of the key
concepts of the lecture in
his note book (The notes
can have abbreviation/
short forms).
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ILook for and find sornetMnt bcut the
student that is worth appteciatton. Thts
helps in establishing rapport as well as
improving M selfesteem,

Techniques for developing effective
study skills:

There are a few proven techniques for
developing effective study skills. This includes:

• SQ3R.
• Cognitive control (metacognitive training).
• Causal attributions.
• REAR

• EVOKER.

• Self instruction and monitoring.
• Memory strategies - semantic mapping.

Academic attack strategies.

Test taking

SQ3R:
Introduced by Robinson (1961), this is one of
the best known methods and is widely used.
This involves five steps - Survey, Question,
Read, Recite, Review.

1. Survey:

This refers to the quick scanning of the entire
reading material. Such browsing will help in
knowing the general coverage of the content,
level of approach, chapters, sub-chapters,
visuals and graphics. In short this will provide
an overview.

2. Question:
The survey will enable the student to formulate

questions, (i) should I study this content,
(ii) why should I study, (iii) what should I study,
(iv) how much to study, (v) how to study. On
finding answers to this, he can select specific
areas and structure his study.

Criteria



3. Read:

The student will read the selected area as
decided in 'question' phase and read the
content.

4. Recite:

To facilitate memory, the student would close
the book and recite what is read without
looking into the book.

5. Review:

To confirm the correctness of what is recited,
the student would review the content and
would verify answers.

Metacognitive training
Simply put, metacognition means thinking
about one's own thinking process. It is one's
awareness of how one solves problems, how
one remembers or comprehends written
materials.

Cognition refers to those mental activities that
involve mental processes such as thinking,
reasoning, understanding, memory and
problem solving. One way of studying
cognition is to find out how people encode,
organize, interpret, store and respond to
stimuli. The learning process consists of 3
stages namely, 1. selectively attending to the
stimulus, 2. processing the received
information, 3. storing information for retrieval
when required. Cognition enables an
individual to identify, interpret, organize and
apply information (Mercer, 1979).

Metacognition refers to the awareness one
has about his own cognitive processes and
products. The metacognitive processes are
related to the problem solving skills. Thus an
efficient person in problem solving will have a
conscious control over his planning, executing
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and managing his activities. In essence,
metacognition involves two components, 1.
Awareness and 2. Regulation. Loper (1982)
differentiates cognitive training from
metacognitive training in the following way.

Cognitive training involves instruction in task

specific strategies.

Metacognitive training focuses on instruction
in techniques to monitor and appraise the use
of cognitive strategies. If teachers are sensitive
to the cognitive and metacognitive skills of the
students and suitably transact the curricular
content, learner efficiency can. bairn.prQved.
This requires a conscious plan,
implementation and monitoring of strategic
approaches to learning and problem solving.

Two major reasons for failure in learning are,
1. Lack of awareness of appropriate cognitive
strategies, 2. Lack of motivation.

Metacognitive approach allows a student to
use effective learning strategies, monitor and
regulate their own activities. Regulation of
cognition refers to the executive control within
information processing.

Metacognitive phenomenon is best described
by the following four factors.

1. Knowledge about knowledge and
conscious control clone's own cognitive
process.

2. Knowledge about variables affecting
cognitive process and problem solving.

3. Strategy acquisition and strategic
production.

4. Regulation of cognition through use of
control executive mechanism ie., planning,

organizing, monitoring and checking
outcome.



I I I

Steps Area Involvement Control

Awareness Cognitive Person task Planning

Learning Aflecti ye Strategy I ri plerri en ti ng

Mastery Motor Monitoring
Evaluation

Cognitive behaviour modification (CBM) is one
effective method for helping the student with
his metacognitive process. It is 'behavioural'
as it is structured and uses reinforcement
techniques and focuses on the particular
problem (it ignores antecedent or ethiology
as in behaviour approach). It is 'cognitive' in
that its goal is to produce change in the
individual by modifying his thinking (Mercer,
1979). The CBM has its emphasis on providing
student with strategies on learning and focuses
on teaching the learner self initiative.

Causal attributions:

Many a time, we find people attributing their
success or failure to a number of internal or
external causes. Wallace and Kaufman (1986)
refer to this causal attribution, which is also
known as locus of control as one of the factors

in formulating techniques for study skills, for
instance, an internal cause can be relating
success or failure to the efforts put in by a
person for writing an examination. An example
of external cause can be a student believing
that success or failure is dependent on how
well a teacher teaches.

Students with learning problems tend to have
external locus of control and avoid personal
responsibility for their success or failure. Some
may have an attitude of helplessness, believing
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that they cannot do anything to be.successful.
This is also known as 'learnt helplessness'. The

study technique here involves encouraging the
feeling of 'I can' in the student. This will
improve their internal locus of control.

REAP:

REAP is a method introduced
Manzo (1976). REAP is an acro

Encode, Annotate, Ponder.

Read: The student reads the given material.

Encode: The student closes the reading
material and writes in his own words what is
read.

Annotate: He translates the author's idea into
his own words, summarizes and write with
suitable other quotations and references
where appropriate.

Ponder The student discusses with others
about the lesson, thinks about it and uses
contextually.

EVOKER:

Introduced by Pauk (1963) this method suits
best for prose texts like English, language and

history. Evoker refers to Explore, Vocabulary,
Oral reading, Key ideas, Evaluation and
Recapitulation,

Explore: In SQ3R, the survey stage can be
called equivalent to this stage where the
student understands overall message.

Vocabulary: Key words, places, events and
such details are noted. For instance, history is
basically 'what', 'who', 'when' and 'where' is it
not? This step helps in getting such key
information.

Oral reading: The student reads aloud so that
the content is understood.

One should acquire knowledge of his own
(a) metacognitive process, (b) metacognitive
variables, (c) metacognitive base,
(d) metacognitive control executive functions.

Metacognitive process

by Eanet and

nym for Read,



Key ideas: The student notes down the key To do this:
ideas, organizes sequentially to prepare for
examination.

Evaluation: The student formulates answers to
questions as expected for examination.

Recapitulation: He now reads the complete
prepared material, re-reads and gets ready for
examination.

Self-instruction and monitoring

Language plays a very important role in the
overall cognitive development. There are three
stages through which the children gain control
over their behaviour (Cole and Chan, 1990).

First, the external speech of adult.

Second, their own overt speech/expression.

Third, their own covert speech.

The last stage, the inner language is considered
to be the mechanism, which enable the child

to perform cognitive operations. Therefore, the
training sequence will include:

1. Cognitive modeling: (by the teacher) She
verbalizes as she carries out activities.

2. Overt external guidance: Student
performs with teacher guidance.

3. Overt self guidance: Student performs
saying aloud. This helps the teacher to
monitor the student and correct.

4. Faded self guidance: Student performs
whispering self instruction.

5. Covert self instruction: Student quietly
performs

Self-monitoring
This is a widely used technique in metacognitive
approach where a student is trained to generate
his own questions for a given topic. This
enhances comprehension and recall.
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• Involve student in active interaction with
the text.

• Relate prior knowledge to the text.

• Make the activity goal/purpose oriented.

• Direct attention to important sections of
the text.

• Check for difficulties in comprehension.

• Work out means of overcoming
difficulties.

For instance, a self-monitoring process can be:

1. Why am I reading this?

2. What is the main idea (underline/jot
down)?

3. What question can I ask about the main
idea?

4. What will be the answer?

5. Is it relevant and meaningful?

Reciprocal teaching
This is an approach that builds a dialogue
between the teacher and the learner for the
purpose af finding meaning to a text (Plainscar,
1986, as quoted in Cole and Chan, 1990).

To do this:
Summarize

Generate questions

• Clarify
• Predict

One important element of this technique is
scaffolding where the teacher models and
demonstrates how to use the four strategies

and uses guided practice by prompting the
student to summarize, self-question, clarify and

predict step by step.



Attributional retraining
This is a technique specifically useful for those
with poor or maladaptive motivational
patterns, which is attributed to insufficient
effort or ineffective strategies. This involves
having student say loudly the factors
responsible for his failure or success. The
specified wording of the students in his
attribution statement is very critical for the
effectiveness of the programme.

Such overt speech and statements help them
change their way of thinking as the teacher
reacts to the attributions by further
questioning. She helps with strategies on task

completion through attributional retraining.
Studies (Cole and Chan, 1990) have shown
that cognitive and metacognitive instructions
have helped in reducing impulsivity, increase
on-task behaviour and improve performance
in academics, change students' causal
attributions, develop abilities to cope with
failure, promote motivation and improve
interpersonal skills.

Attributional training srengthehs:k*ernai
tocus of control in students.

Memory strategies:
Poor memory is one common characteristic
among children with learning problems.
Memory strategies are designed to help
students retrieve information quickly.

Common memory strategies are:

• Rehearsing by repeating the content to
oneself.

• Classifying, grouping and clustering
information for easy recall.

• Creating visual images of the content.
• Associating or developing acronyms or

pairing with other information.
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• Self questioning, responding and checking
for accuracy of information.

• Using mnemonics - this involves addition
or elaboration of the information so that
association can be formed. While
retrieving, association helps in recalling.
For example, remembering the nine
planets in sequence is difficult. A
mnemonic here can help. 'My Very
Educated Mother Just Showed Us Nine
Planetst. The first letter of each word
stands for a planet in sequence starting
form the one nearest to Sun - Mercury,
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune, Pluto.

Semantic mapping
Semantic mapping or concept mapping helps
the student make insightful judgment on
content selected to be presented in an order
to recall information when needed. One way
of semantic mapping is associating the content
to a clock dial (see figure).

By this, while giving an examination, the
student wilt tend to recall what detaiF was in 3
position (rivers) or what was in 6 position
(deserts) of a clock and so on. Thus,
remembering all details becomes possible. The
sub details can be marked in each line (as

States

Any
Other

Boundaries
South-Indian Ocean

- East -Bay of Bengal
west - Arabian Sea

North - Himalayas

Weather
&

Season

Agriculture

ivers

Mountains
Deserts

Semantic mapping



Example:

1. Task class

Understanding boiling
point.

shown). Those content areas, which do not Academic Attack Strategies:
have a logical reason to relate for memory can
be best remembered by mnemonics or
semantic mapping.

Students with learning problems often, do not
know how to face academic problems. Since,

they are usually disorganized, systematic, and

Try this!
Show for 2 minutes, the ords listed below
and tell the children to recall all the words
in the same order.

logical methods to find solutions to problems
is limited in them. Therefore, they need to be
taught these strategies. Wallace and Kaufman
(1986) gave three strategies . (i) the class of
tasks to be taught - type of academic problem,

1. morning 11. repair (ii) specific strategy to be used listing plan of
2. banana 12. mother action, (iii) preskills necessary to use the
3. forest 13. film strategy - task analysis to determine the
4. bus 14. exam prerequisites for using the strategy.
5. Lighthouse 15. politics
6. bread 16. hindustan
7. economics 17. rain .;.:.
8. monkey 18. hospital

point and freezing

9. accident 19. fast
10. beach 20. booking :.: 2. Attack strategy:

- list items that reach boiling pount/

freezing point.
. describe measurement methods and

units used.

When they find it difficult to doso, tell them
they can. Then read the following story and
ask them to listen carefully. .

"One morning, I found bananas brought - Experiment and confirm.

from the forest by a bus, which was - Jot down points in sequence.
heading towards lighthouse. But, I wanted
to have bread before I left for my oncept of liquid,
economics exam. As I was going, I saw a
monkey crossing the road and meeting with
an accident tinder a vehicle going towards
the beach and it was under repair. My
mother was upset and told m brother, not
to go for film and take me to exam. He
was interested in politics of Hindustan. It
started to rain and I was afraid, I will end
up in hospital, if I go fast and my brother
was worried about ticket booking?

Now, tell them to recall. You will find to
your surprise and to their surprise that they
can after all. That too, 20 unconnected
words in the sequence of presentattonl

3. Prerequisite skills
Concept of 'boil', 'freeze'. C
solid, gas. Ability to read units.

Advanced Organizer Technique
This technique revolves around the idea that
if the student is aware of what he is going to
read in advance, in terms of what it is about,
what the main idea is, what is the purpose of
reading and so on, the act of reading is easy
by the student Therefore, a discussion by the
teacher and the student on the lesson to be
done with opportunity for the student to 'think'
followed by reading is the technique here. For
example, if it is a lesson about picnic, the
teacher and student can discuss on the picnic.
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The teacher should carefully lead the
discussion in the line of the text and try to get
answer from the students to questions like
'After all this planning what do you think
people on picnic will do if it rains?' and such
other details. The picnic related keywords and
the difficult words will be noted by the teacher.
The teacher and the learner will discuss the
words on the word list. Then the teacher would
introduce the text to read, This will help the
student read with ease.

Test taking:.

Ultimate academic achievement of the student
is reflected in his test scores. Test taking skills,

therefore, is a very important component of
study skills. The various aspects of test taking
include time management, style of
presentation and content accuracy; sensitizing
the students and giving clues will help in test
taking. Some tips are:

question.
• Read the directions very carefully.
• Look for keywords in the questions.
• Read and re-read the direction and

questions completely.
• If question paper is not to be returned,

note down your keywords as your select
questions, next to it.

• Allot time to each question based on the
weightage/marks to the questions so that
you have enough time to complete
answering all questions.

• Answer the well known questions first.
Remember to write the question number
in the margin.

• On completion, review carefully - check
for question numbers, spelling or grammar
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errors, compliance with instructions and
neatness.

• lithe question paper has objective part
arid essay, do the objective part first as
many a time it gives clue to essay
questions.

• At home practising answering a number
of question papers within the prescribed
time will help in good performance on the
day of examination.

• Reviewing the student's previous test
paper by the teacher and student together
will help in analyzing error and avoiding
for the next test

• Having sleepless nights prior to
examinations are really not helpful in
learning and retention. Studies show that
for good memory and efficiency,
adequate sleep is essential.

• Wherever possible, illustrations, graphical
expressions and maps must be done
neatly with pencil/colour pencil as the
case may be and labeled. To encourage
this, while studying provide the student
with a paragraph and instruct him to
convert it into diagram, flow chart or graph
as the case may be.

• When answer books are returned after
correction, go through carefully to check
for errors. It is a good idea for the student
and the teacher to do it together.

Teachers play a very important role in helping
children with appropriate study skills leading
them towards learning as well as preparing for
examinations. The test scores are important
for making decisions on the future of the
student. Therekre, teachers have to focus their
attention on enhancing study skills. The
strategies given briefly in this chapter can help
in sensitizing the children about their learning
styles and self-monitor their study habits.

• Read
• Note
• Note

the entire question paper.
the time allotted.
the weightage for each specific



One last word
Difficulties in learning academics does not mean the end of everything as many

parents think. If a child does not score good marks in academics, try to help

him using the remedial methods as briefed in this book. Simultaneously, keep

looking for other abilities in the child. Sharpening those skills may help him

shine in that area. Dr.Howard Gardner has proposed the concept of multiple

intelligences including musical intelligence, bodilykinesthetic intelligence, spatial

intelligence, analytical intelligence, linguistic intelligence, interpersonal

intelligence and intrapersonal intelligence. A child may be good at any of these

areas and if identified and given due attention, instead of being labled as 'low

achiever', he may be celebrated as a good sportsman, musician, artist, stage

entertainer or a public relations officer. Always highlight the strengths in the

student. Students are like unpolished stars, which come in varied sizes and

shapes. It is a good teacher, who shines them to bring out the best in them.

Good luck!

"The real issue in education is to see that when the child
leaves the school, he is well established in goodness - both

outwardly and inwardly?

J.Krishnamurthy
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12. www.Iearningdisabilities.org.uk

13. www.icdi.wvu.edu/others.htm

14. www.cldinternational.org

15. www.aIa.org

16. www.nichcy.org

17. www.connects.org.uk

18. www.ldiec.net

19. www.microsfot.com/enable/casestudy/georgia.aspx

20. www.abiiityhub.com/speech/speech-Id,htm

21. www.apId.org.uk

22. www.kidsheaIth.org/kid/health_problems/learning_problem/
Learning_disabilities.html

23. www.coping.org/copingbook/Iearndis.htm

24. www.theparentreportcom/resources/ages/preteen/education/324.html

25. www.googie.com - Origin of English Language

26. www.indya.com - Origin of Hindi Language
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GOVERNMENT ORDERS

No.SSC 1095/116011/HSC-l A
School Education Department

Mantralaya, Vistar Bhavan
MUMBAI 400 032

Date: 27th March, 1996

To

The Education Director
State of Maharasthra
PUNE

SUB: Extension of facility to the student in their curriculum and examination to those
who are suffering from learning disability.

The Maharasthra State Board of Secondary and Higher Secondary Education vide their
letter No.RM/Pathyakram/8078, dated 21st October 1995, has allowed the facility for the
students suffering from learning disability at the secondary level examination. Copy of the
same is enclosed herewith.

The facility and the scheme of examination which has been extended to the student
suffering from learning disability, as suggested by the Maharashtra State Board of Education,
will be applicable in toto to the students in the 9th and the 10th standard.

The above instructions may please be communicated to all schools in the State by a
circular and the compliance of the same be reported to the Government, immediately.

Sd/-

(V.R Pawar)
Section Officer

Copy:
The Secretary, The Maharasthra State Board of Secondary Education and Higher Education,
Pune.

The Private Secretary to the Minister for School Education.
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MAHARASHTRA STATE BOARD OF SECONDARY & HIGHER
SECONDARY EDUCATION, SION (E), MUMBAI 400 022

REF : CIRCULAR NO. MDB/ DATED 29.1 2.95

Vide above referred circular you have been informed regarding the subjects and
examinatiornto be held in March 1996 as per revised syllabus in respect of Blind, Deaf and
Dumb as well as Spastic students. Recently, Dyslexia, Dysgraphia and Dyscalculia cases having
learning disability have been included in the list of disabled students. You are hereby informed
that such students have been offered some concessions.

In this regard, following clarification is offered which may please be brought to the notice
of the Secondary teachers and students of your school.
(A) Two science subjects namely, (1) Physiology and Hygiene (77) and (2) Home Science

(77) have been offered two optional papers. Specimen of these question papers
with mark allocations is enclosed herewith.

(B) Following subjects from the list of subjects on work experience in respect of such
students in the old curriculum will not be included in the new pattern of examination.
1) Wood work.
2) Photography.
3) Metal fitting craft.
4) Clay work.

(C) Following subjects concerning work experience from the old curriculum are renamed
in the revised curriculum as follows:

Name of the subject in Name of the subject according
The old curriculum to new curriculum

1. Tailoring & Cutting Machine sewing & maintenance
of sewing machine (K-i)

2. Embroidery & Needle Work Hand Embriodery (J-9)

3. Electronics Elements of Electronics (K-6)

(D) There is no change in the name of the following work experience subjects.

1) Drawing & Painting (M-6)
2) Beautification (M-8)
3) Typewriting English/Marathi (M-4/M-5)
4) Book Binding (M-7)
5) Indian Music (Vocal & Instrumental) (M-3)

Board will conduct examinations for 8 subjects (75 & 100 marks) from (C) & (D) above.
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Work Experience subject chosen as option for language subjects will carry 100 marks.
Out of the 8 subjects mentioned above, syllabus for Book Binding and Beautification is
unchanged, whereas the syllabus for remaining 6 subjects is revised. This curriculum is included
in the Booklet of revised syllabus for IX/X Standard.

There will be a paper for 75 marks for these subjects for those who choose these
subjects in addition to Arithmetic. Rough formats of question papers (100 marks & 75 marks)
on these subjects have been prepared and enclosed herewith.

The above information may please be brought to the notice of the concerned teachers
and students. If any dyslexia, dysgraphia or dyscalculia student has appeared through your
school, information in respect of such student together with medical certification from
Government Surgeon may be forwarded separately to the Board, If such students have not
chosen the subjects according to the revised scheme in their appfications,-changesnecEssary
may be conveyed so that the Board may be able to carry out appropriate corrections.

Sd!-
Sr. Divisional Secretary

Maharashtra State Secondary &
Higher Secondary Education Board

Mumbai Divisional Board
Sion (E), Mumbai 400 022

To

The Principals of all the recognized Secondary Schools for information.

The Board has considered some concessions to disabled students (which includes Blind, Deaf
and Dumb and Spastic students). There are some students other than those above, who have
learning disability. In order to enable them to show progress in education, Board has considered
some concessions in the S.S.C. Examination.

There are three types of learning disabilities such as Dyslexia, Dysgraphia and Dyscalculia.
Physically, these students appear like general students. Their disability does not appear outwardly.
Such students are not mentally retarded, some times their mental power is brighter than the
general students. But the information received from organs does not get analyzed property in
brain. As such they make mistakes in writing and in calculations. For example, 4125 they write
as 2154, motor car they write as 'tomr cra. Due to this they are lagging behind in their studies.
To overcome their inferiority complex and with a view to help such students, Board has decided
to provide some concessions.
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Concessions approved by the Board

Dyslexia and Oysgraphia students: Any two languages out of the I, II and Ill language
group. But out of these two, one language should be English (I or Ill language). If they are
wilting to opt for third language they can do so. In other case, they can opt for one
subject from work experience which will carry 100 marks, exam of which will be conducted
by the Board.

2. Dyscalculia students: These category of students will have Arithmetic (150 marks) 75
marks for the Arithmetic paper of Std. VII and 75 marks for the combined subject from
the work experience. Such students will be provided a writer who is studying either in VI
standard or equivalent to VI Standard student. For Dyscalculia student writer will be
provided only for arithmetic subject. They will be granted additional 30 minutes grace
time for solving their papers.

3. Dyslexia and Dysgraphia: Students will be provided writer for written exam and also
extra time (30 minutes) for solving their question papers.
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Synopsis Government Order

School Education - Government Examination Department

The Director of Examination has been authorized to give examination concessions to the
students, affected by dyslexia and other physical disabilities who are appearing for the public
examinations conducted by the Board of Education for higher secondary, secondary,
matriculation, Anglo Indians, E.S.LC. etc.

GOVERNMENT OF TAMIL NADU
School Education Department

Government Order No.47, dated 18.02.99

Director of Examination Letter No.031118/i 61/99, dated 09.02.1999

ORDER:

1. For the last 10 years the Principal of Sree Vidya Matriculation Higher Secondary School
has been taking steps to give remedial education to her students who were identified as
dyslexics with the help of special educators. These dyslexic students despite their
intelligence are backward only in academics. The Principal has requested the Director of
Exam to give examination concession provisions like extra time for practical and written
examinations, use of calculator, use of clarke's tables, use of scribes, read out the question
paper etc. for the dyslexic students appearing for 10th and 12th Public examination.

2. Based on the above mentioned Principal's request, the Director of Examination requested
the Government tp grant examination concession not only for this school but also to give
him the powers to grant examination concession to other students (boys/girls) who apply
with other kinds of disabilities too.

3. The Government has scrutinized the Director's recommendations (Students with dyslexia
and other disabilities). The Director of Examination has been given the general authority
to provide examination concessions to all students . dyslexic and with other disabilities
who are appearing for secondary school, higher secondary school, matriculation, Anglo
India, E.S.L.C. and other government examinations after scrutiny the recommendations
from a panel of doctors, psychologists, educationalists along with the earlier case history
sheet from the school.

4. After scrutiny as mentioned in para 3, the Director is requested to take proper course of
action in giving examination concession to students of Sree Vidyalaya Matriculation Higher
Secondary School.

// As per Government Order //
M.A.GOWRISANKAR

SECRETARY, GOVERNMENT
Addressee -

Director
Director of Examination, Chennai 600 006.
Director of School Fducation, Chennai 600 006.
Director of Primary Education, Chennai 600 006.
PA. to Minister of Education, Chennai 600 009.
PA. to Chief Minister, Chennai 600 009.
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COUNCIL FOR THE INDIAN SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS

VII-31 8(SD/2002)
22 January 2001

Dyslexia Case

The Principal
Vidyaranya High School for
Boys & Girls
Green Gates, Saifabad
Hyderabad 500 063

Dear Madam,

We are in receipt of a latter dated 19th December, 2000 from Centre for Special Education
(CSE), Secunderabad, recommending the assistance of a scribe to the student, Ms.J.Preethi
who will be appearing for the ICSE (10) Examination 2002 from your School.

The Special Committee dealing with Specific Learning Disability cases after examining the
report of the CSE has permitted you to engage an Amanuensis to help the above student

during the conduct of her ICSE (10) Examination. The writer should be a pupil from Class VIII
only and also not related to the student in any way. A Special Assistance Supervising Examiner
of proven integrity and not related to the student in any way will have to be provided as well
and student be examined incommunicado during the entire duration of the examination.

Kindly provide to the Convener and the Supervising Examiner a copy of the Council's letter
dated 22 January 2001. You will also need to discuss with them regarding the special
arrangements to be made for the conduct of the March 2002 ICSE (10) Examination in respect

of student, Ms.J.Preethi.

Yours faithfully,
Sd! xx xx xx

(XAVIER PINTO)
DEPUTY SECRETARY

PRAGATI HOUSE, 3rd FLOOR, 47-48, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHi-i 10019,
TELEPHONES: 6411706, 6476547, 6413820

E-MAIL: cisce@giasdlOl.vsnl.net.in FAX: 91-11-6212051 TELEGRAMS: CAMEXAM
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Gram: CENBOSEC, DeIhI.92 Phone: 2209252.59
E-mail: cbsedli@nda.vsnl.net.in Telex: 6601 5-CBS[-lN
Website: www.cbseindia.org Fax: 2215826

Central Board of Secondary Education
(An Autonomous Organization under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

Shiksha Kendra, 2, Community Centre, Preet Vihar, Delhi - 110092

No.COORD:DO:GIJW.:F.10:2001 :872 1 Dated 01-03-2001

The Secretary
Madras Dyslexia Association
No.11 & 12, Sambasivam Street
T.Nagar, Chennai-60001 7

Sir,

Please refer to your letter No. MDA:GEN:2980 dated 6.2.2001, I am directed to inform you
that the Board gives the following special concessions to the Spastic, Dyslexic, Physically
handicapped and Blind candidates:

1. exemption from examination in the Third Language.

2. permitted to use an amanuensis and allowed an additional one hour (60 minutes) time for
each paper.

3. consider the Physio-therapic exercises as equivalent to Physical and Health Education
course of the Board.

4. Spastic candidates, Dyslexic and candidates with visual and hearing impairment have the
option of studying one compulsory language as against two. This language should be in
consonance with the overall spirit of the Three Language Formula prescribed by the Board:

MATHEMATICS, SCEINCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, ANOTHER LANGUAGE, MUSIC, PAINTING AND
HOME SCIENCE.

Yours faithfully,
Sd/- xx xx xx

(KAVITA VAZIRANI)
DESK OFFICER (GUW.)
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